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Summary
rieceiitly, exciting j^rogress lias i)een m ade towards the creation of electronic devices 

via unconventional fabrication routes. For example, licpiid jjrocessing techni(jues 

such as prin ting and spraying are enabling the production of nanom aterial-based 

electronic devices th a t  are asseml)led directly on everyday substra tes , such as i)las- 

tic films. This ai>proach is interesting as it presents an opi)ortunity to develop elec

tronic devices th a t  are mechanically flexible and even transi)arent. Ck'arly, these 

possibilities wifi lead to a host of ai)i)licalions th a t  are impossible using trad itional 

m anufacturing  teclmi(iues.

However, realisation of t his goal will also re(iuire the developuK'nt of solution pro

cessed energy storage and m anagem ent systems. This work explores the effects of 

percofation on the proj)erties of t ransparen t electrochemical capacitors using so

lution processed carbon nano tube  networks as electrodes. It was foun(f th a t  the 

e(iuivalent series resistance, R esh , volumetric cajjacitance, Cy, were thickness 

indei)endent for relativefy thick electrodes. However, once the ('lectrode thickness 

decreased below a threshoUl ~11)0 nm i'or nnsR  & t ~ 2 0  nm tor C^i), the proj)er- 

ties of the  electrode l)ecanie thickness dependent. This behaviour was found to be 

(H)usistent with percolation theory and provides insights into of the lim itations on 

t he achievable ca])acitance for transi>arent efectrocheniical capacitors. It was fouu(f 

t h a t  electrochemical capacitor m aking use of electrodes with thickness indei)eiident 

a o c  C i/occui)y  a  wefl-defined region of tfie Ilagone pfot. However, electrodes 

limited by percolation occu])y a long tail towards low values of energy and  power 

density. For example, n 'placing electrodes with transparency  of T  -8U% w'ith th in 

ner networks displaying T  - 97% results in a 20-fold reduct ion of both  i>ower and 

energy density.

To try  and minimise the presence of i)ercolation effects on the properties of t ran s

parent electrochemical capacitor electrodes, thin films of a conducting i)olynier, 

j)oly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophone) :i)oly(styrene-4-sulfonate) were jjrepared. This  was 

achieved by spraying acjueous dispersions of the  polymer onto i)lastic substra tes , en

abling the p repara tion  of large area t ransparen t films (uj) to 321 cni'^). T he  use 

of a formic acid pos t- t rea tm en t  resulted in a DC conductivity  of 93G S /cm . How

ever, the  biggest advantage of this nuiterial was the low optical conductivity  of 24 

S /c m  (at 550 nm). Combined, these properties indicate excellent perfornuince as a 

trans])arent concfuctor, with a figure of merit of (T/;c / o-„,, =  39. Efectrocliemical mea-



sureiiioiitK slunved ideal d o u b le  lay('r behav iou r ,  w ith  a  v o h u u e tr ic  caj^acitance of 41 

F /eu r*  t h a t  was s tab le  w’ith  repeattu l  cycling. In  c o n tra s t  to  t he n a u o tu b e  netw orks, 

th e  i)roi)erties of these  films rem a in ed  th ickness  indei)endent even for the  th in n es t  

film p re p a re d  (T ~ 9 9 % ) ,  in d ica t in g  a  com ple te  absence of perco la t ion  effects.

T h e  d ep e n d en ce  of charge  s to rag e  i)roperties  on e lec trode  la te ra l  d im ensions were 

also inves t iga ted .  W h ile  ab so lu te  c a p ac i tan c e  could be effectively im proved  by in 

creasing  th e  h im  d im ens ion  parallel to  th e  e lec trode  co n tac t ,  ex ten d in g  th e  d im e n 

sion per])( 'ndicular to  th e  e lec tro d e  co n ta c t  caused  a  red u c tio n  in area l cai)acitance, 

C a - T h ese  geom etr ic  effects were u n d e r s to o d  using a  sim ple R C  circuits , inc lud 

ing a  s iug le-arm  tran sm iss io n  line for th e  A C  im p ed an ce  behav iour .  Two e lec trode  

m easu rem en ts  were o b a in ed  for large a re a  t ra n s p a re n t  hh n s  (T -  95%, A 108 cm ^) ,  

p rov id ing  a  c a p ac i tan c e  of 12.5 n iF  a t  50 m V /s .

Lastly, s ignificant im p ro v em en ts  in th e  j jerforniance of e led ro ch em ica l  ca jjac ito r  

e lec trodes  based  on 2D MnO-i nanoj)lat<'lets were achieved l)v th e  ad tl i tiou  of ca rb o n  

n a n o tu b e s .  E lec tro d es  based  on MnC)'^ do no t  d isp lay  high areal  cap ac i tan ce  because  

th e  e lectrical p ro p e r t ie s  of such  hlnis are  poor, therefore  lim iting  th e  t r a n s p o r t  of 

charge  l)eiwe,en redox  s ites  an d  th e  ex te rn a l  circu it.  In  ad d i t io n ,  th e  m echan ica l  

s t r e n g th  of these  e lec trodes  were low, lim iting  th e  achievable e lec trode  th ickness  even 

in th e  p resence of a  p o ly m er  b inder.  By ad d in g  cari)on n a n o tu b e s  to  the  M n 0 2 -b a s e d  

e lec trodes ,  th e  electrical co n d u c tiv i ty  increased  by up to  eight o rders  of m a g n i tu d e  

(for 40 w t%  n an o tu b es )  in line w ith  percolati(jii theory. T h e  n a n o tu b e  nc'twork 

fac il ita tes  charge t r a n s p o r t ,  re su lt in g  in large increases in cap ac itan ce ,  especially  

at d icharge  a n d  recharge  ra te s  a t  a ro u n d  1 V /s .  T h e  increase in M n 0 2  specific 

c a p ac i tan c e  scaled w ith  n a n o tu b e  co n ten t  in a  m an n e r  consis ten t  w ith  ]>ercolation 

theory. I t  was found  th a t  m a x im u m  e id iancem en t of th e  u ti lisa tion  of ]\In ( ) 2  can 

be achiev('d w ith  th e  ad d i t io n  of only  10 w t%  c a rb o n  n an o tu b es .  Im p o r tan t ly ,  

th e  m echan ica l  ro b u s tn ess  was also en h an ced ,  allowing th e  fai)ricat ion of e lec trodes  

t h a t  were 1 0 x  th icker th a n  could  be achieved in M n 0 2 -o n ly  films. T h is  re su lted  in 

com i)osite  h h n s  w ith  a real  c a p ac i tan c es  up  to  40 x  h igher th a n  could  be achieved 

w ith  M n ( ) 2 -only  elec trodes .
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Electrochem ical Capacitors
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1.1 Introduction

M odern society is characterised  by a  continuous dem and for new kinds of po rtab le  elec

tronic devices for use in all th e  dom ains of our lives. T his is m ade evident by the  exj)losion 

in popularity  of sm art [)hones over the  past decade; more recently, tab le t com puters have 

becom e pervasive; whilst today, wearable electronics such as sm art watches and eye-wear 

are  com ing into vogue. A lthough it is im possible to  foresee the  form th a t fu ture portab le  

devices will take, we can be certain  th a t  their capabilities will continue to  expand w ith 

tim e.

Crucial to  the  perform ance of i)ortable elec:tronic devices are the  energy storage system s 

th a t  ])ower them . This essential role is played by th ree  classes of electrical energy sto r

age system s; batteries, dielectric cai)acitors and  electrochem ical ca])acitors (ECs). As 

ind icated  in F igure 1.1, these differ vastly in the  energy and power com binations they 

are able to  provide. B atteries use electrochem ically driven bulk-jjhase transform ations 

to  deliver high gravim etric energy th a t  m ay only be accessed slowly (<1 kW /kg). On 

the  o ther hand, dielectric capacitors use e lectrosta tic  processes to  i>rovide sm all bu rsts  

of energy (<0.05 W h/kg ). Between these extrem es lie a whole spectrum  of energy and 

power com binations th a t m ay only be accessed using ECs. Also known as sui>ercapacitors, 

these m ake use of bo th  e lectrostatic  processes and  raj)id chemical reactions occurring at 

electrochem ical interfaces. T he blue diagonal lines in Figure 1.1 i)rovide an a lternative  

comi)arison betw een the  three energy storage classes, indicating the  duration  reciuired to 

dis{)ense or re{)lenish their energy capacity; dielectric cai)acitors 0 {)erate in the  m icro to 

m illisecond range, ba tteries  take a  num ber of hours to  completely discharge or recharge, 

while ECs typically  opera te  over the  seconds to  hundreds of seconds range. ^

A fu rther d istinction  can be m ade regarding th e  num ber of discharge/recharge cycles 

I)erformed over the  lifetime of the  devic:e. W hen oi)erated correctly dielectric cai)acitors 

have an  essentially unlim ited cycle lifetim e as device o]>eration is entirely e lectrostatic . In 

con trast, ba tte ries  m ay sustain  only a  few hundred  cycles before the onset of dim inished 

perform ance.^ EC s lie betw een these extrem es, w ith  com m ercial devices often capable of 

millions of cycles; substan tia lly  more th a n  batteries.
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Q .

! ,0 ! }1 110 10 10' 10 10 ' 10

Specif ic  Energy (Wh/kg)

Figure 1.1: Energy-power diagram, also known as a Ragone plot, indicating the general 
si)ecific energy and sjjecific j)ower combinations available to dielectric capacitors, ECs and 
batteries. Note th a t 1 Wh=3.C kJ, which is the energy transferred in 1 hour a t 1 W att. 
Image adapted from source.^

Due to their imiciue position on the energy-j)ower diagram, ECs are a corni)elling option 

for use in many emerging portable electronic devices. This is })articularly true for applica

tions reciuiring high current pulses w^here batteries are not suitable. In addition, there is 

a growing requirement for prudent energy management as we increasingly turn  to  renew

able energy sources in i)reference over fossil fuels. In general term s, making ECs more 

attractive for ai)plications recjuires dem onstrating improved energy and power, improved 

cycle lifetime, increased safety and reduced cost. In addition, there are a range of more 

sj)ecific recjuirements w'hich may be im portant for particular applications, such as unicjue 

self-discharge characteristics or the ability to operate a t extreme tem peratures. Although 

EC technologies are a long way from reaching m aturity, their general characteristics are 

well understood.
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Applied
Potential

U ncharged  Charged

Figure 1.2: The simplest c-apacitor configuration consists of a pair of parallel plates with an 
insulator between them. An ai)plied potential across the i)lates causes charge separation, 
and an electric field is established in the region between them. This field is a store of 
energy, able to i^erform electrical work.

1.2 G eneral C haracteristics

A capacitor is an electrical device th a t stores energy within an electric held. This is 

achieved most simply using a pair of j^arallel metallic j)lates th a t are separated l)y an 

insulating region (Figure 1.2). When a potential difference is applied across the plates 

a current flows as the cai^acitor charges, causing negative charges to accumulate on one 

plate with an e(|ual (juantity of positive charges left on the other. An electric field is 

created throughout the intervening si)ace, and the device is now a source of electromotive 

force [i.e. able to perform work on an electrical circuit). Ideal capacitive behaviour is 

characterised by a linear relation between the (juantity of charge, ry, tha t is ac'cumulated on 

each plate and the potential difference, IS.V, th a t is estal)lished between them; q =  C A V .^ 

The pro])ortionality constant, (7, is called the capacitance, whose unit is ’coulombs per 

volt’. This unit is more commonly term ed the 'farad’ (F).

An EC behaves in a similar manner to the parallel plate device, although it is constructed 

like a battery. The schematic jnesented in Figure 1.3 indicates th a t a typical EC device 

stack consists of a pair of electrodes tha t are immersed in an electrolyte solution. These 

are interposed with a porous inert membrane to ensure the electrodes remain electrically 

isolated, whilst also enabling the passage of electrolyte ions. The electrodes are the most



C urren t Collector

Device Stack P o ro u s  Film

Electro ly te

Applied

P o ten t ia l

U n c h a rg e d C harged
Electrochennical 

D oub le  Layer

Figure 1.3: An EC device stack indicating in more detail the nature of the elec
trode/electrolyte interface. The application of a potential difference across the device 
causes the formation of an electrochemical double layer across each electrode/electrolyte 
interface.

im portant as[)ect of this device. They are normally composed of a metallic foil current 

collec'tor, on toj) of which is a j)orous film of the electrode material. Porosity enables 

the creation of a large internal surface area into which the electrolyte solution is able to 

infiltrate, forming a pair of highly spatially extended electrode/electrolyte interfaces.

As for the {)arallel plate design, w'hen a potential difierence is ai){)lied across the de

vice terminals, delocalised electrons migrate externally from one electrode to the other. 

This gives rise to an electric field between them. In this case, charged species from the 

electrolyte solution (juickly migrate towards either electrode; anions to the positive side 

and cations to the negative one (see Figure 1.3). This action nuUifies the electric fiekl 

throughout the m ajority of the elec'trolyte solution, confining it to a very th in  region at 

each electrode/electrolyte interface. As a result, a thin sheet of electrons (or their defi

ciency) are present on the electrode side of the interface, and a sheet of complementary 

charge-balancing ions build up in the adjacent electrolyte. These tw'o charged layers are
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separated by a sheet of solvent molecules acting as a molecular dielectric. The overall 

structure is called the ’electrochemical double layer', which behaves much like a parallel 

plate cai)acitor {i.e. q =  (C A F )), although in reality the structure is far more c’om})lex 

and consists of compact and diffuse charged layers.

An EC device therefore consists of two of these nanoscopic capacitor-like interfaces ar

ranged in series. In the charged state, the cell voltage is partitioned between the two 

interfaces, while during device operation [i.e. when current, z, flows) the cell experiences 

an additional potential drop associated with an ec^uivalent series resistance, B.esr, fliat is: 

^Vceii =  ^y+interface +  ^y-interface + iRESR- The Rusii is tiiP sum of various resistances 

occurring throughout the cell. This includes cx)ntriI)utions such as the contact resistance 

between the current collector and the electrode him, the electronic resistance of the film 

itself and the ionic resistance associated with ionic motion through the electrode materials 

and the separator material. This overall (juantity must be minimised as it influences the 

maximum theoretical power, P, with which device may be charged and discharged.® This 

relationship is indicated in E(juation 1.1;

( 1. 1)
4 P es h

The other cardinal measure of EC performance is the energy capacity, E, which depends 

on AVccit and the overall capacitance, Ccdh indicated in Ecjuation 1.2:

E  =  (1.2)

A capacitor is therefore the electrical analogue of a spring, with the j)otential difference 

and capacitance ecjuivalent to the spring displacement and spring constant. Ju st as there 

are lim itations on the maximum disi)lac:ement of a sjning, so too is there a maximum 

voltage to  which a cai)acitor may be charged before the onset of damaging effects. This is 

often due to  electrochemical breakdown of the electrolyte solvent by a process called elec

trolysis. For example, when using acjueous electrolytes, the reduction of water becomes 

thermodynamically feasible if the interfacial potential excursion a t the negative electrode 

reaches E^=  0.0 V vs. the Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE). At the other electrode, 

w ater may be oxidised for positive potential excursions reaching E ^ — +1.23 V vs. SHE.
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These reactions produce gases a t an exponential rate beyond their onset potentials, reduc

ing charging efficiency and damaging the cell. It is therefore generally recjuired tha t AVceii 

doesn’t exceed ~  1.2 V for a(}ueous-based elettrolytes.^ Measures can be taken to extend 

the electrolysis-free range, for instance, by selecting electrode m aterials where these re

actions are kinetically hindered.®'^ However, a more common strategy is to  use aprotic 

organic electrolytes or ionic liquids instead, which can allow more generous potential ex

cursions before the onset of electrolysis (>2.5 volts). Although this can greatly enhance 

energy storage {E oc. device [)ower often suffers due to inferior ionic' conductivity

of these systems comi)ared with aqueous electrolytes {P,„ax oc R ^ sr) -  addition, non- 

atiueous electrolytes are often expensive, and they complicate device manufacture due to 

the need to exclude moisture.

Regardless of which elec-trolyte system is used, efforts to improve the energy liarnessed by 

ECs have often focused on imi)roving capacitance {E oc Cceii)- This may be achieved by 

maximising the spatial extent of the electrode available to the electrolyte solution, through 

optimisation of its porous structure. Alternatively, there is growing interest in modifying 

the interface itself to store more charge than is i)ossible using the electrochemical double 

layer alone. This api)roach draws ui)on rapid, reversible electrochemical reactions of a 

capacitive nature. W hilst an ideal electrode design would employ both of these strategies, 

w’hether or not these reactions are actively emi)loyed presents a convenient demarcation 

between EC electrode types, for which the terms 'faradaic’ or ’non-faradaic’ are used.
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1.2.1 Non-faradaic E lectrodes

Non-faradaic EC electrocies are designed to exhibit the proi)erty of being ’ideally polar- 

isal)le’, meaning th a t charge does not cross the electrochemical interface during device 

operation. In this case energy storage is entirely electrostatic, making use of the capac

itive behaviour of the electrochemical double layer. The capacitance tha t arises at such 

an electrode is given by Ecjuation 1.3:

C =  ££o4  (1.3)a

where A is the area of the electrode accessible to the electrolyte, d is the distance sep

arating the oj)positely charged layers at the interface, £ is the dielectric constant of the 

intervening region where the electric field operates and is the vacaumi i)ermittivity (8.65 

X F.m~^).  Experimental values for the areal capacitance arising at non-faradaic elec

trodes ty})ically fall between 20 and 50 iiF/cm^ depending on the dielectric thickness; over 

an order of magnitude greater than is obtained using dielectric capacitors. This differ

ence is due to nanoscopic separation between the charged layers at the electrochemical 

interface, which is ~0.5 nm when using a<jueous electrolytes comi)ared with a few microns 

for many dielectric capacitors. W ith this being the case, Equation 1.3 indicates th a t the 

dielectric constant of w'ater is much reduced in this environment {e ~  8) compared with 

the Inilk {e ~  80). This results from orientational confinement of its molecules in the very 

high electric fields present across the interface (~10^ V /c m ).“  We note tha t the break

down voltage is usually much higher for dielectric ca])acitor due to the onset of Faradaic 

charge transfer reactions between the solvent and electrode interface at relatively low’ 

voltages (-1.2 V for aqueous based electrolytes).

The most attractive aspect of using the electrochemical double layer to store energy is the 

immense surface areas able to be created using many carbon-based electrode materials {i.e. 

>1000 m^/g).^^ These values are achieved by a combination of j>yrolysis and activation 

processes^^ applied to carbon precursors from an assortm ent of petroleum^”̂ and biomass 

based sources. W hen coupled with an interfacial capacitance of 20 jiF/cm^ or more, 

specific capacitance values exceeding 200 F /g  are possible. Becker from General Electric
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was the first to reahse the utihty of this situation for energy storage, patenting a method 

to produce non-faradaic ECs 1)ased on activated carbon electrodes in 1957.^* The first 

commercial devices were made available by a comi)any called SOHIO in 1971, and today 

there are numerous companies who specialise in EC technologies based on a wide range 

of non-faradaic type electrodes. Presently, these electrodes are able to  provide around 

120 F /g  using organic electrolytes and around 200 F /g  a t a single electrode when using 

acjueous systems. Note tha t this value is decreased by a factor of ~4 for two electrode 

devices. Specific energy and pow'er for devices based on these electrodes are presently 

around 3-C W h/kg  a t 5 kW/kg.^°

In addition to having very porous morptiologies, many activated carbon materials also 

I)ossess m oderate electrical conductivity, ideal i)olarisability and therm al stability over a 

wide range and in many cases are ciieap to manufacture. This combination of a ttributes 

provides carbon with unparalleled suitaljility as a non-faradaic EC elec trode material. The 

si^ecific structural and morphological characteristics of the carbon precursors are d ram at

ically altered by the i>yrolysis and activation processes, with commensurate changes to 

their i)hysical and chemical properties.

One im portant consideration is the presence of functional groups on the activated carbon 

surface. Although these are useful to [)rovide wettability, their presence also has reper

cussions for the cyclability and self-discharge characteristics of the electrode interface. 

Another im portant consideration is the electronic pro])erties of the m aterial produced, 

w'hich vary greatly among carbon sources and the treatm ents imi)osed. These factors 

influence the proi)ortion of sp^ and sp'  ̂ hybridised carbon atoms, the presence of lattice 

defects or heteroatom  inclusions as well as crystallite size and orientation.^^

Following synthesis of the carbon m aterial itself, the next im portant oi)timisation process 

is the assembly of porous electrodes. The most common ai)j)roach is to mix the activated 

carbon powder with a polymeric binder, adding a small cjuantity of solvent to enable 

the formation of a slurry. The resulting paste-like m ixture may then be coated onto the 

surface of a metallic current collector such as aluminium with film thickness typically in 

the 10s to 100s of micron range. This method presents an oi)portunity to combine carbon
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types with contrasting proj)erties into the same fihii. A common examjjle is to mix a 

high surface area activated carbon with a smaller (juantity of another carbon ty{)e with 

superior electrical j)roperties, such as carbon black. Here it is necessary to carefully select 

the ratio of the various components to  confer the best overall properties to the composite. 

The need for a binder is a disadvantage of this ai)proach as it jjrovides little performance 

benefits (other than mechanical adherence), w'hile taking up a significant proj)ortion of 

the overall electrode mass (typically 5 — 10wt%). As a result, alternative approaches have 

been ex{)lored such as pyrolysis of organic aerogels^^-^^ or woven fibrous structures. 

These enable the produc^tion of electrode m aterials th a t are mechanically robust as well 

as having improved electronic j)roperties.

Common to  all these materials is the need to control the distribution of jjore sizes tha t 

constitute the internal space within the electrode structure. If the m ajority of pores are 

too small to  accommodate the electrolyte sj)ecies being employed, the available capac

itance will be low'er than expected. In certain cases it has been found th a t when the 

electrolyte and micropore diameter are well matched, desolvation of electrolyte ions is 

possible. This allows them  to occupy very small micropores (<1 nm), giving rise to en

hanced capacitance. One conse(}uence of using porous electrode materials (compared 

with a ])lanar surface) is the re(}uirement for ions and electrons to translocate throughout 

the porous network during charge and discharge. This means th a t a variety of trans

port resistances are encountered dei^ending on the distance charged species must travel 

to reach the electrode surface. This has ramifications for energy and i)ow'er capabilities as 

the accessible capacitance will then vary with charge/discharge rate. The nature of this 

behaviour depends on the j)ore size distribution of the electrode m aterial, whereby it is 

generally found tha t a combination of micro (diameter < 2 nm) and mesojiores (diam eter 

2-50 nm) produt-e the best performance.^® A range of transmission line equivalent circuit 

models have been developed to account for this behaviour of porous electrodes.^®

Over the past few decades, tw'o new carbon allotropes have come to  prominence. These are 

the pseudo-one and pseudo-two dimensional nanostructures called carbon nanotubes^®’̂ ® 

and g r a p h e n e .T h e ir  general structures are presented in Figure 1.4. Both of these m a

terials have many characteristics th a t are attractive for use within EC electrodes.
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Figure 1.4: Two nanocarhon allotropes; (A) carl)on nanotubes and (B) graphene. Image 
from source.

Like activated carbon, they possess excellent electrical and electrochemical proj)erties. 

As every atom  is present a t the surface they can develop very high specific surface areas. 

However, one of the most distinguishing feature of these materials is th a t they are discrete 

objects with ŵ ell defined structures, and therefore they can be considered fundamental 

building blocks from which new’ materials may be assembled from the nanoscale up.'̂ '̂'̂ ® 

This offers many opportunities for materials with improved performanc-e. Another ad

vantage of carbon nanotubes and graphene is th a t they may be processed from the licjuid 

phase, enabling electrode fabrication by established printing and spraying techni(|ues. 

Although tliese materials have been ditticult to  produce cheajjly and in large ({uantities 

in the paat, this is gradually c h a n g i n g . I t  is likely th a t both these materials will soon 

play a role in many commercial technologies, including EC electrodes.
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1.2.2 Faradaic E lectrodes

In addition to  the electrochemical double layer, there are a range of other electrode j)ro- 

cesses tha t produce a cai)acitive-like response. These involve the interconversion of species 

a t the electrode via charge th a t is passed faradaically {i.e. crosses the electrochemical 

interface). Three main types of electrode processes exhibit this behaviour; (1) the adsorp

tion and desorption of cations at noble metal surfaces, called ’underpotential deposition’, 

(2) the reaction of redoxable species a t the electrochemical interface with cations from the 

electrolyte and (3) the intercalation of cations within certain intercalation host materials. 

Common examples of these three reactions are provided in Figure 1.5.

For all three cases we can consider a (juantity y (where 0 < y < 1), which represents 

the jnogression of the electrode process, such as the fractional coverage of the electrode 

surface with an adsorbed species, the fractional conversion of redox species a t the electrode 

surface, or the fractional occupancy of ions at the interlayer sites of an intercalation host 

material. For these types of systems y is a continuous function of the interfacial potential, 

V, via a Xernstian tyi>e relation shown in lujuation 1.4.' '̂^

= K e x p ( V F / R T )  (1.4)
1 -  y

Here K  is an electrochemical ecjuilibrium constant, F  is Faraday’s constant, R  is the gas 

constant and T  is the tem perature. As the (juantity of charge passed is proj)ortional 

to the extent of the surface interconversion or intercalation process {i.e. q oc y), when 

differentiated this expression has the form of a capacitance, as sliow^n in Ecjuation 1.5.

dy qpF K e M V R / R T )
^ R T  [I + K  e^Y>{VF/ R T )Y

Here is the charge passed wdien the conversion process is maximum (when y = \). To 

distinguish energy storage stored in this manner from capacitance due to the electrochem

ical double layer, the term  ’pseudocapacitance', C^, is commonly used.
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b) Redox
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Figure 1.5: Faradaif electrochemical processes resulting in pseudocai)acitive behaviour. 
(A) Cation adsorption/desorption at m etal surfaces, also known as ’underpotential depo
sition’, (B) redox pseudocapacitance and (C) intercalation of cations into insertion host 
materials. Image from source.

Conceptually, faradaic EC electrodes are a bridge between electrodes tha t exclusively use 

the double layer to store energy and those of battery systems which use redox induced 

phase transformations. The resulting interfacial j)seudocapacitance can 1)e significantly 

larger than  may be achieved using the electrochemical double layer, and therefore {)rovides 

a means of enhancing the energy capacity of ECs. For example, some underpotential 

(lej)osition p ro c e s s e s c a n  produce interfacial capacitance values >2000 [iF/cm^. These 

reactions can be expressed generally as:

M  + ne~ +  ^  A/C

Here M is a noble metal such as Au or P t and is an electrolyte si)ecies th a t becomes 

adsorbed in its surface. In this situation, one or more electrons may be accommodated 

for every reactive atom  at the electrode surface (depending on n), which is appreciably 

more than  the ~0.2 electrons/atom  accommodated at the electrochemical double layer. 

However, underj)otential deposition reactions aren’t particularly useful for energy storage 

applications as the {)otential window' over which they operate is usually narrow (~  100
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mV). Aside from being costly, these m etals are also difficult to  fashion into high surface 

area electrodes th a t would m ake them  com petitive w ith carbon-based EC electrodes. As 

a result, th ere  is far m ore in terest in developing faradaic EC electrodes m aking use of 

I)seudocapacitive surface redox reactions and m ore recently, rapid in tercalation  i)roc:esses.

A general electrode reaction  for surface i:)ased redox jn'ocesses can be expressed as:

s u r f  ace  “ 1“  ^6  “ 1“  ^  ^

Here a surface species in its oxidised form, Ox,^urface^ becomes reduced l)y electron injec

tion. E lectroneu trality  is m ain tained  by concurrent covalent in teraction  w ith a  cation from 

the  electrolyte, C'"'’. To be a ttrac tiv e  for energy storage applications cand idate  electrode 

m aterials m ust undergo th is process w ithou t large s tru c tu ra l re-organisation, allowing it 

occur (juickly and  reversibly.

R uthenium  dioxide is p ro to typ ical for th is type of electrode behaviour. F irst characterised  

for th is purpose in 1971, R u ( ) 2  dem onstrates pseudocapacitance th a t  is independent of 

voltage over the  entire  w ater window (1.23 V).^^ T his characteristic  has been a ttr ib u te d  to  

its ability to  undergo m ultiple redox processes which overlaj) across th is  voltage range:

nu( )x{( )H), j  +  + de~ o

\\ 'h e n  6=2, a  theoretical capacitance of 1450 F /g  results. Si)ecific capacitance values 

of over 700 F /g  have been realised experim entally  when using protic  electrolytes such as 

H2 S ()4 (a(j).'*^ An im j)ortant advantage of th is m ateria l is its {)ropensity for bo th  electronic 

and ionic, transi>ort, w ith  high m etallic conductiv ity  (10^ S/cm)"*^ and th e  ability  to  

rapidly conduct p ro tons w ithin the  bulk when synthesised in a  hydrated  form.'*® D espite 

these excellent ])roperties, R u ( ) 2  is too  expensive to  allow its w idespread use.

As a  result, num erous cheaper a lternatives are being exi)lored. Two im j)ortant classes of 

these are th e  tran sition  m etal oxides (such as I\In()2 ,®° Fe3 () 4 ,^  ̂ Nl)2 () 5 ,®̂  and  MoOa^^. 

These m aterials can be i)repared w ith a wide variety of crystalline forms witli differing 

su itab ility  to  provide rap id  and reversible pseudoc'apacitance. As a result m any studies 

have been conducted which explore different synthetic  approaches and the features which 

determ ine their perform ance w ith in  faradaic EC electrodes.
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In recent years, a  significant research focus has been dedicated  to  the  control over the 

m orphology of inorganic redox active m aterials. N anostruc-tured m aterials m axim ise the  

proportion of atom s exi)osed to  the  electrolyte, and hence are able to  particij^ate in charge 

storage.®^ W hen applied to  in tercalation  m aterials, n anostruc tu ring  greatly  reduces solid 

s ta te  diffusion w ith in  the  host th a t  would otherw ise prevent these cliarge storage processes 

from oj)erating a t high rates. For th is reason, th e  discharge and recharge behaviour 

of m any typical in tercalation  m aterials can take on a pseudocapacitive character when 

present in a highly divided nanostructu red  form.^^’̂ '̂̂ ®

An im pedim ent of m any otherwise [)romising redox active electrode m aterials is poor 

electrical conductivity. This m eans th a t  gravim etric pseudocapacitance aiiproaching the

oretical values is seldom achieved except when these m aterials are present as nanoscopic 

th in  films (lei)osited on m etallic substra tes. A lthough M n ( ) 2  has a theoretical capacitance 

of 1370 F/g,^^ when it is present as thicker films necessary for large absolute capacitance, 

th is value is greatly  reduced. For exam ple, Lee v.t al., repo rted  a  si)ecihc capacitance 

of only 0.13 F /g  for a  20 //m  thick M n ( ) 2  film (2 mV/s).^^ One comm on solution to 

th is  ])roblem is to  combine th e  pseudocapacitive m ateria l w ith  a  nanoconductor such as 

carbon-black, acetylene black, carbon nanotubes or graphene to  form a  com posite elec

trode. In th is s itua tion  it is also favourable to  employ nanostruc tu red  m aterials to 

minimise the  tran spo rt i)ath length of electrons through the  pseudocapacitive com ponent 

and m aximise its interfacial contact area  w ith the  conductive com ponent. N um erous syn

thetic  ap[)roaches have been explored to  })roduce com posite electrodes,*’'* such as carefully 

decorating a  high surface area and highly conducting carbon m ateria l w ith some ])seudo- 

capacitive material,®^ or simi)ly m ixing the  two com i)onents together w ith the  assistance 

of a  polym eric binder.®®

T here are a  num ber of a lte rnative  m aterial classes being investigated which disi)lay ex- 

C'ellent i)seudocapac'itive behaviour while also j)ossessing good intrinsic electrical conduc

tivity. These include carbon m aterials th a t  have been modified to  possess redoxable 

functional grou{)s®^ (a com m on exam{)le being graphene oxide®^-®®), a  range of conju

gated  polymers^®'^^ and an em erging class of conducting layered m aterials called the 

MXenes.^^'-^^
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Pseudocapacitive processes always occur in parallel with charge and discharge of the 

electrochemical double layer. As a result, the total current th a t arises at faradaic EC 

electrodes can he expressed as the sum of tliese two contributions: I t „ t a i  =  I n o n - f a r a d a i c .  +  

I  f a r a d a i c -  This means th a t regardless of which pseudocapacitive m aterial is employed, the 

additional charge storage provided by the faradaic pathway can only be accessed through 

an a ttendan t resistance of some kind.'^^ As all the resistances encountered throughout the 

cell contribute to the B e s r , there will alw'ays be a penalty to the powder capability of the 

electrode. Therefore, although the motivation behind using pseudocapacitive m aterials is 

to increase the energy density of ECs towards tha t of batteries, these improvements are 

only warranted if there is an acceptable compromise to resulting j)ow'er density and cycle 

lifetime of the electrode. Of course, this comi)romise will dei)end on the end ai)plication 

of the energy storage device.
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1.3 Em erging Transparent & Flexible Applications

With recent inogiess in the synthesis and processing of nanomaterials, it is becoming 

clear that future i)ortable electronic devic'es will possess capabilities that are vastly dif

ferent from those available today/'* For example, there is growing interest the creation 

of electronic: devices with unusual j^roperties such as being flexible, stretchable, 

foldable^® and even t r a n s p a r e n t . T h e s e  will make available many applications that 

are impossible using traditional manufacturing tecimicjues, for instance, electronic: ap

parel, rollable displays,^'* disci'ete ’epidermal electronic:s’®®"̂ * and a range of embedded 

environmental monitoring technologies that will constitute the ’Internet of Things’.

One of the most promising apjn'oaches to achieve devices such as these is via licjuid phase 

I)rocessing. Here, nanomaterials are dispersed in suitable liciuids, making them avail

able to a host of methods to transform the susi)ended nanomaterials into macroscopic 

structures. For exami)le, j)rinting and spraying techni(}ues allow controlled deposition 

of nanomaterials, converting them into films with well defined thickness and s])atial fea

tures. If (lisi)ersions of different nanomaterials are mixed and processed in the same

way, hybrid structures can be obtained wdiose properties may differ considerably from 

their components. Finally, layering different printed structures on toj) of one another can 

form the basis for all-i)rinted electronic and electrochemical devices.

The realisation of all-printed devices will recjuire coml)inations of many materials w'ith 

differing electronic:, optoelectronic and electrochemical {)roi)erties. This necessitates the 

availability of a wide range of different nanomaterials in a liciuid processable form. Prob

ably the best way to achieve this is by licjuid phase e x f o l i a t i o n . H e r e ,  energy is suj)- 

plied to overcome the van der Waals forces that operate between nanomaterials, followed 

l)y stabilisation in lic}uids designed to j)revent tlieir aggregation. This C'an be accomplished 

using a variety of approacfies and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. Lic}uid 

])hase exfoliation was pioneered for carbon n a n o t u b e s , i t  w'as later api)lied to graphite to 

])roduce graphene^® and more rec'ently has j)roven an effec'tive means of produc-ing many 

other two-dimensional nanomaterials from layered crystals.®^ These are likely to play a
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variety of roles in printed electronic devices due to their inherent proc'essability and di

verse properties.®^ Crucially, li(}uid phase exfoliation is simple and enables the production 

high quality nanom aterials in large (juantities.'*^

Using this approach in combination with other manufacturing techniciues, a range of trans

parent and flexible device components have already been dem onstrated. These include 

the elements of circuitry, such as c o n d u c t o r s , d i e l e c t r i c  capacitors, memory,

d i o d e s a n d  t r a n s i s t o r s . T h e s e  will be useful to process the information cre

ated by a range of sensing components for mechanical stimuli such as i)ressure^^‘̂ ’̂ ^̂  and 

s t r a i n o r  the detection of chemical and biological s p e c i e s . T h i s  information 

may then be communicated to  the user by various display technologies or audio

speakers. Transparent/flexible energy harvesting capabilities are also being explored 

using p h o t o v o l t a i c a n d  p i e z o e l e c t r i c ; t e c h n o l o g i e s .  These could enable 

device functions to be performed autonomously.

The realisation of transparent/flexible devices will also rec^uire energy storage and manage

ment systems with ecjuivalent atypical properties. Present clay approaches to the design 

of energy storage devices, such as coin-cells and other rigid modules, are not api)roi)riate 

for mechanically deformable applications. As a result, a number of alternative strategies 

are being explored to  produce flexible and ]>atteries. These have been

ac'hieved by sandwiching flexible components together to form a complete device, 

or alternatively, constructing planar intercligitated elec-trode structures. Figure 1.6

presents an elegant example of this approach. Here a film of insulating gra])liene oxide 

has been reduced to a conducting form using an infrared laser. The resulting pairs of 

intercligitated electrodes form the basis for planar flexible ECs.

By either scaling clown the electrode thickness or forming grid-like electrodes, similar 

devices can be produced th a t are also optically transparent. W hilst examj)les of transj)ar- 

ent batteries are j)resently scarc^e, a significant number of research groups are explor

ing the properties of transparent A wide range of electrode materials have

been explored for this applic‘ation, such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, In2()3,^‘*® 

Mn()2,^®^'^^^ Ru() 2̂ ®* and p o ly a n ilin e .T h e re fo re , as for traditional ECs, both faraclaic
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gfcjPr

Figure 1.6; (A) Planar Interdigitated EC device created using a film of graphene oxide 
and then using Lightscribe infrared laser i)atterning to selectively reduce the material 
forming pairs of electrodes. An overlying electrolyte layer enables charge to be stored 
electrochemically. (B) These devices can be transferred onto flexible plastic substrates 
such as polydimethylsiloxane. Image from source.

and non-faradaic charge storage mechanisms are being explored. The majority of this 

work lias focused on the properties of very thin films of nanom aterials supported on 

transparent/flexible plastic Using this approach, a complete

device can be assemljled by stacking two of these layers with an intervening electrolyte 

layer. The overall transm ittance of the device stack is the jjroduct of transm ittance of 

each constituent layer.

Conformal thin film electrodes have minimal ])rocessing re(}uirements making this ai>- 

proach amenable to commercial manufacture, for example, by reel-to-reel processing. As 

this fiekl is in its infancy, this simple aj)proach provides the most convenient platform to 

investigate the fundamental charge storage properties of transparent electrodes. Although 

a t present the principles dictating the performance of transparent ECs are poorly under

stood, transparent networks of nanom aterials have been extensively studied over the last 

decade for use as flexible/transparent conductors.®*'*®^ Many of the insights provided by 

this w'ork will be applicable to the creation of high i)erformance trans{)arent/flexil)le ECs.
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Chapter 2

Experim ental M ethods and 

Characterisation
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2.1 N anom aterial Processing

2.1.1 Liquid P hase Exfoliation

2.1.1.1 Sonication

In their natural form, nanom aterials tend to exist as aggregated clumps due to the a t

tractive van der \\^aals forces operating between them.^®^ This tendency is particularly 

problem atic for nanom aterials with high aspect ratios, rendering many of their (lesiral)le 

])ro[)erties inaccessible.'^*^ Thus, whether produced by synthetic methods or dug straight 

from the ground, nanom aterials often need to be individualised as much as possible before 

a])plic:ations can ensue.

As discussed in C hapter 1, the process of li(|uid phase exfoliation i>rovides an effective 

route to produce stal)ly dispersed nanom aterials in a highly divided state, which may then 

be converted to nanostructured materials and devices. For the work presented in this 

thesis, nanom aterial dispersions have been prepared by this approach from nanom aterial 

powders.

Tliis involves taking a (juantity of powder and mixing it with a specifically chosen sol

vent or aqueous surfactant solution. The mixture is then subjected to probe or l)ath 

sonication. These im part energy to the system via ultrasonic pressure waves created l>y 

a j)iezoelectric crystal, causing a variety of effects such as local heating, cavitation and 

shear forces. As a result, the crystalline }>owder is broken aj)art or ’exfoliated' into a 

variety of nanostruc-tured constituents. Probe sonication provides more power, enabling 

the production of larger volumes (~100 mL) of dispersed material (Figure 2.1), while 

bath  sonication is better suited to re-exfoliation of smaller (}uantities of previously j)robe 

sonicated dispersions. This is useful to reverse minor re-aggregation immediately jjrior to 

further processing into films.

This approach is applicable to carbon nanotubes, which tend to  exist as ropes or bun

dles, and layered materials such as graphene or boron nitride, whicli tend to stack on
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Figure 2.1: Sonic tip used for the preparation of exfohated nanom aterials in li(}uids. 
Vibracell, GEX750, 750 W, 20 kHz from Sonics M aterials Inc.

top of one another to form hulk crystals. Although complete individualisation of the 

nanoconstituents is generally not possible, this method enables the production of reason

able (juantities of nanom aterials in a highly divided s t a t e . A l t h o u g h  covalent bonds 

are less likely to  be overcome than van der Waals interactions during sonication, this does 

occur and is termed ’sonication induced scission’. This j)rocess causes a reduction in mean 

flake length of material produced, which scales with sonication tim e as  ̂ 59;i64

than the creation of additional edge sites due to this })rocess, sonication does not apprecia

bly alter the properties of nanom aterials, such as the creation of defects or other structural 

changes.^® Therefore, although sonication time must be minimised if large aspect ratio 

m aterials are recjuired, it is a very useful {)rocessing method if the native properties of the 

nanom aterial need to be retained.

\Miile this ai)[)roach is an effective way to  produce nanom aterial (lisi)ersions in the labora

tory, it doesn’t  allow the throughput rec}uired for commercial applications. This being the 

case, shear mixing has recently been dem onstrated for the production of similar (luality 

dispersed material, though a t the production rates necessary for industry-scale manufac-
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Sonication

Good solvent

Poor solvent

Figure 2.2: General liquid phase exfoliation process. Sonication im parts the energy re- 
(juired to separate the layers. However, solvent selection is im portant to  prevent their 
re-aggregation. Image from source.

ture.^^

2.1 .1 .2  Stabilisation

Once exfoliated, it is necessary to stabilise the dispersed m aterial to inhibit re-aggregation. 

A large l)ody of research has been created ex])loring this problem and has resulted in a 

number of effective s t r a t e g i e s . T h e  first of these involves carrying out the exfoliation 

process using j)articular solvents th a t are known to interact favourably with the dis

persed materials, stabilising it in solution (see Figure 2.2). Arguments founded using 

classical therm odynamics suggest th a t more effective solvents are those whose surface 

properties match the surface properties of the (lisi)ersed nanom aterial. A numl)er

of amine based solvents are effective for the production of high (|uality and stable dis- 

])ersions of carbon nanotubes, gra])hene and other materials; champion solvents include 

N,N-dimethylformamide’®̂ '̂ ®̂  and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone'^®. Unfortunately, these are 

ex{)ensive, toxic and make further j)rocessing difficult due to  high boiling points (TboiUng~ 

150"C and 200"C, resj)ectively). As a com|>romise between these factors, isojiropanol 

(IPA) has been dem onstrated as a reasonably effective dispersant for a number of nanoma

terials, while also being inexpensive, relatively non-toxic and more easily removed

when converting the nanom aterial dispersion to films and other structures (Tboiiing~80”C).
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Alternatively, there are many benefits to (lisi)ersing nanom aterials in water. It is abundant 

and therefore inexpensive, non-toxic:, and has a relatively low boiling point (Tboiiing~100"C). 

Although water is an inherently })oor dispersant, steps can be taken to modify the inter- 

facial properties between the nanom aterials and solvent molecules to provide electrostatic 

or steric' repulsion betw^een the dispersed e n t i t i e s .T l i i s  strategy can be achieved by car

rying out non-covalent or covalent functionalisation. A common non-covalent api)roach 

involves the addition of amphiphilic: molecules to the dispersion when sonicating. Com

mon surfactants include Triton X-100, sodium dodecyl sulfate and sodium dodecylebenze 

s u lfo n a te .T h e s e  adhere to the nanom aterial surface, exposing charged or i)olar func

tional groups to the solvent environment to provide stabilisation. These materials often 

remain adsorbed to the nanom aterial surfac:e, which c-ould be a disadvantage in certain 

api)lications. Covalent functionalisation means altering the surface chemistry of the nano

material, often to im part polar functional groups tha t may interact with the water, re

sulting in stabilisation. Although this approach is very effective, it necessarily modifies 

the resulting jjroperties of the n a n o m a te r ia l,h e n c e  must be used judiciously.

2 .1 .1 .3  C en tr ifu g a t io n

Regardless of whether sonication or shear mixing is used to  achieve exfoliation, the dis- 

I)ersed material is polydisperse, meaning it contains a range of nano-sized objects with 

differing exfoliation states and lateral dimensions. Exfoliation state  is often characterised 

by the distribution of bundle diam eter (for ID objects) or layer thickness (for 2D objects) 

of the material ])resent in dispersion. Control over this aspect of the ])roducecl disi)ersion 

is crucial from two standpoints; larger material is less stable in solution, falling out with 

time clue to  gravity and control over the dispersion comi)osition is im portant for its opti

mal use in many applications. The electronic j^roperties of nanostructured m aterials can 

vary greatly with exfoliation state, lateral dimensions determine the  ratio

of edge to basal plane sites^^®'^^^ as well as intercalation characteristic-s.®^ These aspects 

are both im portant for electrochemical applications. Accurate information about the 

exfoliation state of the produced dispersion has, until recently, only been ])ossible using
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time (X)nsuming analysis by techniques such transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 

atomic force microscopy (AFM). However, spectroscopic metrics have started  to become 

available which greatly simj)lifies this process.

Presently, the most effective way to alter the polydispersity of exfoliated nanom aterial 

is by centrifugation. Centrifugation facilitates the sedim entation proc:ess by applying a 

centripetal acceleration th a t is far greater than  gravity. This is achieved by using a motor 

to ro tate  the dispersion a t high speeds, causing a force perpendicular to  the rotation axis. 

Larger particles reach the bottom  of the sample vial faster than smaller ones and therefore 

presents a means of selecting different components of the dispersed material. Param eters 

influencing the selec'tion j)rocess are the rotation speed and spinning time. E ither the 

supernatant can be retained if small material is refjuired, or it can be discarded and 

the sediment re-dispersed in fresh solvent if large m aterial is recjuired. While reasonably 

effective, with the availability of spectroscoj)ic metrics for exfoliation state, it is likely 

th a t su[)erior size selection techni(jues will soon be developed.

2.1 .1 .4  U V -v is ib le  Spectroscopy

In this work, dispersion production was achieved using j)rotocols developed previously 

in our laboratory. As such, characterisation of nanom aterial dispersions was simply to 

determine the concentration of the dispersed material prior to  the production of films. 

For this i>urpose, UV-visible sj)ectroscopy has been employed.

In the near ultra-violet and visible si)ectral range (200-800 nm), absorption of light by 

m atter results in excitation of outer electrons to  higher energy states. The lowest en

ergy transition is from the highest occaipied molecular orbital (HOMO) to  the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), whereby the difference in energy between the two 

states determines the absorbed j)hoton wavelength. Due to transitions between various 

vibrational and rotational states, absorption spectra typically appear as bands.

In a typical experiment, monochromatic light with irradiance (energy' per unit area {>er 

second), / q, is directed a t a sam{)le and the irradiance of the light which emerges, / ,  is
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b t

Figure 2.3: In a typical absorbance spectroscopy measurement, a licjuid sample is placed 
in a transparent container with known pathlength, h, called a cuvette and irradiated 
with monochromatic light with intensity lo .T h e  intensity of the light that penetrates the 
sample, /, is measured. Alternatively, for solid state measurements a film material with 
some thickness is placed in the l)eam path, and the same cjuantities are measured.

measured by a photodetector. These quantities are related to the ahsorbance, using 

E(juation 2.1, known as the Beer-Lambert law.

I  =  loe-^ = /oe-“' (2.1)

A is related to the concentration of the absorl)ing species, (7, as >1 =  ebC, where e is 

known as the extinction coefhcient, and b is the pathlength. A similar measurement can 

also be made using film materials which are i)artially trans])arent to visible light. Here 

t is the thickness of absorbing medium, and o is known as the absorption coefficient. 

Both of these configurations are demonstrated in Figure 2.3. There are a number of 

opportunities for attenuation of the incident light that aren't due to the sample, such 

as reflection at the air/cuvette and solution/cuvette interfaces, or absorbance due to the 

solvent. To account for these, /q can be measured for using a blank sample {i.e. with 

everything present except the analyte). The transmittance, T, of the absorbing medium 

is the ratio of incident and measured irradiance, T  — / / /o , which is often calculated 

for the transparent films prepared in this work. These measurements can be repeated 

at a variety of incident wavelengths and used to create an absorbance or transmittance 

spectrum, which provides a range of useful information about the analyte.
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To determine the concentration of a nanomaterial dispersion, a range of volumes, V,  are 

pij)etted onto pre-weighed glass cover slides. After gentle heating (T=80"C), the mass 

of material, M,  can be determined for each sample by reweighing and subtracting the 

cover slide mass. A calibration curve can then be created whereby the concentration 

is determined using M  — CV.  Taking the disi)ersion, a dilution series can then be 

prepared and the oj)tical absorbance of each be measured. A plot of A vs. C can be used 

to determine e at some wavelength. Once known, extinction coefficient can be used to 

determine tlie concentration of subsequent dispersions of the same material.

2 .1 .1 .5  F i lm  F orm ation

Tliin film materials form the basis of countless technologies we rely upon every day. 

Tlie most basic pro})erty of any film is its thickness. Depending on the application, 

this can vary from only a few atoms thick to hundreds of micrometers. Although present 

commercial EC electrode materials are usually at the upper end of this range, for emerging 

applications such as transparent and flexible ECs, film thickness can l)e substantially lower 

(< 100 nm ). The prof)erties of these ultra-thin films are often very different from a thick 

film of the same composition. This is to the need for greater diffusion times for charged 

s{)ecies for thicker films which in tern alters the rate {)erformance of a given electrode 

material. As such, comparison between the performance of EC electrodes can only be 

made if they have similar thickness. From an ec:onomic standpoint, a given film should 

be as thin as [)ossible while maintaining its intended pur{)ose.

Many film formation techni(iues have been developed. These differ in the thickness range 

over wdiich they are best suited, as well as the control they provide over the film com

position, porosity, lateral dimensions and throughput. As as been mentioned in Chapter 

1, electrode formation for EC api)lications is usually achieved by mixing the components 

with a small amount of solvent to form a slurry. Following this, doctor blading can 

be used to transform the slurry into a film onto the substrate an<l passing a blade over 

the surface at a set height to spread out the material. This is often followed by the use
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of pressure to cause compaction of the hhii, which decrease j)orosity anci increases both 

mechanical adherence and electrical conductivity.

For the work i>resented here, liquid phase processing has been used to convert the nano- 

m aterial (lisi)ersions into films. Numerous techni(|ues being employed to  do so include 

evaporative casting, spin coating, dip coating, mayar rod coating, Langmuir-Blodgett 

coating, vacuum filtration, freeze drying, airbush spraying, inkjet printing, rotogravure 

[)rinting, screen printing and electrophoretic dei)osition^®^. These each have their own 

particular advantages and disadvantages dejjending on the intended application of the 

films. For the work presented here, vacuum filtration and airbrush sj)raying have been 

used.

Vacuum filtration involves api)lication of negative pressure using a pumj) to tlraw a liquid 

dispersion thrcwgh a filter membrane, retaining solids larger than  the pore size of the 

membrane. W hen all the licjuid is removed a mat-like film of the nanom aterial contents 

of the (lisj)ersion is created on surface of the filter membrane. This set-up and an ex

ample film are presented in Figure 2.4. This techni<jue provides excellent control over 

the (|uantity of m aterial deposited onto the membrane by filtering selected volumes of a 

dis])ersion for which the concentration is known. This determines the mass j)er unit area, 

M /A,  of m aterial on the membrane surface as well as the him thickness, t. Mass per unit 

area and Him thickness are related via M / A  =  pt. Here, p is the film density. Although 

the nanom aterials are deposited with random lateral orientation, they tend to  fall along 

the plane of the film. As the flow rate through the membrane can vary locally, this pro

motes the j)roduction of films that are spatially uniform. As once some m aterial has been 

deposited in a  certain location the deposition rate a t th a t point is reduced, favouring 

dei)osition elsew'here on the membrane. This self-regulating ciuality is difhcult to  achieve 

using many other methods, and it is im portant when {)roducing ultra-thin films where 

the resulting properties are sensitive to spatial uniformity of the nanoscale constituents 

on the surface. This an im portant theme of the research presented in Chapters 4 and 

5. Once a film has been formed on the filter membrane surface, a simple transfer process 

is used whicfi involves sandwiching the him face down on the substrate of choice (such 

as i)lastic' film) and exposing the filter membrane to acetone vai)our followed by a series
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Figiu'p 2.4: Vacuum filtration apparatus for the production of nanostructured films.

of acetone baths. This leads to  dissolution of the nitrocellulose leaving the nanom aterial 

network on the new substrate.

One of the most im portant advantages of licjuid phase processing of nanom aterials is 

the ease by which composite films can be prei)ared. To do so, two or more dispersions 

are mixed together and processed as described. Through judicious partnering of select 

materials, composites with new' combinations of proj>erties can be easily obtained. 

Crucially, the ratio of the comj)onent materials is readily controlled by the individual 

volumes of the dis])ersions th a t are combined, giving an additional dimension of control 

over the resulting comj)osite. This oj^portunity is an im portant theme of the research 

I)resented in C hapter 5.

Although vacuum filtration is an efl'ective means for producing films for laboratory use, it 

isn’t an ideal approach for commercial manufacture of nanom aterials. This is because the 

maximum film dimensions are defined by the size of the filtration apparatus, the filtration 

membranes aren 't able to be reused, and further processing steps are required to transfer



Figure 2.5: An airbrush spraying set-up used in this work to produc-e uniform transparent 
flexible films. Image from source.^®®

the film onto other substrates. As a result, a wide range of licjuid handling techniques have 

been develoi)ed to provide more soi)histicate(l control over the deposition of nanomaterial 

dispersions, in a manner more amenable to mass production.

Airbrush spraying is probably the best way to prf)duce large area films of materials in 

a continuous manner. In Chapter 5 of this work, this techniciue has been em{)loyed 

for the production of transi>arent films of a conducting polymer directly onto flexible 

plastic substrates. The airbrush set-up delivers li(iuid onto a substrate by the process of 

nebulisation. Here, air is passed through a small nozzle which creates negative pressure, 

at which point a controlled volume of the licjuid phase is injected into the path of the gas 

via a external reservoir. The licjuid is converted into droplets due to its interac'tion with 

the high velocity stream of air and is directed towards a nearby substrate. By heating the 

substrate the carrier solvent will evaporate rai)idly on contact, avoiding ’coffee staining’ 

effects associated with slow drying of droplets. A robot arm has been used to control the 

spraying process, which greatly improves uniformity and rei)roducibility of the films that 

are [jroduced. This set-up is demonstrated in Figure 2.5.
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2.1.2 C haracterisation o f Nariom aterial EC Electrodes

2 .1 .2 .1  T h ickness M easurem ents

Contact profilometry was used to measure the thic-kness of the transferred nanom aterial 

films producetl in this work. Here, the sample is transferred onto a rigid substrate such 

as glass or silicon and placed onto profilometry stage. A profile of the sample is then 

able to  be created by passing a sensitive stylus laterally over the substrate and onto the 

a region of the film. This creates da ta  based on the stylus height as a function of its 

lateral position. The obtained film profile can then be used to provide measurement of 

the film thickness. In this work, all thickness measurements are the average of four profiles 

obtained a t different regions of the film.

2 .1 .2 .2  Scanning E lectron  M icroscopy

This techniciue was used to  gain information about the surface morphology of samples with 

much higher spatial resolution than may l)e achieved with optical microscopy (tyj)ically 

<  10 nm). A fine electron beam is created by an electron source (thermionic emission 

from a tungsten element). The beam is j)assed through a tw'o stage magnetic lens system 

se{)arated by an ai>erture, which together control its diameter and current as it is rastered 

along the sj)ecimen.

The electrons may interact with the sample in a variety of ways, as indicated in Figure 2.6. 

Electrons entering the sample undergo scattering, the penetration of which is determined 

by the elec’tron energy and atomic mass of elements j)resent. Secondary electrons are 

produced by emission of valence electrons, which are detected and used to  create an 

image of the sam})le. Secondary electrons have low energy (< 50 eV), and therefore 

only those close to  the surface are able to  reach the detector. The angle of incidence 

between the beam and the sample strongly influences the intensity of secondary electron 

emission and therefore they are very sensitive to surface to{)ology. Back scattered electrons 

possess much higher energy than  secondary electrons and are sensitive to a specimen’s
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the SEM technicjue depicting different types of interactions of 
electrons with the specimen. Image adapted from source.

atomic comj)osition and crystalline orientation at the surfac:e. The intensity of these 

electrons also varies with incident angle of the samj)le with the beam, jn’oviding topological 

information. Characteristic X-rays and Auger electrons may also be detected, whic:h 

provide information about the atomic comjjosition of the specimen.

2 .1 .2 .3  C urrent-V oltage M easu rem en ts

The electrical j)roj)erties of films prepared in this work were examined by the four })oint 

probe technifjue. Here four parallel contacts are made to  the surface of the film sample 

as tlem onstrated by Figure 2.7. A current is passed through outer contacts which j)asses 

through the test sami)le. The voltage drof) across the inner contacts is measured and the 

ratio of this voltage with the current is calculated. This (}uantity defines the resistance 

across the two internal connections, R {i.e. R —V/I) .  Using this configuration, resistive 

contributions due to the contact electrodes and external leads do not contribute to the 

calculated resistance. As such, this (juantity is determined only by the i)roi)erties of the 

test sample; its resistivity, p and the geometry (width, W, thickness, t and separation, L) 

via e(}uation 2.3.

B  =  (2 .2 )
i H '  Goc

Here t is the sample thickness and croc;, is the direct current conductivity, the reciprocal of 

resistivity. When measuring the electrical properties of thin films it is useful to  normalise
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Fif^ure 2.7: Experim ental set-up for four ])oint probe electrical measurements of a film 
sample.

resistivity to  the film thickness, f, to produce a quantity called the sheet resistance, 

shown in E(|uation 2.3.

=  (2.3)

Thus /?s is related to the DC conductivity via Ecjuation 2.4.

/?,, =  ^ , (2.4)
C ^D ct

The sheet resistance therefore has the units Ohms. To distinguish this (juantity from a 

regular resistance, this quantity is referred to as O hm /square. This is the resistance that

would be measured for a film m aterial with scjuare dimensions {i.e.. L=W) .

2.1.2.4 Electrical Percolation and N anom aterial Networks

For nanom aterial films with transm ittance in the relevant for transparent technologies 

(T>90% ), electrical percolation also influences the performanc'e of transj)arent networks. 

Electrical percolation describes the onset of electrical conductivity across a previously 

insulating region, once conducting links have been added a t a density exceeding some 

critical value. This is called the {)ercolation threshold. For conducting elements ran

domly deposited in-plane and al)ove the percolation threshold, the conductivity follows a 

percolation scaling given by Efjuation 2.5.

cT/x; oc { N a -  N a x ;)""'- (2.5)
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Here N a is the  num ber of elem ents per un it area, N a ,c  is tlie i)ercolation threshold and 

n n c  is th e  percolation exponent. Ecjuation 2.5 can also be expressed in term s of film 

thickness, t, ra th e r  th an  conductor d e n s i t y , g i v e n  by Equation  2.6.

Here is the  threshold  thickness below which there  are no conducting [)athways. This 

ecjuation often describes th e  electrical properties of nano tube networks until ano ther tra n 

sition thickness, called t,nm^ where conductiv ity  becomes thickness i n v a r i a n t . T h e  

critical exponent for 2D system s is 1.33. A lthough experim ental values for th is expo

nent can differ from the  universal value^®^, behaviour has been observed for a variety of 

nanom aterial network types. A recent review has exam ined the  network tran s

m ittance a t which the  tran sition  occau's am ong a wide range of published networks.®® 

This tran sm ittan ce  varies from around 45% to  92%. W ith  regards to  preparing th in  

films with technologically relevant tran sm ittance  (T >90% ), th is m eans th a t  for the m a

jo rity  of netw orks, the  electrical conductiv ity  is w ithin the  percolative regime. Although 

tran sparen t netw'orks of carbon nano tubes are inferior to  tran sparen t netw'orks of m etallic 

n a n o w i r e s , t h e y  may find use in applications where m etallic nanowires don ’t j)ossess the  

re(|uisite chemical stability.

Percolation theory  can also be ap{)lied to  electrical p roperties of conductor-insulator com

posites, such as when carbon nano tubes are  em bedded in an insulating polym er or 

inorganic- m atrix . Here the  electrical conductiv ity  w ith volume fraction, 0, as a power 

law, shown in Ecjuation 2.7.

Similarly to  the  tw o-dim ensional case,0c is the  critical percolation threshold  where the  

first conducting pathw ay is form ed through the  sample. For w'ell exfoliated nanotubes 

w ith  high aspec:t ratios, low percolation threshold  can be found (<  vol%).^*^ T heory 

predicts a  higher universal exponent for 3D system s, r io c  ~  2.0, and as for 2D system s, 

experim entally  determ ined values for th e  exponent vary.

a o c  oc ( i - (2 .6 )

(T[)C  OC {(f) - (2.7)
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2 .1 .2 .5  E lectrochem ica l C haracterisation

Electroc:hemical measurements are concerned with the relationsliip between current and 

potential th a t arises in electrochemical systems under different conditions. In its simplest 

arrangem ent, an electrochemical cell consists of a pair of electrodes th a t are immersed in 

an electrolyte solution. If a wire is connect between the two electrodes, a current. I, may 

flow which reduces the free energy of the system due to a chemical change within the cell. 

This therm odynamic driving force can be measured by the open circuit of the cell, AV„c_, 

and it reflects the free energy a t both electrode interfaces. Alternatively, an externally 

applied potential can be used to alter the cell composition.

An electrochemical cell necessarily contains two electrodes which w'ork against one an

other. However, it is convenient to study the proj)erties of a single electrode interface 

w ithout having to be concerned about what is hapj)ening at the other electrode interface. 

This is made possible using a three-electrode electrochemical cell. The features of this 

experimental set-up are depicted in Figure 2.8. In addition to the electrode under study, 

called the 'working electrode’, this set-up contains a ’counter electrode’ anti a 'reference 

electrode’. The former allows current to enter/exit the cell (as well as at the working 

electrode) and is often i)repared from carbon or a noble m etal such as gold or platinum. 

The la tter is used to monitor the potential dift’erence across the working electrode inter

face. Using this three-electrode configuration, the current flowing through the working 

electrode interface and the j)otential difl'erence across it can be monitored and altered.

The reference electrode is designed to  provide a flxed interfacial i>otential to w'hich the po

tential across the working electrode can be monitored. Although many electrode systems 

have been devised which disi)lay this behaviour, in this w’ork the silver/silver chloride 

reference electrode has been used. It consists of a Ag wire coated with a j)orous layer of 

AgCl and is immersed in a saturated  NaCl solution. The redox f«uple for this system is

^9Cl{s) +  e ^  ^9{h) +

The Nernstian relation for this reaction, shown in Ecjuation 2.8, indicates tha t if the 

solution remains saturated with NaCl,  and hence fixing the chloride activity a^i- ,  the
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Figure 2.8; Experimental set-uj) for a three-electrode electrochemical cell.

potential across the electrode electrolyte interface, AVreference, remains constant.

RT
AVreference =  -  —  In Clci- (2.8)

Here /? is the gas constant, T  is the absolute temperature and F  is Faraday’s constant. 

is the reduction potential of the cell under standard conditions when used in conjunction 

w'ith the Standard Hydrogen Electrode. As AVre/erenc .̂ is constant, the potential betw'een 

the working and reference electrode, A V f^u  (a directly measurable (luantity), is given by 

Eejuation 2.9.

AK '.ell — ^^u)(yrking + AVj-eference ( '̂ )̂

Here AV^^,(yrking is potential difference across working electrode. The third term, iRu, 
is a potential drop due to so-called uncomj)ensated solution resistance between the work

ing and reference electrodes. By reducing the distance between the two electrodes, this 

resistance can be minimised such that when small currents pass, the can be ignored. 

This is also assisted by the use of a supporting electrolyte to provide ionic sufficient con

ductivity. Due to this experimental arrangement, any change in AVceit can be attributed 

to (lianges in

An instrument called a potentiostat is used to measure the current flowing through the 

cell (between the working and counter electrode) and also alter the potential betw'een the
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working and counter electrodes such tha t A.Vu,„rking takes on whatever value is required 

by the ex{)eriment. As indicated by Figure 2.8, the potentiostat is used in conjunc-tion 

with a func'tion generator, which enables the cell to  be stim ulated in a variety of ways.

The relationshij) between current through ami j)otential across the working electrode is 

complic'ated by a variety of processes th a t occur within the cell. These include reac

tion kinetics a t the interface, diffusive transport to/from  the electrode surface and charge 

migration within the electrolyte solution. As these processes occur simultaneously, the 

slowest among them  determines the current tha t is measured in a given experiment. Using 

the three-electrode cell, many experimental techni(jues have been devised to investigate 

these difierent i>rocesses^®*’. Physical theories are employed to (juantitatively interpret 

measurable param eters (in particular, current and voltage) and relate them  to the un

derlying j)roperties of the system. In this work, cyclic voltamm etry and electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) have been used to investigate the charge storage i)ro])erties 

of nanom aterial network electrodes.

C yclic V o ltam m etry

This technicjue is commonly emi)loyed to evaluate the capacitive behaviour of EC electrode 

materials. As is dem onstrated in Figure 2.9, a potential is a{)plied, starting  a t some at 

some initial potential, Vj, which increases linearly a t some scan rate, dV/dt, (with units 

mV/s) until a final potential, At this point, the polarity of the potential ram p is 

reversed, returning the electrode j)otential to its original value. W hen re])eated, the 

excitation signal is a triangular waveform, show'n in Figure 2.9.

The si'an rate may be varied over a wide range to examine the current response of the 

electrode when charged both slowly and cjuickly. For an ideal capacitor with capacitance 

C, the current th a t arises is given by i = {dV/dt)C.  In this case, the current response is a 

[perfect rectangle. However, invariably some resistance is encountered during charge and 

discharge process. This can be accounted for by the inclusion of a resistor, {i.e. R esr , 

introduced in C hapter 1) in series with the capacitor. The current response arising for this
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of cychc voltamm etry experiment for an ideally capacitive electrode 
material.

simple equivalent circuit due to an imposed linear potential sweep is given by E({uation

Here t is the time passed during the voltage sweep and r  =  R icsrC,  the time constant 

associated with charging the capacitance through a resistance. Thus, upon initiation of 

a potential sweep, the measured current will increase from zero until it reaches a steady 

state  value given by i =  {dV/dt)C.  By performing the experiment at a range of scan rates, 

a {)lot of this steady state  current vs. scan rate can be used to  determine the electrode 

capacitance. In Chapter 5, V  is used in place of dV/dt  to make the ecjuations look tidier.

Although the capacitance associated with charge and discharge of the double layer be

have reasonably ideally over wide range of potentials, the i)seudocapacitance associated 

with many faradaic EC electrode systems varies significantly. If this is the case, when 

evaluating the properties of an electrode material for energy storage apj)lications, it 

is common to cak'ulate an average capacitance over the entire potential window [i.e. 

C  =  Aq/{V 2 — Vi) =  A q / A V ) .  The to tal charge accumulated can be found by integrating 

the current passed over this region using equation 2.11.

Vi

Once obtained, the cajmcitance of an electrode is often normalised to the to tal mass, M,

2 . 10 .

i = (dV/dt)C[l  — exp(—</r)] (2 .10)

(2 .11)
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volume, V, or cross sectional area. A, of the electrode material to enable comj)arison with 

o ther electrodes. For the work presented in Chapters 4 and 5, emphasis is placed on the 

areal capacitance (C/A),  whereas in Chai)ter 6 more attention is given to  the specific 

(■apacitanc:e {C/M).

Electrochem ical Im pedance Spectroscopy

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is another useful technicjue for the investi

gation of electrochemical systems including EC electrodes. An imi)edance measurement is 

generally made by a{)plying an alternating j)otential to the c:ell, whicth can be expressed as 

V  = Vocos{ut). Here Vq is the am plitude of the signal varying with time, t, a t an angular 

fre(}uency, w =  27t/ ( /  is the frecjuency expressed in hertz). Vq is C'hosen to be sufficiently 

small (~  10 mV) such th a t the system resj)onse is pseudolinear. This enables the resulting 

current to also be a sinusoidal wave of angular freciuency u>, w ith some magnitude, /q, 

and phase shift, 0, able to be ex])ressed as /  =  /ocos(o;^ — 6).

The ratio of these functions is defined as the impedance, having the components of mag

nitude, Zq, and phase angle, 9. This notation is intuitive; a small Zq indicates tha t a large 

alternating current will result for a given voltage ])erturbation and a large 6 indicates tha t 

the current will significantly lead or lag the input signal. Impedance data  can be visu

alised on a polar plane, or alternatively, expressed as a complex number by determining 

the projection these j)oints make on an rectangular plane (Figure 2.10). In this case, Z ’ 

and Z ” denote the real and imaginary components of imi)edance. Imjiedance da ta  may 

be plotted in a variety of ways. The two most common api)roaches are to j)lot Zq and 6 

vs. (jj, (called Bode and phase plot) or Z ’ vs. - Z ” (called complex ]>lane j)lot, Nyquist 

plot or Cole-Cole plot).

By measuring the irnpedanc'e of an electrode system over a wide range of frequencies, 

ty])ically 1 mHz to 1 MHz, an impedance spectrum  is obtained. Analysis is then carried 

out l)y constructing an appropriate ecjuivalent circuit to model the processes occurring in 

the system. For electrochemical systems, these mainly consist of combinations of resistors
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Figure 2.10: Complex plane rejn'esentation of im[)e(lan('e.

and capacitors, as well as a some other less familiar circuit elements. These include the 

’constant ])liase element’, to  represent some distributed characteristics of electrochemical 

systems and the W arburg element, often used to represent ionic diffusion.

Resistive behaviour arises physically due to losses associated w ith the movement of species 

through a medium. It is characterised by the voltage and current being in phase {9 = 0") 

regardless of the magnitude and frequency of the input function. Therefore a resistance 

aj)pears as a point on the real axis of the complex plane at all freciuencies.

As w'as described in Chapter 1, capacitive behaviour arises w'hen o])posite charges are 

separated in space when a i)otential difference is ai)plied. Due to  the definition of capac

itance (C =  (]/V), cairrent flow within a capacitor only occurs when the potential across 

it is changing with time {i.e. I=C(dV/dt) ) .  As a result, the response of a capacitor to 

an oscillating voltage is determined by Z c  =  l / j o jC  and as such the current response 

leads the voltage [9 =  90"). At high frequencies, Z c  ai)i)roaches zero (acts like a short 

circuit), and a t low' frecjuencies it a])proaches (X) (acts like an open circuit). This property 

of caj)acitors is the reason they have found widespread use for signal j)rocessing as they 

can be used to  filter electronic signals with certain fre(}uencies. As the impedance of a 

capacitor is purely imaginary, it appears on the comj)lex plot as a vertical line along the
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-Z ” axis when plotted as a function of frequency.

The i)arameters of the proi)osed circuit model may be found by fitting it to  the data, which 

can then be related to various physiochemical processes th a t determine the behaviour of 

the elec'trode system. These (luantify processes such as ionic and electronic transport, 

interfacial polarisation and charge transfer. W hen interi)reting EIS spectra it is good 

practice to comi)are the electrode j)roperties to other experimental technitiues in order to 

provide evidence th a t the proposed model is an accurate representation of the behaviour 

of the electrode system under study.
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C h ap te r  3

M ateria ls
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3.1 Introduction

This thesis presents research into the proi)erties of nanom aterial network electrodes for 

use in emerging EC ai)i)Iications. In this chapter, the electrode materials featured in 

this work are introduced; carbon nanotubes, manganese dioxide and the conducting poly

mer, PED ()T:PSS. General information is provided about their structure, synthesis and 

properties pertaining to their use as EC electrodes.

3.2 C arbon N anotubes

Carbon nanotubes came to wide recognition in 1991 when they were identified and de

scribed by the Jaj)anese scientist Sumio lijima.^® W hen using an arc-discharge method 

to produce fullerenes, he discovered tha t a variety of tube structures were also produced, 

c-oncentrically nested within one another. Regardless of the number of layers of carbon 

present for a given structure (ranging from around 2 to  50), eacli tube was separated from 

its internal and external neighbour by 0.34 nm, similar to the distance separating the 

secjuential layers of grai)hite. The carbon atoms composing each tube formed a hexag

onal lattice, with eac'h atom  bonded to three others in a  si)^-hybridised orbital scheme, 

also reminiscent of graphite layers. In addition to multi-walled carbon nanotubes, lijim a 

later discovered a single-walled variety using a modified synthesis technicjue.^'’ These also 

possess a honeycomb-like structure, depicted in Figure 3.1. Following these discoveries, 

many researchers began investigating the synthesis, properties and potential api)lic‘ations 

of this new c-arbon allotrope.^^

SWNTs can j)ossess a range of diameters; tyi)ically they are 1-2 nm, although instances 

with tube diam eter uj) to around 10 nm and as small as 0.4 nm also occur. While 

possessing diameters on nanoscale, the length dimension of these m aterials can extend 

into macroscopic domain. As an example, carbon nanotubes have now been synthesised 

that are over 55 cm long.
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Figure 3.1; Cartoon of a single-walled carbon nanotube. Image from source.

As well as possessing a range of diameters, SWNTs also vary based on the orientation 

of the hexagonal carbon lattice relative the length axis. Figure 3.2 presents the two 

forms with highest symmetry. These are termed ’armchair’ and ’zig zag’ based on the 

appearance of the tube end wdien looking at it side on. A helical (or chiral) example is 

also shown, although there are many different kinds. Notation has been developed to 

identify all of the possible nanotube tyi)es using a vector that occupies different j)ositions 

on a hexagonal lattice. This vector can unic^uely define each nanotube type using a pair of 

integers, {n,m), while also i)roviding a useful way to classify different nanotube tyi)es.^°^

A B C

Figure 3.2; The orientation of the hexagonal lattice relative to the tube axis results in 
carbon nanotubes with differing helicity and j)ro{>erties. (A) Arm chair, (B) zig zag and 
(C) a helical nanotube.

Experimental measurements of the electrical {)roperties of carbon nanotubes were carried 

out during the late 90’s. The sp^ -hyl)ridised bonding scheme that operates betw^een car

bon atoms means that electrons occupying n orbitals are delocalised. A consequence of
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the one dimensional geometry of nanotubes is tha t electrons are able to conduct ballisti- 

cally,^^^ im parting mobilities of around 10  ̂ cm^/Vs.^°^ Studies also found tha t the electri

cal ])roperties of SWNTs are sensitive to nanotube c h i r a l i t y . A s  a result, around one 

th ird  of the i)ossible SWNTs are metallic and the rest are semiconducting with bandgai)s 

th a t decrease with tube d i a m e t e r . F o r  the metallic SWNTs, DC conductivities as high 

as 200 000 S /cm  and large current carrying capacities of 6 x 10® A/cm^ have been mea

sured. In addition to these excellent electrical properties, carbon nanotubes are both 

strong and stiff, with tensile strength of ~60 GPa and Young’s modulus of ~1 TPa.^°^ 

They are able to sustain large bending radii and even recover from kinking, features tha t 

are advantageous for their use in flexible electronics applications.

There are three main approaches for the formation of carbon nanotubes. These in

clude arc-discharge^®’̂ '̂ , laser ablation and chemical vapour deposition. The arc‘-

discharge method involves the creation of an electric arc between two graj)hite electrodes 

in an inert gas atmosphere. Although fullerenes are produced as a soot under the condi

tions employed, multi-w'alled carbon nanotubes can also be found on the cathode. The 

inclusion of metal particles within the grai)hite anode results in the production of SWNTs, 

which can be found in the soot material.

Alternatively, pulsed lasers can be used to ablate a graphite/catalyst t a r g e t . A  carrier 

gas is used to transport the vaporised materials away from the hot target which condenses 

to form nanotubes and other imi>urities. Like the arc discharge method, laser ablation 

produces a nanotube-containing soot.
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Chemical vapour deposition involves the decomposition of a gas phase carbon feedstock 

(such as C2H2, or CH4) at elevated temperatures in the presenc-e of metal catalyst particles 

(such as Fe or Co). Interaction between the reactive gases and catalyst results in the 

growth of n a n o t u b e s . T h e  nature of the metal catalytic particles strongly influence 

the the nanotube product, such as its diameter. An advantage of this method over arc- 

discharge and laser ablation is that nanotube architectures can Ije produced directly on 

pre-patterned substrates in an ordered manner.

For all of these methods, absolute control over the diameter, helicity, length of nanotubes 

is not yet possible. Although arc-discharge and laser ablation can produce nanotube 

powders in large quantites, their synthesis is also accompanied l>y the creation of amor

phous carbon impurities and contaminants arising from the necessary metal c-atalysts. 

As a result, post-processing measures are often nec:essary to clean up the obtained mate

rial. The most common means of doing so involves acid refiuxing, for example, using 

mixtures of H2SO4 and This successfully removes large amounts of imi)urities,

although it also has damaging effec'ts such as reducing the mean nanotube length and 

introducing oxygen containing functional groups.

A key challenge associated with the use of carl)on nanotul)es is translating the excellent 

proj)erties of individual nanotubes into assembled structures. As was described in Chapter 

2, many nanomaterials tend to form aggregated clumps due to attrac'tive van der Waals 

forces between them. SWNTs are highly susceptible to this effect clue to their large as{)ect 

and they often exist as bundles and r o p e s . L i c j u i d  phase exfoliation is an effective way 

to overcome these interactions. SWNTs have been dispersed in a variety of licjuid me

dia; organic solvents, ac}ueous surfactant systems, and polymers.

Conveniently, this method opens the door to a range of further proc:essing methods.

Once a SWNT disi)ersion has been obtained, one of the sim])lest ways to produce macro

scopic: assemblies of carbon nanotubes is via vacuum filtration. This produces flexible 

and robust paper-like films of entangled nanotubes, often referred to as bucky-paj>er 

(Figure 3.3). This was one of the first ways to characterise nanomaterials as assembled 

structures and remains a common w'ay to explore the properties of these materials today.
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SWNT network materials are disordered in a number of respects and these influence prop

erties th a t result. Although the nanotubes tend to  lie in the plain of the film, they have 

no fixed lateral orientation. Morj)hological features such as film j)orosity and the mean 

bundle diam eter are highly i n f l u e n t i a l , a s  well as the distribution of nanotube lengths 

(dependent on synthesis and processing) and conductivity (dependent on chiral identity of 

the tubes, the presence of sidewall defects and doping effects). The ensemble of these 

factors determine the overall electrical properties of nanotube networks. For undoped 

films, DC conductivity of 6600 S/cm  have been achieved, while much higher values are 

possible by employing dojiants. For example, 12 826 S/cm  was reported when using cam- 

pliorsulfonic a(dd.^^^ The theoretical maximum value for nanotube network conductivity 

is thought to be around 90 000 S/cm.^^^

Figure 3.3: (A) Double-w'alled carbon nanotube ’buckypaper’ formed by vacuum filtra
tion. (B) SEM images of nanotube network morphology. (C) TEM images of constituent 
nanotube bundles and (D) HR-TEM images of a bundle to emphasise the triangular pack
ing structure. Scale bars: (A) 1 cm, (B) 300 nm, (C) 50 nm, (D), 5 nm. Image adapted 
from sourc'e.^^^

Although they have been explored for a w'ide range of apj)lications,^^'^^® one of the most 

vigorously studied use of this nanom aterial is as transijarent/flexible electrodes. By 

scaling down the bucky paper thickness to the sub-fOO nm range, disordered nanotube 

networks l)ecome highly transparent while retaining good electrical conductivity and flex

ibility (Figure 3.4).^*^ Nanotube-based transparent conductors have been the subject of 

much research over the last decade, in addition to a range of other nanom aterials such as
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graphene and metallic nanowires. Aluch of this work has been motivated by the need 

to find a replacement for the presently relied upon indium-tin oxide based transparent 

conductors; this material is expensive, brittle and recjuires high-temj)erature processing, 

j)recluding its use in flexible/transparent electronics applications. On the other hand, 

nanotube networks are robust and remain conducting with sustained f l e x i n g . T o  be 

competitive with ITO as a transparent conductor, industry sti[)ulates the need for film 

transmittance greater than 90% with a sheet resistanc'e less than 100 Ohm/sc^. As such, 

research in this fiekl has been driven towards this goal.

5tinin
Large Areo
Traiuporent
Conducttvft

■bfillmi i rMMsrefi  ̂
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th* ptiysicM 
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Figure 3.4: (A) Transparent carbon nanotube network electrode on sapj)hire substrate. 
(B) Films with differing thickness and hence transparency. (C) Flexed film on mylar 
sheet. Image adai)ted from source.

Although greater transmittance is achieved by using thinner films (Figure 3.4B) this 

compromises electrical transport [i.e.. increased R.s) due to reduction in the number of 

conducting pathways across the network. As for thicker nanotube network films, numer

ous characteristics such as the mean nanotube length^^®'^^\ bundle d i a m e t e r s i d e w a l l  

functionalisation and doping^^^ all influence the electrical performance of transparent nan

otube networks. As electrons must {)ass from one nanotube to another in order to cross the 

network, trans{)ort is greatly encumbered by inter-nanotube junction r e s i s t a n c e T h i s  

is influenced by factors such as bundle diameter and the presence of residual surfactants 

or dopants. As was discussed in Chapter 2, iiercolation effect also play an im{)ortant 

role in determining the properties of transparent nanomaterial networks.
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Due to their excellent combination of proj^erties, carbon nanotubes are a desirable replace

ment for activated carbon in commercial EC electrodes. If bundling could be eliminated, 

SWNTs could be used create electrode architectures with very high specific surface areas; 

over 1000 m? A l t h o u g h  in reality electrode surface areas less than half this value 

are achieved, carbon nanotul)es remain an ideal material for the formation of highly ex

tended electrochemical doul)le layers necessary for large capacitance values requiring little 

electrode mass.

Specific capacitance values that are obtained vary greatly, falling in the range from tens 

to hundreds of farads/gram. As an example, randomly entangled SWNT electrodes 

have been shown to provide specific capacitance values of 180 F /g, which approaches the 

theoretical limit for a carbonaceous electrode with a measured si)ecific surfac:e area of 

375 rr? However, a particular advantage of this material is the very low resistance 

of nanotube electrodes enabling operation with very high })ower. This entangled network 

electrode i)rovides an energy density of 7 W h/kg at power density of 20 kW/kg, much 

superior to electrodes prepared using activated carbon, which can delivery a similar energy 

density though at less than 50% of the j)ower. In addition, entangled nanotubes tend to 

form open structures with porosity in the mesoj)orous range (2-50 nm), ideal for allowing 

unoccluded ion transj)ort.^^®

The ability to process SWNTs in the litjuid phase presents oj)portunities for the creation 

of electrodes with other characteristics not possible using traditional materials, such as 

being flexil)le,^^ '̂^^* s t r e t c h a b l e a n d  transparent The excellent mechanical and 

electrical attributes of nanotubes mean that they may be used without the need for a 

supporting current collector^'*' or polymeric b in d e rs ,a llo w in g  significant reduction in 

total device mass. This is i)articularly important for printed flexible and transparent 

devices which will i)robably use plastic films as the device substrate and rely entirely on 

the conducting jjroj)erties of the nanotubes for current collection.

Functional groups introduced onto nanotubes during post-synthesis treatments can be 

advantageous for the use of this material as EC electrodes. These can greatly assist with 

stable dispersion fo rm ation ,im prove  electrode wetting with the e l e c t r o l y t e a n d  im-
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part appreciable pseudoc'apacitance.^'^^-^'*'* This is typically achieved by oxygen containing 

functional g r o u p s , a l t h o u g h  nitrogen-doped nanotubes can also be used.̂ **®

Alternatively, many researchers are exploring the combination of carbon nanotubes with 

high pseudoca])ac:itance materials such as conducting p o l y m e r s a n d  transition metal 

o x i d e s T h i s  can be achieved by simple mixing of the com[)onents in some ratio or 

alternatively, by deposition of the faradaic component directly on the surface of the nan

otubes by c h e m i c a l o r  electroc'hemical^^^'^^® means. In either case, the nanotubes 

are included to improve electrical i)erformance of the electrode, i)roviding rai)id electronic 

ac:cess to the high capacitance electrochemical interface. A particular advantage of using 

nanotubes in this ai)i)lication compared with other carbon types is the very low perc:o- 

lation thresholds obtained when nanotubes are mixed into a m atrix m aterials. This 

topic is discussed in more detail in the sections following and is a major theme of the 

work presented in Chapter 6.

3.3 PEDOTiPSS

During tlie 1980s, a range of polymeric materials were developed which possess substan

tial electrical conductivities. This was initiated by w'ork on p o l y a c e t y l e n e a n d  led to 

other plastic conductors such a polypyrrole, polyaniline, polythioj^hene and derivatives of 

these. Although i)olyacetylene has been prepared with an impressive DC conductivity 

of 10  ̂ S/cm,^^* it is unstable in air and therefore imjjractical for most ai)plications. As 

a result, research into conducting polymers has been motivated by the need for plastics 

th a t are not only highly conductive but also easily j)rocessed and environmentally stable.

One material th a t perhaps meets these criteria better than any other is a copolymer 

called poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene);poly(styrenesulfonic acid). Commonly referred 

to as PED ()T:PSS, this m aterial was created in the late 1980s by polymer scientists 

working in the research laboratory of Bayer AG in Germany.^®® Today it is commercially 

available from H.C. Starck Clevious GmbH as a range of ready-made formulations under
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the trad e  nam e Clevios^^*. These consist of the  copolym er dispersed in w ater to  form  a
g e l .  260

Like m any conduc’ting  i)olymers, P E D O T  m ay be produced by the  oxidation of its m onom er 

(3,4-ethylene(iioxythiophene, also known as E D O T) by bo th  chemical and electrochem ical 

means. T he la tte r  rou te  results in deposition of th e  polym er onto an  anode a t po ten tia ls 

greater th an  1.25 V vs. Ag/AgCl.^®^ E lectrochem ical synthesis enables the  creation  of 

films of th is polym er on c:onduc:ting substra tes, and th e  identity  of the  supj)orting elec

tro ly te  plays an  im portan t role in the properties of the  produced m aterial. How'ever, 

as it is insoluble and  produced in small cjuantities by th is m ethod, it is no t ideal for 

large scale-m anufacture of P E D O T  m aterials. D espite this, electropolym erisation has 

been im i)ortan t for the  elucidation of the  properties of P E D O T  and  conducting polym ers 

generally.

On the  o ther hand , oxidation by chemical i)olym erisation is m ore am enable to  large-scale 

production of th is  jjolymer. A lthough iron(III) based oxidants are com m only used for 

th is reaction (such as FeCla and  Fe(O Ts)3 ),^‘’  ̂ th e  synthetic  rou te  devised a t Bayer AG 

involves oxidation of E D O T  using Na2S20g in th e  presence of PSS. T his reaction scheme 

is shown in F igure 3.5.

6 n V— \  + 7nNa2S,Os

O O

Fe,(SO^)i
PSS

/--- \
2+

+ 14nS04^ +14nNa* + 12nH

\_y

Figure 3.5: R eaction  scheme for P E D O T  synthesis when using sodium  peroxodisphate ox
idant, in the  presence of acjueous PSS. Fe(III) is used as a  ca ta lyst. Im age from source.
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Initially this reaction produces a neutral polymer which, despite possessing a conjugated 

backbone, has limited conductivity. This occurs due to a phenomenon called pierels dis

tortion, which results in the splitting of what would be a metallic 7i-band into a ])air of 

bands separated by around 2.0 eV.^®  ̂ However, further oxidation of the polymer backbone 

can be carried out to produce mobile electronic states able to provide reasonable conduc

tivity (~1 S/cm ). Although the density of these states along the backbone varies from 

chain to chain, generally around two positive charges are associated w'ith every six re[)eat 

u n i t s , a s  indicated by Figure 3.5. As an analogy to inorganic semiconductors, this 

oxidation process is referred to as ’p-doping’ due to  the generation of mobile positively 

charged states.

As the doping process converts PED O T to  a polycation, this necessitates the presence of 

charge balancing counter ions from the surrounding media. In the case of electrochemical 

polymerisation, this role is i)layed by the supporting electrolyte anions, while for chemical 

polymerisation the counter ion to  the oxidant generally becomes incorporated with the 

PEDOT. How'ever, in the presence of deprotonated PSS, a polyelectrolyte complex is 

formed, enabling PED O T to  remain dis{)ersed in s o l u t i o n . A  schematic of the resulting 

copolymer is presenterl in Figure 3.6. The PED OT chains are found to l)e oligomeric 

and associate with the longer chain PSS in sections consisting of few^er than  20 repeat 

units. The ratio of EDOT to PSS can be varied to tune the conductivity and other 

characteristics of the formulation. After synthesis, clean-up measures such as ion exchange 

and dialysis can be employed and the particle size distribution altered by api)lication of 

shear forces or centrifugation. These steps can be imi)ortant for subsecjuent processing 

if certain rheological properties are recjuired. It is generally thought tha t the disj)ersion 

consists of random coils of PSS with the PED O T oligomers ionically attached.^®®
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Figurp 3.6: PED()T:PSS chemical structure with a cartoon indic:ating the association of 
the PEDOT oligomers with the longer chain PSS. This polyelectrolyte complex forms a 
gel in solution.

Being solul)le in water, PED()T:PSS can be transformed into a range of materials by 

lifjuid phase proc'essing. Examj)les include sjjin coating, spraying coating, screen 

printing^*’* and inkjet printing.^*’® Once dried, the resulting films are mechanically robust 

and insoluble in many solvents. Like traditional j)olymers, conducting polymers are 

disordered by nature, containing a range of cliain lengths with a variety of defects and 

combinations of crystalline or amorphous regions. In addition, excess PSS can lead to the 

occurrence of insulating regions the film. All these characteristics influence the overall 

electrical properties the resulting material.

As-prepared, films of PEDOT:PSS j)ossess conductivities <10 S/cm.̂ ®®-̂ ™'̂ ^̂  However, 

a range of simple treatments have been develojjed which imj)rove this value by 2-3 or

ders of magnitude. These involve exposure of the films to a variety of substances and 

is termed ’secondary doping’. This behaviour was observed for polyaniline on exposure 

to m-cresol.^^^ Here, improved conductivity was retained after removal of the secondary 

dopant by heating, indicating that the change in film j)roj)erties was more likely due to the 

altered film morphology. Similar behaviour has been observed for PEDOT:PSS films using 

a range of j)olar solvents such as dimethyl sulfoxide, sorbitol, ethylene glycoP^^ as 

well as a range of carboxylic acids^^®, formic acid^^^ and H 2 S()4 .^™ It is generally thought
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th a t  the  trea tm en t w ith po lar molecules causes screening effects th a t induce conform a

tional changes to  the  polym er chains. Tem i)erature dependent conductiv ity  m easurem ents 

indicate a  reduction in the  barrier to  charge hop])ing for the  trea ted  films as well as a 

reduction in the  presence of PSS w ithin these films. It has been suggested th a t  excess 

PSS not associated  w ith P E D O T  chains form a ’shell’ around the  copolym er grains which 

are poten tia lly  removed w ith  secondary doping, imj^roving in ter-grain electrical contact.

Due to  its excellent electric:al properties, m echanical flexibility and  optical transparency  in 

th e  visible range, P E D ()T :P S S  shows prom ise for a  range of th in  film applications such as 

tran sj)a ren t/flex ib le /stre tchab le  l a y e r s , c o u n t e r  electrodes w ithin plastic solar cells, 

electrochrom ic windows, neural j)rosthetic electrodes^*®'^^^ and EC electrodes.

P robably  the  biggest issue associated w ith  th is m aterial (and conducting polym ers gener

ally) is electrical stability. P E D O T  has show'n sensitivity  to  environm ental factors such as 

high tem pera tu res, hum idity  and  s u n l i g h t . A s  a  result, it is im portan t th a t oxy

gen be elim inated from devices m aking use of PE D O T :PSS , especially when they  are used 

in tiie presence of UV light. P ro tective m easures m ay be reciuired for ou tdoor applications 

such as herm etic sealing and the  addition  of stabilisers.

T here  is much in terest in the  use of P E D O T  m aterials w ithin EC electrodes. Its  polym eric 

n a tu re  m eans it can {)otentially take the  place of inert polym eric additives th a t  are often 

used to  bind together o ther inorganic electrode m ateria l com ponents, while also provid

ing the  com posite w ith im proved charge tran sp o rt. It has been com bined w ith  a  num ber 

of o ther nanostructu red  electrode m aterials such as carbon n a n o t u b e s , g r a j ) h e n e  

o x i d e , M o ( ) 3 ,^*  ̂ M n()2 ,̂ ®'̂  and  CoAl double layer hydroxides.^®® Studies have dem on

s tra te d  its com patib ility  w ith a  range of electrolyte types including acjueous^^®, organic^^^ 

and  ionic liciuid system s.

An im portan t feature of P E D O T  regarding its use in electrochem ical api)lications is its 

reversible redox capability. As is indicated  in Figure 3.7, reduction  converts the  polym er 

to  its neu tra l (uncloped form ), no longer rec}uiring the  {)resence of charge com pensat

ing cations. T he opposite i>rocess also occurs, re-oxidising th e  polym er backbone to  its 

charged (i)-doi)ed) form. This change is accom i)anied by m odulation  of the  appearance



of the  film, from transparen t pale blue (p-doped) to  an opaque blue appearance (un

doped). As a  result, P E D O T  can be used w ithin electrochrom ic devices^® '̂^®^ showing 

rap id  switching^®^ and  efficient colouration.^®^ However, th is faradaic j)rocess m ay also 

be used to  provide additional pseudocacitance in faradaic EC  electrodes. For exam ple, 

P E D O T  nanotubes have been synthesised electrochem ically and fabricated  into sym m et

ric EC  devices {i.e. bo th  electrode the  sam e com position) th a t  provide a capacitance of 

130 F /g  and  energy and ])ower density  of 5.6 W h /k g  a t  25 kW/kg.^*^ A lthough reduction 

of P E D O T  converts it to  an insulating form, it is still able to  be reoxidised back to  the 

conducting form even in the  absence of an underlying curren t collector or o ther conductive 

a d d i t i v e s . T l i i s  enables its use as a  s tand  alone electrode m ateria l for pseudocapacitive 

energy storage (and electrochrom ism ) w ithin prin ted  devices. T he com l)ination of excel

lent processability in tiie licjuid phase, ability  to  in’oduce high (juality tran sparen t, flexible 

and  stre tchab le  films and stab le  pseudocapacitive behaviour makes PE D O T :PSS  a very 

a ttrac tiv e  m aterial for em erging EC applications.

Charge

Discharge

Figure 3.7: Reduction and oxidation of P E D O T  can provide additional pseudo(aj)aci- 
tance. T he neu tra l (de-doi)ed) form is dark  blue while the  charged (p-doped) form  is 
tran sp aren t. Im age from source.

3.4 M anganese Dioxide

M n ( > 2  belongs to  a  family of inorganic com pounds th a t also includes M nO, AIn2 ( ) 3  and 

M n 3 () 4 . These m aterials are all produced by the  assem bly of MnOg octahedral units 

th rough  th e  sharing edge or corner s i t e s . D e p e n d i n g  on way th e  units are arranged  in
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space, a  range of crystalline forms can be produced. As indic-ated in F igure 3.8 a num ber 

of these possess 3D struc tu res  containing tunnels w ith different shapes and  sizes or even 

stacked layers of pseudo-infinite sheets. These s tru c tu ra l features are  responsible for m any 

of th e  in teresting  properties of m anganese oxides because they  allow guest species to  be 

freely accom m odated w ith in  the  available in ternal si)ace.

B

Figure 3.8: (A) Rutile, (B) D iaspore and (C) B irnessite type polym orphs of IMn( ) 2

W hen certain  guest species enter the  crystal they  can in te rac t w ith it via redox jjrocesses, 

causing the  m anganese m etal centers to  interconvert betw een th e  3 +  and 4 +  oxidation 

sta tes. Useful chemical functionality  can arises in th is s itua tion , and  as a result m an

ganese oxide crystals are being studied  for use in fields such as catalysis^®®, ionic and 

m olecular sieving^®^ and e l e c t r o c h e m i s t r y . I n  add ition  to  these functional f)rop- 

erties, m anganese oxides are abundan t and environm entally benign; factors which have 

also encouraged w idespread in terest in th is family of m aterials.

Considering only the  b inary oxides, there  are wide range of crystalline s tru c tu re s  available. 

Som e exam ples include tx-l\In()2 ,^°^ y -M n()2 ,^°^ 5-Mn()2,^°'* e-M n()2 ,̂ '̂  ̂ X-

as well as mixed-phase,'^°^ m ix e d - v a le n c e ,m ix e d - m e ta l '^ ° ®  and  am orphous 

compositions.®^ Due to  the  difficult in synthesising pure forms of th e  ideal polym orphs, 

unam biguous classification of a  given m ateria l is often difhcult.^®^ T his s itua tion  also ham 

pers the  form ation of definitive conclusions regarding why one form  of M n ( ) 2  is b e tte r  

th a n  ano ther for a given application. O n th e  o ther hand, num erous avenues for compo-
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sitional variation can be seen as an advantage as it potentially enables the production of 

materials w ith specifically tailored properties.

TIh production of manganese dioxide is often achieved using redox chemistry; by the 

oxilation of Mn(II) precursors, the reduction of Mn(lV) p r e c u r s o r s , o r  by reacting 

these s[)ecies vi îth one another (called co-precipitation)

3M n^^  +  2M n ()^  +  2 H 2O ^  5Mn()2  +

Foi all of these cases, the nature of the colloidal })articles tha t are produced depends on 

the specific reductant or oxidant emi)loyed, the C'ounterions th a t are present, the solution 

pH and the reaction t e m p e r a t u r e . I n  addition, surfactants can be included to influence 

thei)roduct f o r m e d . A n n e a l i n g  is frecjuently performed to improve the crystallinity 

of Ihe product.

AIt.^'rnatively, electrochemical deposition can also be employed to produce Mn ( ) 2  using 

sinilar redox chemistry. Here, the reduction of Mn(lV)-l)ased precursors^^*’'̂ ^̂  or oxida

tion of M n(II) based precursors^^®'’̂ ®̂ occurs due to electrons being sup})lied or removed 

by an electrode immersed in the reaction solution. This results in precipitation of the 

])rfduct directly onto the electrode surface. In addition to the electrochemical control 

parameters available using this method, tem perature, pH and the other species present 

in solution (such as the supj)orting electrolyte) also influence the nature of the {)roduct 

that is formed.

Prcbably the most sucx'essful commercial use of manganese dioxide has been within 

prinary alkaline battery  electrodes [i.e.. the Zn/AIn ( ) 2  system) develojied in the mid 

18(0s.^°^ Currently a number of other electrochemical applications are being investigated, 

suci as cathode materials for Li-intercalation batteries, electrocatalyst for oxygen

gatevolution^^^ and as an active component within electrochromic devices.

Til* application th a t has gained the most interest in recent years has been its potential 

useas a faradaic electrode m aterial for high energy density ECs.^^® This was initiated by 

thework of Lee ct al. in 1999, which dem onstrated near ideal pseudocapacitive behaviour
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of am orphous M n ( ) 2  wlien prochu ed by a  co-precipitation m e t h o d . H a v i n g  m easured 

si)e(‘ific capacitance of ~200  F /g , M n ( ) 2  was posited as an  inexj)ensive a lternative  to  

R u()2 . S tudies have found the  charge and discharge process to  be cjuite stable; over 200 

000 cycles have been d e m o n s t r a t e d , w h i c h  bodes well for the  use of th is m ateria l in 

com m ercial ECs.

Subsequent studies exj)loring the charge storage m echanism  has resulted  in a double injec

tion reaction becom ing widely accepted. T his involves th e  in teraction of a single electron 

and  charge balancing cation w ith every electrochem ically available AIn(II /II l )  ion:^^^

Mn()2 + + e~ ^  MnOOC

T his suggests a  very large theoretical specific capacitance of 1370 F/g.®^ However, values 

th is high a ren ’t often achieved except for when the m aterial is present as an extrem ely th in  

film on a m etallic current collector and  when charged and discharged s l o w l y . S t u d i e s  

have shown th a t  only the  surface layers con tribu te  to  the  c a p a c i t a n c e . A l t h o u g h  the  

m easured capacitance varies substan tia lly  am ong different crystalline forms, the

m ajority  of studies find si^ecific capacitance values in the  range 100-300 F/g.^^® On the  

o ther hand. Song et al. reported  mixed valence a  m anganese oxide m ateria l w ith very 

high capacitive value of -2530 F/g^°^ whole Cross et al. a tta in ed  2986 F /g  for thin films 

of m anganese dioxide i)roduced by electrodei)osition.^^^ W hile these au tho rs eni])liasise 

the d ilhculty  in accurately  determ ining  th e  m ass of active m ateria l i)rodu(‘ed,^^^ these 

exam ples are very in teresting as they suggest th a t w ith sufficient synthetic  control, very 

high specific values are possible.

To best employ th e  high intrinsic pseudocapacitance of any m ateria l requires the  m axi

m um  num ber of redox active sites be in contact w ith the  electrolyte and therefore available 

for charge storage. This m akes the  layered form of m anganese dioxide extrem ely a ttra c 

tive so long as they  can be exfoliated into thin nanosheets (see F igure 3.8C). It is likely 

th a t  electrodes fabricated  from  m onolayers of MnOg would be expected to  display very 

high capacitances as all redox sites would be ad jacent to  the  electrolyte. P robab ly  the  

best way to  achieve th is in practice  is to  employ li(}uid exfoliation of layered com pounds to  

give large cjuantities of suspended nanosheets in a processable form.®^-^^° Even though the
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nanosheets [)ro(hicefl by such technicjues may not be exclusively monolayers, rather con

taining nanosheets of up to  10 layers thick, the scalability'*^ of such exfoliation processes 

coupled with the intrinsic ])rocessability of liquid suspensions makes liquid exfoliation an 

attractive way to produce supercapacitor electrodes.
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Regardless of which crystalline form of M n ( > 2  is used to provide pseudocapacitance, the 

M n(III/IV ) redox couple limits the available potential window to  around 1.2 V when 

using neutral electrolytes.^^® This is limited by reduction of M n(lll) to  soluble Mn(II) 

a t excessive negative j)otentials, while exc-essive anodic potentials result in oxidation of 

Mn(lV) to soluble Mn(IV). To extend this potential window, there has been a number of 

studies which make use of Mn ( > 2  only within the positive electrode, while a carbon-based 

electrode is used as the negative e l e c t r o d e . A s  indicated in Figure 3.9, these two 

electrode materials are i)rovide stable caj)acitance over different ranges of potential. This 

occurrence can be used to  create an ’asymmetric:’ device whereby these tw'o electrode are 

charged against one another, enabling considerable expansion of the potential window 

th a t is available (in this case AV^g/; =  2 V when using acjueous electrolytes). Considering 

Equation 1.2, this increases the energy able to be stored x4  compared with a i>air of 

Mn ( ) 2  used as both the j)ositive and negative electrodes. This strategy requires careful 

control over the mass of the each electrode to maximise the overall capacitance and the 

available voltage window.
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Figure 3.9: Asymmetric capacitors enable the potential window of acjueous systems to  be 
greatly expanded, in this cases to  a stable voltage window of 2 V. Image from sourc'e.®
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Probab ly  the  biggest jH'oblem associated w ith the  use of M n ( ) 2  w ithin EC m ateria ls is 

poor electrical conductiv ity  { a p c  = 1 0 “  ̂ to  10“̂® S/cm).^'^^-^^^ T his dom inates the  R e s h , 

preventing high power operation  (E<juation 1.1). A nother consequence of tliis th a t  si)ecific 

cai)acitance generally falls w ith incTeased elec;trode thickness due to  the  inability of elec

trons to  acc'ess charge storage sites far from the  current collector. Such unfavourable 

thickness dependence is a  general jK’oblem for low-conductivity electrode m aterials, in

cluding a num ber of o ther prom ising pseudocapacitive transition  m etal oxides.

As a result, m any researchers are exploring the  creation  of com posite electrode struc tu res 

which combine nanostruc tu red  forms of m anganese dioxide w ith carbon m aterials th a t  

offer im proved electrical properties. This could enable large loadings of the  pseu

docapacitive com j)onent by using thick films, while also enabling electrical ac-cess to  a 

m axim ium  num ber of redox active sites.

T here are a  num ber of different strategies for the  production of com posite electrodes. 

T he  more trad itional ai)i)roadi involves mixing the  individual com ponents, often w ith 

th e  assistance of a  polym er binder to  provide m echanical adherence. T he m ixture  is 

then  converted to  a film using any of the film form ation technicjues discussed in C hap ter 

2. Here, the  com jionent m aterials can be optim ised separately  l>efore m ixing and then  

com bined in any desired ratio . Due to  its simplicity, some variation of th is  is to  i^repare 

m ost com m ercial ECs and  b a tte ry  electrodes.

A lternatively, com posite electrode form ation can also be achieved by firstly preparing  a 

high surface area conductive scaffold, generally using some form of nanostructu red  carbon, 

such as carbon nano tubes or activated  carbon. N ext, the  active com ponent is deposited 

in the  surface of the  scaffold as a  very th in  layer on the  surface, thereby  m odifying the 

interface and greatly  im proving th e  capacitance of the  overall s truc tu re . This can be 

achieved w ith M n ( ) 2  by m ethods such as e le c tro c h e m ic a le le c tro i)h o re tic ^ ^ ® '^ ^ ®  or 

electroless^®^ deposition. A lthough an elegant apj)roach, it is yet to  be seen w hether 

electrodes produced in th is m anner can be scaled-up to  the  large (luantities recjuired for 

com m ercial m anufacture.

Regardless of which s tra tegy  is employed, j)robably the  m ost im portan t characteristic  of
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com posite EC  electrode is the  ra tio  of the  conducting com{)onent to  the  pseudocapacitive 

com})onent. W hile enough of the  former m ust l)e present to  provide sufficient electrical 

conductiv ity  to  th e  overall s truc tu re , its addition  in excess will cause reduced gravim etric 

or volum etric energy storage by tak ing  up m ass or volume otherw ise available for th e  high 

pseudocaj)acitance com ponent.

D espite the  im portance of th is aspect of com posite electrode design, it is given insufhcient 

a tten tio n  by m any EC researchers. To dem onstra te  th is point, Figure 3.10 presents a  plot 

of th e  carbon conten t th a t  was used w ithin a variety AIn()2 -containing comi)osite electrode 

stru ('tu res published in th e  litera tu re  over the  last 15 years. In m any cases, the  carbon 

loading is chosen w ithout justification, ranging anyw here betw een 5 and 40 wt% . As a 

result, it is likely th a t  the  proi>erties of the  resulting  com posites are suboi)tim al. Exploring 

the  effect of carbon con ten t on the  charge storage properties of M n ( ) 2  is an im portan t 

them e of the  work presented  in C hap ter 6.
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Figure 3.10: L ite ra tu re  survey of M n()2 /c a rb o n  com posite electrodes from 1999 to  present, 
sum m arising th e  carbon filler content used to  create electrochem ical capacitor electrodes. 
A detailed  legend is available in the  Figure (3.10) indicating the  au tho rs of included 
studies and th e  carbon filler type employed.
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C h ap te r  4

Single-Walled C arbon  N an o tu b e  

N etw ork E lectrodes
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4.1 Introduction

Over the last decade much research has been conducted exploring the electrical properties 

of disordered networks of nanom aterials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene and metallic 

nanowires. The j)rimary motivation for this work has been to  develop high performance, 

transparent and flexible electrodes for future optoelectronic applications.

Such studies have found th a t the macrosco})ic electrical j)roperties of nanom aterial net

works are very sensitive to the identity of the nanoscale entities making up the network. 

Further, research indicates th a t as these networks are made increasingly thinner and 

more transparent, their proj)erties become highly dependent on tlie spatial arrangem ent 

of their nanoscale constituents on the surface. For exami)le, tlie DC conductivity becomes 

thickness dependent in a manner th a t severely impairs their ])erformance as trans])arent 

conductors.

In addition to oi)toelectronic devices, disordered nanom aterial networks will be use

ful within future transparent and flexil)le electrochemical devices. For example, elec- 

trochromic windows and disi)lays, solar cells, sensors and energy storage device« such 

as batteries and superca{)acitors. All these applications rec|uire the passage of charge 

through the i)lane of the network, and therefore insights gained via their characterisation 

as transparent conductors can be directly aj)plied. However, electrochemical ai)])lications 

also entail interfacial i)rocesses [i.e. with the electrolyte) tha t occur perpendicular to the 

plane of the network. Like the aforementioned ’in-{)lane’ eledrical i)roperties, interfa

cial electrochemical j)roj)erties will depend on the network constituents and their si)atial 

arrangem ent on the surface. Accordingly, these properties are also likely to  vary with 

thickness when disordered nanom aterial networks are very thin.

Identifying and understanding these efi'ects will be crucial for the development of trans

parent and flexible electrochemical devices. Therefore, in this chapter, the charge storage 

properties of transparent carbon nanotube networks are investigated.
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4.2 Experim ental M ethods

P3-SWNTs were obtained from Carl)on Solutions Inc. These nanotubes are i)roduced 

by the electric arc-disc:harge m ethod using a nickel/yttrium  catalyst and consist of a 2:1 

m ixture of semiconducting and metallic tubes. A nitric acid purification treatm ent is 

carried out l;y the manufacturer which also im parts carboxylic acid functions groups at 

1-3% atom /atom . These tubes are j)resent as bundles with lengths in the range 0.5 to 1.5 

im i.

4.2.1 SW N T  D ispersion Preparation

The SWNTs w'ere added to Millipore water (1 m g/m L) and sonicated using a high power 

sonic tij) (VibraCell CVX, 750W) for 30 min a t 20% am plitude and 60 kHz. The formed 

dispersions w'ere left overnight to allow large aggregates to settle, and then centrifuged 

(Heraeus Multifuge XI) for 90 min at 5500 rpm  to facilitate removal of undisi)ersed 

material. The supernatant ŵ as retrieved and the resulting concentration of dispersed 

SWNTs was determined by UV-visible absorption spectroscopy at 660 nm using a Varian 

Cary 6000i. Using Eciuation 2.1 (Beer-Lambert relation), the (lisi)ersion concentration 

was found using the extinction coefhcient for this system, 3389 mL/mg.m.^^®

4.2.2 SW N T  Electrode Preparation

Electrodes of varying thickness were pre]>ared by vacuum filtering set volumes of disi)er- 

sion (and therefore mass of nanotubes) through j)orous cellulose membranes (MF-Millipore 

membrane, mixed cellulose esters, hydroj)hilic, 0.025 jmi j)ore size, 47 mm diam eter), leav

ing film-like networks of nanotul)e bundles. The films w^ere transferred to polyethylene 

terephthalate (PET) substrates by a transfer j)rocess involving dissolution of the nitro

cellulose support membrane. This was achieved by sandwiching the SWNT film between 

the P E T  and nitrocellulose, wdiile a])j)lying heat (75‘̂ C) and pressure (~1 kPa) to  create
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adhesion betw een the  SW N T netw'oik and the  p lastic substra te . N ext, the  com bination 

was exposed to  acetone vapour, a  series of acetone ba th s  and finally a  single m ethanol 

b a th  to  remove th e  filter m em brane.

4.2.3 E lectrode C haracterisation

0[)tical tran sm ittan ce  si)ectra of the SW N T films were obtained  in the  visible range (400- 

800 nm ), su l)tracting  the  P E T  background absorbance. T he four-point probe technique 

was used to  characterise the  DC electrical properties of the  P E T  transferred  nano tube 

films. To do so, electrodes were created  on the  film surface using an alcohol l)ased con

ductive silver pain t (Agar Scientific). T he electrode separation  and  w idth  were ~ 1  cm 

and ~ 0 .5  cm, respectively. C urrent-voltage curves were obtained  using a K eithley 2400 

source m eter. Scanning electron m icroscope (SEM) images w^ere obtained  by transferring  

the  SW N T films onto A u-Pd spu tte red  glass substra tes. This was carried out using an 

identical process as for the  P E T  substra tes.

For electrochem ical m easurem ents the  P E T  transferred  SW’N T films were cut into strij)s 

w ith consistent dim ensions, giving a  geom etric surface area of 2.8 cm^. T he upper edge 

of the  electrode w'as defined using adhesive tape , and silver paint was again used to  

form a low' resistance electrical contact. Cyclic: vo ltam m etry  (CV) and electrochem ical 

im pedance si)ectroscopy (EIS) w'ere used to  characterise the  SW'NT netw ork working 

electrodes. Here a  three-electrode electrochem ical cell w ith a  G am ry 600 j)o ten tiosta t 

was used. P o ten tia l was m easured against a A g/A gC l reference electrode (3M NaCl), 

and a  large graphitic: c:arbon c:ounter elec:trode com pleted the  c:ell. M easurem ents were 

I)erformed in a f Ivl H 2 SO 4 e lectro lyte solution (Sigm a-A ldrich). E lectrode capacitance 

(C /A ) was determ ined from the  CVs obtained  w ithin a  po ten tia l window from  0 to  0.8 

V vs. A g/A gC l a t  50 m V /s. E lectrode ec}uivalent series resistance Rt:sn was determ ined 

from the  EIS s[)ectra; si)ec:ifically, from th e  real impeclanc:e a t high frecjuenc:y (O.I MHz). 

Here a  10 mV p ertu rb a tio n  was used a t a  DC bias of 0 V vs. A g/A gC l.
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4.3 R esu lts & D iscussion

4.3.1 Thickness D ependent E lectrical P roperties

Carbon nanotube networks were prepared with various loachngs (mass per unit area, M /A) 

and were transferred onto Au-Pd sputtered glass substrates for SEM imaging. Figure 4.1 

indicates tha t for very low loadings (5 and 12 nni average thickness), nanotubes are 

present in bundles with mean diameter and length of ~23 nm and ~1.3 jim respectively. 

The bundles are si)atially non-uniform, whereby clustered regions of high density are 

interspersed with sparsely j)opulated regions. This feature of thin nanotube networks 

has been ol)served j>reviously by Raman mapping and spatially resolved transm ittance 

measurements. Non-uniformity in the sj^atial (listril)ution of the deposited material 

means th a t certain regions are either isolated or w'eakly connected to  tlie network. For 

all subse(}uent characterisations the various M /A  networks were transferred onto PET 

substrates (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.1; SEM images of P3-SW NT nanotube netw'orks. (A) A 5 nm thick SWNT 
film. (B) Wide field image of the same film. Inset: Thin networks such as this contain 
nanotubes which are isolated or only weakly connected to the network. This is shown in 
the SEM, although the poor contrast achieved for these sparse networks makes it difhcult 
to  see isolated nanotubes. The motif in white is a schematic dem onstrating the shape of 
the array of nanotubes in this image. (C) A 12 nm thick SW NT film indicating increased 
density and uniformity of overlapping bundles.
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Figure 4.2: Photograpii of single walled carbon nanotube transparent films on P E T  sub
strates. Different (juantities of nanotubes were deposited, resulting in differing transm it
tance. The area of the transferred nanotube tubes hlms was 8 mm by 20 mm.

Optical transm ittance measurements were performed for all films, and it was found tha t 

transm ittance (at 550 nrn) varied from 13% for the thickest film to 97% for very thin hlms. 

This M /A  range si)ans the region of interest for the majority of transj)arent aj)plications. 

Film thickness varies with transm ittance for thin metallic- f i l m s a s  indicated by 

Ecjuation 4.1.

r  =  [1 +  ZQaoptl2]  ̂ (4.1)

Here, Z q — 377 Ohm is the impedance of free spac:e and aop is the optical conductivity. 

This expression has a virtually identical functional form as the Lambert-Beer law with 

ZqO'op ~  Q, the optical absorj)tion coefficient. This can be seen by the first order taylor 

exj)ansion of Ecjuation 4.1 and Equation 2.1. The optical conductivity of SWNTs is close 

to 170 enabling determ ination of film thickness from transm ittance

data, as shown in Figure 4.3A. Tfius, the films prepared in this work have thicknesses 

spanning two orders of magnitude; from 5 nm to 530 nm.
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Figure 4.3: (A) R elationship betw een network tran sm ittan ce  (550 nm) and thickness, 
p lotted using Ecjuation 4.1 w ith cr„p =  170 S.cm~^.  (B) Sheet resistance of P3-SW N T films 
p lotted as a function of him  thickness. T he dashed line represents behaviour expected for 
bulk-like electrodes. T he arrow indicates the  thickness at which the  electrical properties 
be^in to  deviate  from bulk-like behaviour (100 nm ).

Current voltage curves w’ere obtained  for all hlm s using the  four-point probe techniciue. 

S lpet resistance was calculated  (Ecjuation 2.3) for each him  and p lo tted  as a function 

of thickness as shown in Figure 4.3B. It was found th a t  /?, varied from 10^ up to  10® 

Ol.m/s(i as film thickness is reduced. For the thicker films, we observe th a t  /?., scales 

inversely w ith him  thickness, illustrated  by the  dashed red line, as expected for bulk- 

lik̂ > hlms. However, below a critical thickness, ~  100 nm , the  d a ta  began to

deviate from  th is  line as percolation effects become apparen t. This behaviour has l)een 

observed for netw orks of o ther m aterials such as nanotubes, n a n o w i r e s ,a n d  graphene 

sheets. Clearly, such percolation effects are detrim ental to  th e  electrical perform ance of 

tfiese nano tube  hlms. To emi)hasise th is  point, in the  absence of percolation it would be 

expected th a t the  th innest him  prepared here (T=97% ) would have a  sheet resistance of 

6.8 kO hm /s(i, 30x  lower th an  the  value realised. Such a large difference highlights the
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im portance of percolation effects on the properties of disordered nanostructured films.

In the field of transparent conductors, it  is common to  p lo t the transm ittance as a function 

of sheet resistance. These data are i)resented in Figure 4.4 for these P3-SW NT films. It 

can ])e seen tha t the trans ition  thickness, corres])onds to  a film  transm ittance of

45%. In the bulk-like  region ( t  >  tmm.Dc)-, thp transm ittance and sheet resistance data 

can be fitted  to E fjuation 4.2, indicated by the red dotted line in Figure 4.4.

T =  [1 + Z q O'op ĵ-2 (4.2)
2 R s  c F j x j j i '

This re lation is formed by combining Equation 4.1 w ith  t  =  , where o j x i b

is the bulk-like  DC conductiv ity  of the network. The ra tio  o f bu lk-like  DC to optical 

conductiv ity  is often cited as a figure o f m erit (FoM) for bulk-like  networks. We found 

tha t these film s give a value <Ji x ;,b I cr,)p — 1.9, s im ilar to  tha t observed for other carbon 

nanotube netwwks.^® Using a value o f 170 S /cm  for the optica l conductiv ity , we can 

estimate the bulk DC conduc'tivity of the thicker networks as ~  300 S/cm. Th is value 

isn’t  pa rticu la rly  high considering tha t the best SW N T networks have a p c  =  12 826 

S/cm.^^^
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I  40 -I 
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Figure 4.4; O ptica l transm ittance (at 500 nm) p lo tted  as a function of sheet resistanc-e 
for P3-SW NT networks. The red and blue dashed lines are fits  to  Ecjuations 4.2 and 4.3, 
respectively. The trans ition  between these two regimes occurs a t a film  thickness of t=100 
nm.
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The presence of percolation effects means that the bulk-hke electrical FoM does not enable 

a fair comparison between transparent conducting materials at the upper end of the 

transmittance range; the region of primary interest for transj)arent applications. In light 

of this, a previous study from our g r o u p h a s  shown that in this i)ercolation regime the 

transmittance and sheet resistance are related by Equation 4.3.

Here El is known as the percolative figure of merit and noc  is the i)ercolation exponent. 

When this relation is fitted to the data for t < tmni.DC, ftiP data gives 11= 3.1 and 

ni)c — O.C, as shown by the blue dotted line in Figure 4.4. These values are typical of 

nanotube films. To (}ualify as a transparent EC, we would exi)ect a device to have an 

overall transmittance > 80%, with both electrodes having transmittanc'e > 89%. This 

requirement means that a transparent EC based on nanomaterial networks will operate 

well within the percolation regime.

4.3.2 Thickness D ependent E lectrochem ical P roperties

Having established that ])eri'olation effects control the electrical properties of the SWNT 

networks studied here when they are thinner than 1 0 0  nm, we now turn to characterising 

their electrochemical properties over the same thickness range. Here we focus on two 

parameters, the ecjuivalent series resistance {Besh) and electrode cai)acitanc:e per unit 

area {C/A). Measurements to obtain these [)arameters were carried out in a three elec

trode electrochemical cell, with nanotube networks transferred directly onto PET as the 

working electrodes. We em{)hasise that no su])porting current collector was used, thereby 

requiring that current collection occur through the network itself.

Electrochemical imj)edance si)ectroscoi)y was used to determine the R esr in 1 H2 SO4  

for all electrode thicknesses. Figure 4.5A j>resents a complex ])lane j)lot of the impedanc-e 

data obtained for selected films. The curves were extraj)olated to the real impedance axis 

(Z’) in the high fre(iuency region to provide a measure of the eciuivalent series resistance 

of the cell. Plotting the obtained B esh as a function of thickness in Figure 4.5B reveals
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a (lei)en(lence almost identical to th a t observed for Hs in Figure 4.3B, with bulk-like 

behaviour above t , „ m . E S n =  100 nm and a marked deviation below. This similarity is 

made clearer in the inset of Figure 4.5, where B esh  is plotted against Rs,  giving a 

linear relationship. This is to be exj)ected where the active material also acts as the 

current collector. Due to the large resistance associated with current collection through 

the network itself, the electrolyte resistance is relatively unim portant.

10 -

cr

(ohm/sq)10 ' -25 nm  

6 6  nm  

115  nm  

24 5  nm

M

Fit to  bulk theo ry
10' -

min,ESR

10^ 10^ lO"

Z' (o h m )  Thickness,  t (nm)

Figure 4.5; (A) EIS sj)ectra of various P3-SW NT films with differing thickness. (B) High 
frequency real impedance intercej)ts extracted from (A) as a measure of electrode 
plotted as a function of electrode thickness. The inset {)lots this (juantity vs. the sheet 
resistance values shown in Figure 4.3B.

To more clearly dem onstrate these observations, it is useful to plot a property th a t is nor

mally thickness independent as a func'tion of thickness, such as the DC conductivity. We 

calculated ana  from the sheet resistance using a n c=  as well as an effective con

ductivity associated with the equivalent series resistance using aEsn= {BEsnt) These 

were j)lotted against film thickness in the Figure 4.6 inset. We observed th a t for thickness 

above ~100 nm, within error, conductivity is independent of thickness â s expected for 

bulk-like materials. Below this however, both conductivities fall non-linearly with decreas

ing thickness. O ther thin conducting films of nanostructured m aterials display similar
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behaviour, such as carbon n a n o t u b e s , g r a p h e n e , a n d  metalhc n a n o w i r e s . W e  

emj)hasise tha t the effective conductiv ity  based on the B esr  displays s im ilar behaviour 

because i t  is also dominated by the resistance o f the electrode.

Bulk-like

•  Jifm
- 10' '

E
U1

a:
CO
LU

D
thickness, t  (nm

D

Fits to  percolation 
theory

DC

10
ESR

10°

(nm)

Fijj;ure 4.G: Pen'olation behaviour of the DC conductiv ity  anti an effective ESR. conduc
t iv ity  for P3-SW NT films. The inset demonstrates onset o f th is deviation from  bulk-like  
behaviour below ~  100 nm for both (}uantities.

Confirm ation tha t th is behaviour is due to  percolation is made by showing th a t the 

conductiv ity  scales w ith  thickness according to  a percolation scaling law' (Ecjuation 2.6). 

Th is is demonstrated in the main Figure 4.6. F its  to  the data find a percolation threshokl 

of tc =  4.3 nm in both cases, and percolation exponents n /)(;=0.69 and nt:sn=O  GG- These 

values are low'er than the universal values of 1.3, expected for tw^o dimensional systems. 

The reason for th is discTepancy is unknown.

Cyclic vo ltam m etry was s im ila rly  carried out on a ll network electrodes to  investigate how' 

cai)acitance varies w ith  film  thickness. CVs o f selected film s are i)resented in Figure 4.7A. 

I t  is clear th a t in add ition  to non-faradaic capacitive current passed due to  the electro

chemical double layer, there is appreciable faradaic a c tiv ity  occurring in this potentia l 

window; an oxidation wave at 0.5 V  and corresponding reduction wave at 0.35 V  vs.
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A g/A gC l. T he nano tubes used in th is s tudy  are  known to  possess oxygen containing 

functional groups sucdi as carboxylic acids, likely to  be resi)onsible for th is faradaic- ac

tivity.^'*® In addition , these hydroj)hilic groups stabilise th e  nano tubes when disj)ersed in 

w ater and  facilitate w etting  of the  network by the  electrolyte. C apacitance norm alised 

to  the  geom etric electrode area [C/A]  was calculated from  the  CVs by in tegrating  the 

current over the  po ten tia l window and these values were p lo tted  as a function of film 

thickness, shown in Figure 4.7B. We ol)serve th a t the  capacitance increases linearly above 

a critical thickness, ~ 2 0  nm, as expected for a bulk-like m ateria l th a t  is effectively

w etted  by the  electrolyte. However, l)elow th is  critical thickness, linear behaviour is not 

m aintained, w ith capacitance falling more quickly th an  expected. In fact, the  th innest 

film had a capacitance one order of m agnitude lower th an  expected. Com parison to  the 

behaviour observed for B s  and  R e s f i  strongly suggests th a t  th is behaviour m ay also be 

percolative in natu re . To our best knowledge, th is effect has not been reported  ])reviously.
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- l l S n m
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Figure 4.7: (A) Cyclic voltam m ogram s of various P3-SW N T netw orks w ith various th ick
ness using 1 M H2SO4 a t 50 m V /s. (B) C apacitance per un it a rea  was calculated  from 
these CVs and p lo tted  as a  function of netw ork thickness.
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We can exi)lore in more detail whether the deviation of cai)acitance values with decreasing 

film thickness can also be described by a pei'colation scaling law, by re-expressing the data 

capacitance j)er electrode volume {Cy = C/At) .  This <}uantity was j)lotted as a function 

of thickness in the Figure 4.8 inset. Assuming that thick networks have a well defined 

surface area per unit volume, the volumetric capacitance should be thickness indei)endent 

for bulk-like films (in the al)senc'e of transport limitations). This is observed for calculated 

volumetric c:apac:itance of films with thickness above 20 nm. We find a mean value for 

the bulk-iike volumetric capacitance of Cv.n= 55 F/cm^ at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. Given 

an estimated nanotube density of 1000 kg/m^, measured for a thick free-standing film, 

we can obtain a value for the specific capacitance of our network, saturating at ~55 F /g  

for films in the bulk-like region. Similar values were rej)orted in other studies featuring 

nanotube-based transj)arent sui)ercapacitor elec:trodes. However, below the critical

thickness, significant fall-off in capacitance is observed. If this fall-ofl' is consistent with 

percolation, then we can exi)ect the volumetric capacitance to scale with thickness in the 

thin film regime as per Ecjuation 4.4.

Cv o , { t -  (4.4)

We believe the capacitance will follow this form because a wide range of phenomena 

controlled by percolation can be modelled using this type of function. The dashed blue 

line in main Figure 4.8 indicates that this model fits the data very well, giving 4.3 nm 

and n.c = 0.83. These values are similar to those obtained for sheet resistance and ESR.
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Figure 4.8: Percolation l)eliaviour of the  volum etric capacitance of P3-SW N T networks. 
T he inset indicates th a t deviation from bulk-like behaviour begins a t t~ 2 0  nm. The 
d a ta  for thickness less th an  th is vahie can be fitted  to  Ecjuation 4.4, giving a percolation 
threshokl of tc=4.3  nm  and a percolation exponent of nc=0.83.

We expect th a t the  percolation threshokl determ ined from sheet resistance, ecjuivalent 

series resistanc'e and capacitance all agree ( t c  =  4.3 nm ), as in all cases they  recjuire 

curren t How through the  network. However, it is noted th a t the  tran sition  thickness from 

percolation to  bulk-like l>ehaviour differs considerably between the  ca])acitance ~

20 nm) and the  sheet resistance or ESR  ( t m n i . D C  ~  i m i n . E H n  ~  100 nm ).

U nderstanding  why can l)e found by considering w hat specific qualities of the  network 

control these difi’erent {)roperties. In the  case of sheet resistance, it has been shown th a t  

th e  transition  thickness can be correlated w ith  a  transition  from spatia l non-uniform ity 

to  a g reater netw ork uniformity. For rod-like objects, it has been shown th a t  the

transition  occurs a t a network thickness ~ 2 .3  tim es the  d iam eter of the  rods m aking up 

the  netw'ork.^®^ However, given th a t  all th e  nano tubes present in the  netw ork form an 

electrochem ical interface w ith th e  electrolyte, it is unlikely t m i n . c  woukl be sensitive to  

si)atial non-uniform ity. It is more plausible th a t  the  capacitance would be sensitive to
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th e  connectivity  of the  network. For sparse netw orks, not all nano tubes will be connected 

to  the  m ain network. Therefore, we can expect th a t  th e  capacitance will depend on 

th e  num ber of nano tubes connected to  the  m ain network. T he capacitance would then 

becom e thickness independent only when the  last isolated cluster of nano tubes becomes 

connected to  the  m ain netw ork and  can con tribu te  to  the  film capacitance. T his transition  

is expected to  occur well before the  non-uniform ity to  uniform ity transition , as is observed 

experim entally.

C apacitance scales w ith  the  surface area of the  elert,rode, therefore we expect it to  be 

proportional to  the  fraction of nano tubes connected to  the  network. Percolation theory 

suggests th a t  the  probability  th a t  an object is c;onnected to  a netw ork (or fraction of 

objects connected, N a ) will scale as Poc(A^yi — A/'yt,c;)^,where is a  scaling exponent.^*® 

T his suggests th a t  C /A  cx P, justify ing the  use of E<iuation 4.4.

This behaviour is illu stra ted  schem atically in Figure 4.9A, which depicts a sparse network 

of random ly arranged rods. T he netw ork is above th e  percolation threshold  as seen l)y 

the  unbroken p a th  m ade by th e  rods coloured blue. It is th in  enough to  be spatially  non- 

uniform, w ith the  b o ttom  left area having considerably less rods th an  o ther areas of the 

network. As discussed above, th is non-uniform ity is associated w ith  thickness dependent 

DC conductivity. Indicated  in red are clusters of nanotubes which a ren ’t  connected to  the 

m ain netw ork and therefore can ’t  con tribu te  to  curren t flow or caj)acitance. Therefore we 

expect th a t  th is network has a thickness below b o th  t m i n . c  and t m m . E s n -  In Figure 4.9B 

we [^resent the  sam e netw ork though w ith ano ther 50 rods added random ly. Now all rods 

are connected to  the  m ain netw ork and therefore are able to  con tribu te  to  the  m easured 

capacitance. However, in bo th  cases, spatia l non-uniform ity is still present, representing 

a scenario w hereby t m i n . c  <  t <  as suggested by these experim ents.
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Figure 4.9: (A) A network of rods well above the i)ercolation threshold, f,:, (highlighted 
by the black pathway). The red rods aren’t connected to the main network and can’t 
contribute to cai)acitance, therefore t  < tm in . c -  (B) W hen the number of rods per unit 
area (equivalent to M /A) is increased, the red clusters becomes connected to  the main 
network, hence t  > both cases spatial non-uniformity is present, therefore
i  ^  ^min.DC imin.Kf^R-

4.3.3 E lectrode Perform ance

We have established in the {)revious section that as electrode thickness is reduced to  in

crease transm ittance, the absolute capacitance falls not only because electrode mass scales 

w ith thickness but also due to percolation. This is im[)ortant because the energy storage 

capability of the ca{)acitor is proj)ortional to  the cajjacitance. We explore this trade-off 

between transm ittance and cai)acitance by plotting the measured transm ittance vs. areal 

capacitance in Figure 4.10. We see here tha t thicker films have high C /A  and low T, 

while thin films disi)lay the opj)osite. For a bulk-like electrode, the areal capacitance is 

related to  the thickness by C /A  =  Cv.st-, where Cv.is is the bulk-like volumetric capac

itance. Combining this with Equation 4.1 to eliminate t gives a relation between the 

transm ittance and areal capacitance for bulk-like electrodes, shown in Equation 4.5.

r  = + {4.5,
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Figure 4.10: Measured transm ittance (550 nm) of P3-SW NT films i)lotted as a function 
of areal capacitance. The dashed red line is a fit to Ecjuation 4.5. For the inset the 
transm ittance data  is re-exj>ressed as 1-T to better ol)serve the j)resence of percolation. 
The dashed red like indicates bulk-like behaviour. The films transition to i)ercolative 
behaviour below 20 nm, w'hich can be fitted to Ec}uation 4.6 indicated by the blue dashed 
line.

The blue dashed line in Figure 4.10 is a fit to da ta  for these SWNTs networks using 

E(juation 4.5. Very good agreement is observed for C'vjj/cr„p=0.33 F/S.cm^. We note 

tha t the da ta  begins to  deviate from the fit for C j A  < 10“ “̂ F/cm ^ due to i)ercolation. 

This can be seen more clearly in the Figure 4.10 inset w'here we plot l —T  vs. C /A .  We can 

use ])ercolation theory to  derive an exj)ression for C /A  for films with t < following

the procedure described by De et Making the aj)proximation tha t t — tc ^  t, and

given tha t a t the bulk to percolation transition, t =  tmm.c anci Cy  =  C\\b , E(}uation 4.4 

c:an be rewritten as Cy  =  where Cv./y is the volumetric cai)acitance of

the l)ulk-like film. Inserting this expression into C / A  =  Cvjft-, which we note is true for 

all thicknesses, gives an expression which can be substitu ted into 4.1 to  produce Ec}uation
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4.6.

(4.6)

All the param eters in the ex{)ression we have described i)reviously; aop = 1.7 x 10"̂  S /m , 

tmin.c ~  20 nm (Figure 4.7B), C v .b  ~55 F/m ^ and n-c =  0.83 (Figure 4.6). Using these 

param eters we can plot Ecjuation 4.6 on the inset of Figure 4.10, which matches the data  

very well as indicated by the blue dotted line. Disagreement between the theoretical line 

and the lowest C /A  datum  is due to the approximation t — t.

It is useful to  consider w hat capacitance may be achieved for a film with T  — 90%. 

E(}uation 4.6 can be rearranged and setting T=90% , giving Ecjuation 4.7.

This means th a t a high transm ittance coupled with high C / A  recjuires low a„p and t^,an.c 

coupled with high C\\b- We note th a t while a„f, is generally a materials property, both 

and Cvji depend on nanotube bundle diameter, indicating that low diameter 

bundles should give better results. Additionally, high values of ric are favourable for 

high C /A .  It is known tha t for electrical percolation, n p c  is controlled by the distribu

tion of junction resistances in the n e t w o r k a n d  therefore scales with network non- 

uniformity.^®^ However, it is not yet clear what param eters control Uc. If we assume tha t 

it also scales w'ith network non-uniformity, this would suggest tha t non-uniform networks 

are preferable for thin transparent sui)ercai)acitors. Given tha t the Rg  and R esh  scales 

with n p c  and ue.sk respectively,^®^ this would suggest tha t networks with high uesh  and 

therefore presumably high n c  will have both higher C /A  and higher Resh-  Given that 

achievable j)ower scales inversely with the e<}uivalent series resistance (Equation 1.1), this 

tratle-off will need to  be considered for certain applications.

The energy density and power density of a symmetric s u p e r c a p a c i to r c a n  be calculated 

using the relations E /M  — C p A V /2 M  and P /M  — AV^/AResh.d^I , where A V  is the 

operating voltage and M is twice the mass of SWNTs in the electrode. We note tha t 

the device capacitance Cp,  is half the measured electrode capacitance, while the device 

ESR, R e s h .d  if’ twice the measured electrode ESR (due to the fact th a t we have made

( ^ ) 7 '=90% — Cv.Btmin.ci ZoO'Optffiiji.c;
0:11___ (4.7)
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measurements in a three electrode cell '̂*'*). We have plotted E / M  and P/ M,  called a 

Ragone plot, in Figure 4.11. For comi)arison, we have also included data reported in 

the hterature for other transi)arent supercapacitors. It is seen that the data for l)ulk-like 

networks prepared here cduster in the top right hand c:orner of the graph, similar to other

90%, it is apparent that energy and power densities rajjidly diminish due to percolation 

effects. In order to maximise power and energy density for high transmittance electrodes, 

it is necessary to shift the transition from bulk-like to percolation-like behaviour to lower 

thicknesses; that is, reduce t m m , E S R  and t „ u n . c -  It known that t m m j x ;  scales linearly 

with the diameter of the rods making up the network, in this case, the nanotube bundle 

diameter, and it is reasonable to assume the same for t,nm_ESR and tmin.c- Therefore, it 

is possible to minimise or comi)letely avoid percolation effects by using l)etter exfoliated 

nanotubes. According to Figure 4.1A, T=90% can be achieved for t=16 nm. It was 

recently shown that tminjx:~  2.33Z), where D is the bundle diameter.®® Thus, the onset 

of percolation coukl be suppressed to below this thickness if D < 7 nm.

EC electrodes published by others. However, if we focus on networks with T >

1 0  -3
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Figure 4.11: Ragone plot comparing the E/M  and P/M  for these P3-SWNT films and the 
available literature for thin film su[)ercapacitors^‘*̂ -̂ ‘̂®'̂ ^̂  .
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T he d a ta  in Figure 4.10 show th a t  for the  SW NTs used here, a  tran sm ittance  of 90% 

per electrode (80% per EC  device, assum ing perfectly transj)arent electrolyte) lim its the  

a tta in ab le  areal capacitance to  ~  lO^'* J j)er electrode or ~  1 .5x10^'' F for a  two electrode 

device w ith an area of 2.8 cm^. It is difficult to  assess w hether these energies are enough 

for api)lications, as it is still unknow n exactly w hat role trans])arent ECs will play in 

tran sp aren t electronics devices.

Today, considerable research is being conducted tow ards the  creation of autonom ous sens

ing and com m unication platform s. These m iniature  devices will incori>orate sensors 

which com m unicate a detection event to  the  outside world using a radio frec^uency an 

tenna. Tliis c'omm unication event will likely be j)owered by an EC, which can be later 

recharged, possibly by i)hotovoltaic: technologies. T ransparency may l)e an advantage for 

such in tegrated  devices in order to  jn’ovide camouflage or for aesthetic  reasons. It has 

been estim ated  th a t  the  energy recjuirements for com m unication would be 10s of m icro

joules [)er event. These recjuirements appear to  be com patible w ith the  trans[)aren t ECs 

described in th is  work. As was discussed in the  in troduction, if more energy is re(iuired, 

redox active m aterials such as R u ( ) 2  or M n ( > 2  could be incorporated  onto the  nano tube 

network in order to  im part additional pseudoca])acitance.^‘̂  ̂ A lthough the  volum etric ca

pacitance will be increased, the  jjercolation effects described here will still be  j)resent.

4.4 Conclusions

In th is work, we have exam ined the  effect of i)ercolation on the  charge storage ])ro{)erties 

of SW N T network electrodes. M easurem ents of the  electrode tran sm ittan ce  and  sheet re

sistance as a function of thickness reveal a  d istinct transition  from bulk-like to  percolative 

to  behaviour as the thickness is decreased below 100 nm.

C haracterisation  of difl’erent thickness nano tube films as supercapacitor electrodes con

firmed th is behaviour. The ecjuivalent series resistance also underw ent a percolation  to
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hulk transition a t electrode thickness of 100 nm. Interestingly, similar results were ob

served for the areal capacitance, albeit with a lower transition thickness of 20 nm. The DC 

conductivity, effective ESR c'onductivity and volumetric capacitance of thin films were all 

well described by percolation theory. All data  could be described by percolation thresh- 

okls of 4.3 nm and critical exponents of nDc=0-66, nESR=0.69 and nc=0.83. We found the 

areal capacitance to be controlled by j)ercolation for electrodes with T>90%. At T=90% , 

the capacitance was 10'̂  ̂ F/c:m^, enough to power burst communication for an integrated 

sensing device. For bulk-like electrodes, the energy and power densities clustered in a 

well-defined area of the Ragone plot. How^ever, the percolative data  formed a long tail to 

ward the bottom  left corner of the graph, indicating severely impaired performanc:e. This 

work illustrates th a t if high transparency is reciuired when using nanom aterial networks, 

a severe i)enalty in both power anci energy must be paid. However, th a t j)enalty can be 

estim ated using i)ercolation theory.



C h ap te r  5

C onducting  Polym er N etw ork 

E lectrodes
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5.1 Introduction

In th is chapter, we seek to  improve upon the  perform ance of all previous tra n sp a r

ent/flexible charge storage elec'trodes by using a m olecular conductor, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy 

th iophene):poly(styrene-4-sulfonate). Recent studies have shown th a t  PE D O T :PSS  can 

be used to  produce tran sparen t/flex ib le  conductors w ith excellent properties, and it is 

known to  possess very good capacitive electrochem ical properties. Therefore, here we 

have pre{)ared tran sparen t films of th is (-onducting i)olymer and analysed its suital)ility 

as a tran sp aren t c:apa(dtive layer.

By using a m olecular conductor to  j)roduce th in  netw orks (as opposed to  using discrete 

nanoscale objects), it is hoi>ed th a t  detrim ental percolation effects can be avoided. This 

would enable the  p roduction  of tran sparen t films whose properties rem ain bulk-like even 

at very low thicknesses. To help facilitate  th is we have used an a irb rush  si>raying robot 

to provide greater control over the  film deposition.

In addition , th is spray  system  allows tiie production  of large area films (m ax. 18 by 

18 cm). Presently, little  work has been done exploring the  proj)erties of trans])arent 

capacitive films larger th an  a  few scjuare centim eters. However, it is likely th a t larger 

area electrodes will be re(}uired for their application in tran sparen t electronics. In the  

absence of an underlying curren t collector, charge m ust be collected through  the  j)lane 

of the film, which con tribu tes ap-[)reciably to  the  R b s r - As a result, it is likely th a t  the 

absolute capacitance (and henc-e energy stored) will not scale linearly w ith film area, 

particularly  when such films are  discharged and recharged cjuickly.

Identifying and understand ing  the  geom etric effects th a t arise in th is situa tion  will be nec

essary for the  ai)plication of tran sp aren t energy storage system s in fu ture  devices. T here

fore, in th is  ('hai)ter, the  charge storage properties of tran sp aren t conducting polym er 

networks are investigated, in particu lar, focusing on the  effect of film lateral dimensions.
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5.2 Experim ental M ethods

5.2.1 PE D O T :PSS E lectrode Preparation

Heraeus supplied poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythioi)hene):poly(styrene-4-sulfonate)

(PE D O T :PSS) solution, sold under the  tradem ark  Clevios, was dilu ted  w ith water to  

concentration  0.75 m g/m L . P E D ()T :P S S  films were then  produced using the  m ethod de

scribed by M cC arthy et In brief, th e  dilu ted  polym er solution w'as loaded into a

g radua ted  reservoir which was a ttached  to  a H arddner and  Steenbeck Infinity airbrush 

spray system . Control over the  a irbrush  was provided by a Janom e JR2300N robot. The 

substra tes  were cleaned w ith su rfac tan t solution and isopropanol prior to  use and plac-ed 

on tlie robot su b s tra te  stage, heated  to  110“C.

PE D ()T :P S S  films were produced by spraying the  dispersion (N 2 j)ressure: 45-55 psi) 

on the  P E T  substra tes  using a  raster [)attern (line spacing: 0.5 cm, airl)rush-substrate  

separation: 9 cm ). T he film area and geom etry was controlled l)y the spraying program , 

lim ited l)y the  dim ensions of the  su b stra te  stage (here 18 cm by 18 cm). T he thickness 

of the  films was controlled by the  num ber of repeated  passes m ade by the  s{)ray, which 

delivers a g reater to ta l volume of polym er solution onto a  given area of the  substra te .

Film s were subsequently  exposed to  a formic acid (FA) post trea tm en t. T his was achieved 

by dipi)ing the  hlms into a  FA solution for 5 seconds then  allowing th e  films to  dry  in air.

5.2.2 E lectrode C haracterisation

O ptical tran sm ittan ce  spectra  of the  P E D ()T :P S S  films were obtained in the  visible range 

(400-800 nm ), su1)tracting the  P E T  ])ackground absorbance. T he four-point probe tech

nique was used to  characterise the  DC electrical p roperties of the  films. To do so, elec

trodes con tac ts were created  on th e  film surface using an alcohol based conductive silver 

pa in t (Agar Scientific). T he electrode separation and w idth  were ~ 1  cm and  ~ 0 .5  cm, 

res])ectively. C urrent-voltage curves were obtained  using a K eithley 2400 source m eter.
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PE D O T  working eleftrocles were prepared for electrochemical testing by cutting strips 

from the main film and ctonfining the electrolyte exposed area using adhesive tape. Silver 

paint was again used to form contacts to the external circuit. The electrode area exposed 

to  the electrolyte varied by altering the length (L) while holding the width ( W)  constant 

or by altering W  while holding L c'onstant. Here we have defined W  as the dimension 

parallel to the surface of the electrolyte solution and L as the perpendicular dimension 

{i.e. greater L are more distant from the electrical contact). For tliese experiments, a 

large electrode was jirejjared and sequentially cut to smaller dimensions after the necessary 

measurements were completed. The film dimensions were recorded in each case using a 

micrometer.

Electrochemical testing was carried out using a three electrode cell consisted of a carl)on 

counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Electrochemical measurements per

formed on the electrode include cyclic voltam m etry (CV) and electrochemical im])edance 

spectroscopy (EIS). The electrolyte used was 0.5 M K 2 S()4 (a(i) in all cases. CVs were 

obtained between the potential limits of 0.1 to 0.7 V vs. the Ag/AgCl reference couple. 

Tlie scan rate was varied \)etween 50 and 5000 mV/s. Potentiostatic EIS was carried out 

at a DC bias of 0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl using a 10 mV AC perturbation, varying between 0.1 

Hz and 100 kHz. Immediately prior to  acciuiring the EIS spectra, working electrodes were 

conditioned a t the as-mentioned DC bias for 180 seconds.

Symmetric two electrode measurements of large area films were i)erformed in a large 

beaker c'ontaining 0.5 M K 2 S()4 (aq) electrolyte. For these measurements two films of equal 

dimensions and transm ittance were positioned 1 mm apart. Here, CVs were performed 

while varying the film area. This was achieved by varying the film length (L<6 cm) while 

hokling the width constant ( M^=18 cm), giving a maximum measured area of 108 cm^.
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5.3 R esu lts & D iscussion  

5.3.1 O ptoelectronic P roperties

Aqueous solutions of PED()T;PSS (referred herein as simi)Iy PEDOT) were deposited onto 

flexible [elastic substrates to form tliin films using an automated airbrush spraying system 

(Figure 5.1 A and B). The maximum film area available using this system was 18 cm by 

18 cm, limited by the dimensions of the substrate stage. For commercial a])]jlications this 

stage area could be extended to produce arbitrarily large films. For the initial part of this 

study samples were j)repared with dimensions of 5 cm by 5 cm. Figure 5.1C presents a 

example film (T=70%) alongside the diluted PEDOT stock solution.

Figure 5.1: (A) Computer c:ontrolled spraying robot using (B) an airbrush spray system. 
(C) Photograph of an aqueous PEDOT dispersion and a film (5 cm by 5 cm, T  =  70%) 
produced by spraying the onto PET substrates. The chemical structural of the C'opolymer 
is also shown. (D) Photograph of a range of films j)roduced with the same dimensions 
produced by varying the sprayed volume and hence film thickness.

The transmittance of the resulting films was readily controlled by the quantity of PEDOT 

solution sprayed onto the substrate, as indicated in Figure 5.ID and Figure ?? UV- 

visible transmittance spectra were obtained for a range these films, which are typically
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broad and featureless (Figure 5.2A). As stated in Chaiiter 4, for metallic' thin films^^^ the 

transm ittance for a given thickness, t, is controlled by the optical conductivity, Oop, via 

the E(juation 5.1
r  = (l + 5̂ ^ ) - 2  (5.1)

aoj, is an im portant property of transparent SCs. To determine this param eter for PED O T 

we measured the thickness of a number of sprayed films by profilometry (Dektak 6M, 

Veeco Instrum ents), finding values between 470 and 1600 nm. These films were sprayed 

onto glass substrates rather than PET, to obtain more accurate thickness measurements. 

Plotting the data  as — I vs. t (Figure 5.2B) and fitting Equation 5.1, we ol)tained 

a value of aop=24 S /cm  (at 550 nm) for these PED O T films. For comparison, we have 

also included data  for spin-coated PED O T films'̂ "** (unfilled points), w'hich fall close to 

our fitted curve. Using this value, the thickness of films sprayed on PE T  could then be 

determined fi'om the transm ittance si)ectra, which w'ere found to  vary l)etween 17 and 

432 nm. We note tha t this value of app is extremely low compared to other conducting 

materials: Silver nanowires display values in the range 38-65 S/cm,®^’̂ ®̂ SWNTs have 

150-200 S / c m , a n d  graphene has 100-2000 S/cm.®*’ We believe this low optical 

conductivity will be critical to their success as transparent SCs (or conductors).
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Figure 5.2: (A) Visible transm ission spectra  of P E D O T  films w ith various sprayed volumes 
and hence thickness. (B) P lo t of — 1 vs. film thickness m easured by profilom etry, 
for P E D O T  films sprayed on glass substra tes. F ittin g  Eciuation 5.1 to  these d a ta  allowed 
the optical conductiv ity  of P E D O T  to be found; aop=24  S /cm  (550 nm ). Unfilled points 
are for sj)in coated P E D O T  hlm s described by M artin  et

As for trad itional EC  electrodes, in order for a trans[)arent EC  electrode to  opera te  w ith 

high i)ower, electronic tra n sp o rt to  and from the  electrochem ical interface m ust occur 

efficiently. In light of this, next we characterised  the  eleclric'al proj)erties of these P E D O T  

films to  evaluate their su itab ility  as tran sparen t curren t collectors.

Recent studies have found th a t a lthough the electrical conductiv ity  of as-prepared P E D O T

films are j)oor, d ram atic  im provem ents are  easily obtained  by exposing the  films to  a

variety of species such as s o r b i t o l , e t h y l e n e  g ly c o l,m e th a n o l,^ '* ®  and

Here we have used the  sim ple and effective trea tm en t reported  recently by M cC arthy et

a i ,  whic’h involves d ipping the  P E D O T  films in concentrated  formic acid (FA) for ~5

seconds.

T he effect of th is post processing trea tm en t on the  electrical properties of these films was 

determ ined using the  four point-j)robe m ethod. We m easured sheet resistance, of a
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number of films before and after exposure to the FA. The resulting Rg data is plotted 

as a function of film  transmittance in Figure 5.3A. Clearly, the treatment dramatically 

improves the electrical j)roperties of our transparent films, consistent w ith  previous re

ports. A t high transmittance (e.g. T—90%), the sheet resistance is reduced by 3 orders 

of magnitude, falling from an untreated value of R.s= 1.5 x 10® Ohm/scj to 102 Ohm/s(i 

after treatment.

100 - 100 .
oT 80 -
U

60 -
•  FA Treated PEDOT 

O  Untreated PEDOT

•  SWNTs (King eto/.)

•  lljin  SWNTs (th is work)
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Sheet Resistance (ohm/sq) Sheet Resistance (ohm/sq)

Figure 5.3: (A) F ilm  transmittance (at 550 nm) as a function of sheet resistance for 
the as-prepared PEDOT hlms (unfilled black circles) and after treatment w ith formic 
acid (filled black circles). Also shown are data for disordered networks prepared using 
two different types of nanotubes. (B) Tlie same data replotted to emphasise that the 
FA treated PEDOT films remain bulk-like (indicated by the linear j)lots) to very high 
transmittance (T'=99%).

For bulk-like films (/?,, =  {aoct)~^) the transmittance is related to sheet resistance via 

E(}uation 4.2. Here, the ratio Oodcrop can be used as an electrical figure of merit (FoMg) 

for transparent conductors. The black dashed line in Figure 5.3 is a f it to this relation, 

indicating that the as-prepared films have onc/cFop <  1, making them unsuitable for 

use as trans})arent c-urrent collectors. However, the FA treatment causes an exceptional 

improvement; the FoMg increases to anc/crop =  39 (shown by the black line), a value
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tha t is hardly surpassed by any nanostructured electrode m aterial bar silver nanowires.®* 

For comparison, Figure 5.3 also includes data  for transparent current collectors formed 

by disordered networks of two different types of SWNTs; P3 nanotubes charac'terised in 

Cha{)ter 4 and Iljin nanotubes tha t are featured in Chapter 6 . F itting Ecjuation 4.2 to 

these data  sets yields o o c jo o p = \ and 5, respectively, both inferior to the FA-treated 

PED O T films.

We note th a t the transm ittance spectra were largely unchanged by the FA post-treatm ent 

(see Figure ??), indicating th a t increased Ouc responsible for the imi)roved FoMe rather 

than due to  substantial c:hanges in oq^. This was also observed by Xia et al. when treating 

spin coated films treated with fi2 S()4 -̂ ™ As the oj)tical conductivity is known (Figure 

5.2B), we can calculate the DC conductivity of the treated PED O T films as a/)c'=936 

S/cm . This value is quite high for polymeric conductors, albeit not as high as some 

other recent values; PED O T films have been dem onstrated with a DC conductivity of 

1418 S/cm  when treated with ethylene glycol^^^ and 3000 S/cm  w'hen treated with 1.5 I\I 

H2 SO4 a t 160“C.2™

Considering Figure 5.3A, for both the SW NT-based networks and the untreated PED O T 

data  there is marked deviation from the fits descril)ed by Equation 4.2 a t higher trans

m ittance values. This can be seen more closely by replotting the data  as — 1 vs. /?,„ 

shown in Figure 5.3B. Here the linearised fits correspond to bulk-like behaviour. Deviation 

from linearity has been explained as a manifestation of percolation-type phenomena.*®^ 

While this is probably the case for the nanotube films, in the case of PED O T, it is prob

ably due to the presence of thickness non-uniformities in the thinnest films, which can 

mimic: j)ercolation behaviour. In any case, no such deviation is observed for the FA treated 

PED O T films, indicating a good deal of uniformity even for the thinnest films (T=99% ).

The lack of deviation from bulk-like l)ehaviour is significant as such deviations always 

diminish the performance of transparent SCs at high T  (Chapter 4). These effects should 

be minimised, or if possible, eliminated by nanoconductor selection and processing con

trol. We suggest tha t spraying this molec'ular conductor onto our substrates and the 

subsecjuent FA treatm ent enal)les the production of films tha t remain highly confluent
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even a t extremely low loadings. In contrast, netw'orks formed from typical discrete nano

sized objects such as c-arbon nanotiibes, graphene or metallic wires will almost always 

show percolation efl'ects as film thickness is reduced.

Thus, FA treated  PED O T films make excellent transj)arent current collectors. Percolation 

effects are completely absent even for the thinnest films we produced (r= 9 9 % ). As is 

the case for all transparent conductors, larger 7?̂  values accompany higher transm ittance. 

Despite this, the FoMe for these films is very high; ooc/crop =  39 . This consideration will 

also come into j)lay regarding the energy able to  be stored and retrieved by transparent 

electrodes of different geometries and under varying charge/discharge timescales. These 

aspects are discussed in the sections following.

5.3.2 E lectrochem ical Properties o f Small Area E lectrodes

The superlative ojrtical and electrical properties of FA treated PED O T films make this 

m aterial ideal for the production of transparent supercapacitor electrodes. The low optical 

conductivity means tha t for a given transm ittance (e.g. T=95%) the electrode can be 

relatively thick. For a given intrinsic volumetric capacitance, Cy this will result in a 

larger areal capacitance, (where Ca = Cyt) .  Additionally, high DC conductivity will 

facilitate transport of stored charge to  the external circuit even for thin electrodes.

The charge storage properties of PED O T films were characterised in a three electrode 

cell by cyclic voltamm etry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). All 

electrochemical measurements were performed using 0.5 M K 2 SO4  aqueous electrolyte. 

F irst, we investigated the efl'ect of the FA treatm ent on the electrochemical resj^onse 

of PED O T films. Shown in Figure 5.4A are CV scans for a PED O T film (T=67%, 

<=490 nm, 1/=100 mV/s) before and after the FA treatm ent. This indicates a dram atic 

im}jrovement in current response after the treatm ent, consistent with the large reduction 

in sheet resistance. We consider a series resistor and capacitor circuit as a simple model 

of the current response of these films to a linear j)otential scan,^®*’ shown in E(}uation 5.2.
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This is th e  sam e as E(iuation 2.10 but has been norm alised to  film geom etric area, A.

j  =  C .4 \/(l -  e - '/" )  (5.2)

where j  is the  current density, V  =  d V /d t  is the  scan ra te , intrinsic Ca is th e  electrode 

capacitance per unit area charged as a  function of tim e, t, according to  a tim e constan t 

r  =  B e s r C- The rap id  curren t response of the FA trea ted  film indicates a d ram atic  

reduction in the  tim e constan t com pared w ith the  as-prepared films. It is known th a t  

for tran sparen t EC electrodes R esr scales linearly w ith Rg (C hap ter 4). Considering th a t  

the FA trea tm en t dram atically  reduces the  Rg of th is film (from 1730 to  25 O hm /sq ), we 

suggest th e  observed change in CV behaviour is predom inately  due to  improved current 

collection through  the  plane of the  film.
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Figure 5.4: (A) Com parison of CV response of P E D O T  films response before (red) and 
after (black) FA trea tm en t (K =100 m V /s). (B) C apacitance reten tion  upon repeated  
fycling of a  trea ted  film. Inset com pares the  CV response a t  (yc:le 1 and  3500 (d V /d t= 1 0 0  
mV /  s ) .

N ext, we assessed the  stab ility  of the  trea ted  films under m ultiple charge/d ischarge cycles. 

To explore th is we carried out 3500 repeated  CV (ycles on a  film between 0.1 to  0.7 V
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vs. Ag/AgCl (voltage window is AK^O.G V, y = 1 0 0  mV/s). By integrating the current 

passed per cycle, a capacitanc-e retention ratio w'as calculated, and this has been })lotted 

as a function of the number of CV cycles in Figure 5.4B. W ith >99% retention, the 

charge/discharge process is stable over this duration of cycling. The Figure 5.4B inset 

comj)ares the CV trace of the 1st and the 3500th cycle, indicating some minor changes 

in features of the CV. Alongside the well-known stability of these results

suggest exc'ellent cyclability of this material, a prerecjuisite of any promising EC electrode.

We then examined the charge storage properties of the FA treated film in more detail. For 

this c:haracterisation the exposed electrochemical area of all films was fixed to s(juares; 1 

cm by 1 cm. This active area is typical for transparent supercapac'itor electrodes appearing 

in the literature. Here we refer explicitly to film dimensions rather than simply

the film area, as electrode aspect ratio influences charge storage behaviour, a point th a t 

will be discussed in the following sections.

I t ’s im{)ortant to ascertain the charge and discharge conditions over which these small area 

PED O T films behave as a capacitor. This can be determined using CV measurements 

by examining the relationship between the measured current density and scan rate;^^ 

capacitive behaviour {)redominates w'hen j  =  C^V-  Ecjuation 5.2 shows that this is 

ap[)roximately the case w’hen the time constant, r  =  R e s r C ,  is small relative to  the 

charging or discharging time {i.e. t  << A v / V  ). Under these conditions, Ecjuation 5.2 

can be re-exi)ressed as lo g j =  logC ,4 +  logK  indicating th a t c'apacitive behaviour can 

be identified from CV data  when the current density at some i)otential varies linearly 

with scan rate, having a slope of 1. Extrapolating these data  to  the y-intercept allows 

extraction of Ca- Note tha t this quantity differs from C/A ,  the available capacitance j)er 

unit area measured by integration of the CV. This difference arises due to the exponential 

term  in E(}uation 5.2, and will be discussed later in this section.

Figure 5.5A shows CV measurements of films with different transm ittance {T=SO% to 

99%, ^=10-260 nm at 100 mV/s). Using these data, the current density a t mid-voltage 

(0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl), was evaluated and plotted as a function of scan rate  for films with 

different transm ittance, shown in Figure 5.5B. Clearly, near ideal capacitive behaviour
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predom inates over a wide range of scan rates for all th e  films. Only above -1000  m V /s does 

deviation from a  slope of 1 becom e apparen t, corresi)onding to  charge and discharge tim es 

less th an  -0 .6  seconds. Sim ilar behaviour for P E D O T  based SCs w ithou t an  underlying 

curren t collector was observed by C arlberg  et Close inspection of F igure 5.5B reveals 

th a t  for thicker films (w ith lower Rg and  T ), the  onset of th is deviation shifts slightly to  

g reater scan rates. This provides a sul)tle indication th a t  the  tran sp o rt lim itations which 

determ ine R esr are likely to  be due to  the  sheet resistance as opposed to  ionic diffusion. 

If th is w eren’t the  case we would expect the  onset of th is deviation to  be independent of 

film transm ittance.
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Figure 5.5: (A) CV of various P E D O T  films w ith differing tran sm ittan ce  a t 100 m V /s. 
(B) C urren t density  evaluated a t  0.4 V vs. A g/A gC l from the  CVs for various FA trea ted  
films w ith differing tran sm ittan ce  over a  wide scan ra te  range (K =100-5000 m V /s). Black 
dashed line indicates capacitive behaviour (s lo p e= l) . In tercep ts w ith y-axis enable ex
trac tio n  of the  intrinsic (i.e. ra te  independent) areal capacitance, C a -

Using the  scan ra te  range over which the  l)ehaviour is near ideally capacitive (^ < 1 0 0 0  

m V /s), we ex tracted  th e  rate-independen t Ca for each film from  in tercept w ith  th e  y- 

axis. These d a ta  have been p lo tted  as a  function of film tran sm ittan ce  in F igure 5.6. As
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expected, films with greater transmittance store less charge for a given geometric area 

because less capacitive material is present on the surface. We measured C^ =  1.9 niF/cm^ 

for a low transmittance film {T—70%), which decreased to (7^=0.18 mF/cm^ for the most 

transparent film produced in this work (T=99%).

Provided Cy is constant for all of film thickness, these data should be described by Ecjua- 

tion 4.5. Fitting this equation to the data in Figure 5.6 gives Cyjao-p =  1.7 F/S.cm^ 

for these films, which can be considered a figure of merit for transparent capacitive elec

trodes (FoMc). Alongside these PEDOT data we have also included the results from 

transparent EC literature. Note that this excludes work done in this field where underly
ing ITO current collectors have been uyp(ji47;i48;i50;i52;i54:i56-i59;352. i)i-itt:ieness

and the need for high processing tem])eratures, ITO films aren’t compatible with flexible 

plastic electronics applications. We highlight that other than this work and the work 

described in Chapter 4 (blue circle), to our knowledge no other data has been presented 

for electrodes with T>  90%, the region of interest for transparent devices. These treated 

PEDOT films have a much higher FoMc than the disordered S\\'NT networks which dis

play Cvjaop — 0.3 F/S.cm^(blue dashed line). In addition, while the capacitance of the 

nanotube networks deviate substantially from this line at at T>90%, the PEDOT films 

remain bulk-like even at very high transmittance ( T—99%). As discussed above, the ab

sence of percolation effec'ts is a key advantage of these sprayed PEDOT films compared 

with disordered nanomaterial network electrodes.
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Figure 5.6: PED OT filnr transm ittance plotted as a function of the Ca values obtained in 
Figure 5.5. Unfilled blue points are data  from Chai)ter 4 (SWNT films) and unfilled black 
points are from the literature. F its are made using Ecjuation 4.5. Figure ?? contains a 
detailed version of this figure indicating the authors of literature data.

Ecjuation 4.10 indicates tha t the capacitive i)erformance of transparent EC electrodes 

depends strongly on Cy\ however is rarely calculated exj)Iicitly for transparent EC elec

trodes. As was done in the previous section for FoMe, we C'an determine the volumetric 

capacitance of this m aterial using the fitted FoMc and the known aop of this material, 

yielding (7i/=41 F/cm ^. In light of the disparity l)etween the FoMc of these PED O T films 

(1.7 F/S.cm^) and the SWNT films described in Chapter 4 (0.3 F/S.cm ^), i t ’s interest

ing to note tha t these two m aterials have reasonably similar volumetric capacitances (55 

F/cm ^ for the carboxylic acid functionalised SWNTs, using 1 M H 2 SO 4  as the electrolyte). 

Therefore, again we can a ttribu te  the superior performance of PED O T as a transparent 

EC charge storage film to its very low optical conductivity (24 S /cm  compared with 167 

S /cm  for the SWNTs).

Many elec-trode materials have been reported with substantially higher volumetric capac

itance; Carlberg ct al. re{)orted 100 F/cm ^ for PED O T f i l m s , G h a f f a r i  et al. measured

PEDOT (this work)
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84 F/cm ^ for PED O T coated n a n o t u b e s L a r g e o t  et al. reporte(i values -100 F/(an^ for 

n a n o t u b e s , H e o n  et al. measured 180 F/cm ^ for carbide derived c a r b o n a n d  values 

as high as 1160 F /cm ’̂ have been achieved using Mn ( > 2  composites. The literature data  

in Figure 5.6 which sits ahead of our PED O T data  for low transm ittance films suggests 

tha t higher FoMc are possible, w'hich could yield better capacitance a t high transm ittance 

values (T>90% ), provided films of these m aterials could l)e produced thin enough, while 

also avoiding percolation effects. We suggest this may be achieved by composite formation 

of this FA treated PED O T with other highly pseudocapacitive materials such as Mn02 

or Ru()2 ,̂ '̂̂ ®̂  to boost 6V without substantially increasing aop-

Considering Figure 5.5B, when the scan rate is too fast, the cai)acitance tha t is realised 

becomes imi)aired compared to the intrinsic areal capacitani;e, i.e. C j A  < C^.  We 

can examine the scan rate dependence of the CV data  more effectively by normalising 

the measured current density to the scan rate, yielding a differential capacitance {i.e. 

d q /dV ) /A  = Figure 5.7A shows CV data  exj)ressed in this manner for a film

with r= 99%  at a variety of scan rates (100 to 5000 mV/s). Ecjuation 5.2 can l)e modified 

similarly, as shown by E(}uation 5.3

j / V  = {dq /dV ) /A  =  C.4 (l -  (5.3)

This dem onstrates the reduction in charge storage with scan rate when the time constant 

becomes comi)arable to the time available to accumulate or dispense charge. Although 

Figure 5.5B allowed extraction of the intrinsic areal capacitance (at 0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl), 

the realised cai)acitance a t a given scan rate is given by the to tal charge passed over the 

voltage window, {i.e. C / A  — (A g /A l/) /^ ) . This can he found a t each scan ra te  by 

integrating the da ta  in Figure 5.7A using Equation 2.11. The calculated data  is show’n 

in Figure 5.7B for a number of different transm ittance films. Here the dashed lines 

are the rate-independent Ca values obtained from Figure 5.5B. Crucially, the integrated 

cai)icitance values approach this intrinsic cjuantity at low' scan rates. The ratio of these 

values { {C /A ) /C a ) provides a measure of the capacitance th a t is accessible a t a given 

scan rate. For exam{)le, for the T=99% film, 92% of Ca is available a t 300 mV/s, which 

decreases to 75% a t 1000 mV/s. Although these deviations aren’t terrible, these films are
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small (1 cm by 1 cm). Given tha t real devices are likely to require electrodes with larger 

dimensions, it is im portant to  characterise this behaviour for larger area films.

0.4
100 mV/s0.3

CM

E
0.1

U .

~  0.0 
<
^ - 0.1
T3

^  -0.2 
T3

-0.3 1000 mV/s
1=99%

-0.4
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1

0.1 •  T=80%
T=87% 

■•— 1=94% 
T=99%

Scan Rate (mV/s)
Voltage vs. Ag/AgCI (V)

Figure 5.7: (A) CVs for a number of FA treated samples with varying film transm ittance 
(dV /d t= 100  mV/s). (B) Available areal capacitance determined by integration of CVs for 
four films (T=80%  to  99%) plotted as a function of scan rate. All electrodes have sciuare 
dimensions; 1 cm l)y 1 cm.

5.3.3 Effect o f Film  Size and G eom etry on Charge Storage Prop

erties

5 .3 .3 .1  C yclic V oltam rnetry

For a transparent charge storage m aterial with a given Cy, when film thickness is con

strained to  provide some transm ittance (say T'=90%), the only way to  store more charge 

is by extending the lateral dimensions of the film. However, in the literature the majority 

of transparent EC electrodes are tested with small active areas and data  presented either 

on a per mass or per area basis. No attem p t has been made to  explore the properties of
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transparent capacitive electrodes as a function of film area, in particular, the scaling of 

absolute c:apac-itance.

Here we perform suc‘h a study, exploring the effect of both electrode length and w idth on 

the  absolute capacitanc:e. We define the electrode width, W, as the dimension parallel to 

the  electrode contact a t the upper film edge, and electrode length, L, as the perpendicular 

dimension (Figure 5.8A). Initially, we measured CVs for electrodes as a function of film 

length (and so area) while keeping the width constant (VK=0.5 cm). This was achieved 

by first charac.terising the largest area Him, then cutting off a small bottom  section to 

reduce L (and therefore A). Figures 5.8B and C show the length dependence of the CVs 

a t two scan rates, 100 mV/s and 1000 mV/s, resi)ectively (T =  70%). Here L was varied 

from 3.6 cm to 1.2 cm, resulting in a variation in film area from 1.8 cm^ to 0.6 cm^. As 

was done for Figure 5.7A, the measured current density has been normalised to scan rate 

to  express as a differential cai)acitance per unit area {‘̂ i/dv/A).

A Electrical contact „  3 - > B
0.6 cm ’

_  3 -J
0.6 cm

Path to /from  contact E 2 -H
u E 2 -U

Transparent film‘
Li- 1-1

oJ ¥  1.8 cm' I u_ 1 -

^  q :
A=LW

L
^  -2  -

[__ j ^  -1  n 

^  -2  -
-3 ' 1 0 0  m V /s S  -3  - 1 0 0 0  m V /s  

1 1 1
W 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

V vs. Ag/AgCI (V)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 
V v/s. Ag/AgCI (V)

Figure 5.8: (A) Diagram of electrode indicating length (L) and width ( W)  dimensions 
w ith relation to the electrical contact (along toj) edge). (B) CVs at 100 m V/s and (C) 
1000 m V/s a T=70% film with areas varying L from 0.6 cm^ to  1.8 cm^, achieved by 
altering by length between 1.2 c:m and 3.6 cm while keeping the width constant ( VK=0.5 
cm). The measured CV current density has been normalised by the scan rate, yiekling a 
difl'erential cai)acitance; j / V  = {<̂‘i/dv)/A .
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These CV results highhght the effect of both sample length and scan rate on ca])acitance. 

At tlie relatively slow scan rate of 100 mV/s, there is a small but noticeable increase in 

time constant as the sample length is increased, consistent with the increased in plane 

electrode resistance contributing to the B.esr. This will manifest itself as a slight reduction 

in the achievable areal capacitance (C/A). However, at the higher scan rate of 1000 mV/s, 

this effect is more j)ronounced. As the sample length is increased, very large increases in 

time constant can l>e seen. These results imply that long electrodes display significant 

reductions in areal capacitance compared to that expected for short ones, especially at 

high scan rates. This is an important result as it illustrates that the absolute capacitance 

cannot simply be projected from the areal capacitance measured for a small area samples.

We can (quantify this behaviour by cak:ulating C/A  from the CV scans by integration 

using Ecjuation 5.4. We performed this analysis on sami)les with a range of lengths (with 

14^=0.5 cm) at a variety of scan rates, shown in Figure 5.9A and B. It is clear from these 

results that the apparent areal capacitance falls dramatically as both length and scan 

rate are increased, as suggested above. These effects can be significant; when increasing 

electrode length from 1.2 cm to 3.6 cm the apj)arent areal capacitance at 1000 mV/s is a 

factor of three less than ex{)ecte(l.
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Figure 5.9: (A) Capacitance data {C/A) ol)tained by integrating CV data shown in Figure 
5.8) plotted as a function of scan rate for the various sample length (L=1.2 to 3.6 cm). 
Fits of E(}uation 5.5 to the data were used to determine the time constant, t ,  as a function 
of length, which plotted as the inset. Fitting E(juation 5.6 to these data gave CA=l.y 
mF/cm'-^, R^=29 Ohm/s(} and G a=  18.6 S/cm^. (B) The same ca{)acitance data j)lotted 
as a function of samj^le length (L) at various scan rates. Using the parameters found in 
(A), Ecjuation 5.8 has been plotted with alongside tliese data showing good agreement 
until -1000 mV/s.

The flecrease in apparent areal capacitance with increasing L can be understood as follows: 

As the electrode gets longer, the average resistance felt by electrons moving from the 

current collector into the FEDOT increases. This in turn increases the time constant 

(r  =  HesrC), causing a slower current rise on voltage reversal. Because the c'a])acitance is 

calculated by integration of the CV curve, this results in lower aj)parent areal capacitanc'e 

than the intrinsic' value {i.e. C /A  < Ca ). We can model this (}uantitatively by combining 

E<iuations 5.3 and 2.11 to give Equation 5.4:
V-’i+ A V

1  =  ^  /  ( C A l  -  c - ‘>n)dV (5A)
V]

All the terms ai)pearing here have been described earlier. Changing variable from V to t
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{dV = V dt ) and integrating gives Equation 5.5.

This describes the dependence of the experimentally measured areal cai)acitance, C /A  , 

on the intrinsic areal capacitanc'e, Ca , the scan rate, V  and the time constant, r.

We can use Ecjuation 5.5 to fit the C /A  vs. V  data shown in Figure 5.9A, finding very good 

agreement. From the fits we find tha t for this particular thickness of PED O T (T=70% ) 

the intrinsic areal capacitance is Ca =1-9 niF/cm^, close to the expected a value of 1.8 

mF/cm^ based on FoMc (Figure 5.6). In addition we find th a t the time constant varies 

considerably with sami)le length, as shown in the Figure 5.9A inset. We can understand 

this by noting th a t the time constant is given by r  =  R e s r C, where C  reflects the 

capacitance of the electrode and R esh reflects the series combination of electrode and 

electrolyte resistances {Rdcc.irodc+ReUT.troiyt.e)- We can exi)ress these three param eters in 

terms of the electrode geometry; the capacitance as Ca LW, the electrolyte resistance 

as the inverse of the electrolyte conductance [)er unit area multiplied by area, 1 /G a LW  

and the electrode resistance as the sheet resistance multiplied by electrode asj>ect ratio 

R.gL/W. Note tha t G a — where / is the electrode separation. W hen combined,

these give an expression for the time constant which is a function of electrolyte length, L, 

given by Equation 5.6.

r  =  C{Rf,iec.trodK  +  I^eleciroiytc) =  C a L W  ( R g —  +  ■— TTTt) =  C a R .sL ^  +  (5 -6 )
n '  (_j 4  i v  14' Ct 4

As shown in Figure 5.9 inset, Equation 5.6 fits the experimental data  extremely well 

allowing us to  extract values of /?s=29 Ohm/sci and Ga — 19 S/cm^. Note th a t we expect 

a value of 25 Ohm/scj for a sample with this transm ittance based on FoMg (Figure 5.3). 

Ga can be converted to an approxim ate c'onductivity using the electrode separation (~ 2  

cm) giving ~  40 S/cm. This is a little lower than  expected for 0.5 M K2SO4 due to 

additional electrode resistance th a t havn’t  been taken into account for this analysis. Given 

tha t the area (capacitance and sheet resistance are related to film thickness via C a =  C yt  

and R s  — {o'nct)~^, it can be seen tha t for a given electrode length the tim e constant
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should increase linearly for thicker films as shown by Eciuation 5.7.

+ (5.7)
<7/x; <^A

We can also apply this model to the data for apparent areal capacitance as a function of 

sample length. To do this we coml)ine Ecjuations 5.5 and 5.6 to give E(}uation 5.8.

(5.8)
' \ C a B sL ‘̂ + C a / G a ) ‘

Because all i)arameters in this expression (C a , R-;, G a , A v ) are known, we can plot this 

expression as a function of L for different scan rates, V , shown in Figure 5.9B. The 

agreement is good, however it disimproves as scan rate is increase, i.e. for scan rates > 

1000 mV/s. This point that will l)e discussed in the section following.

The same characterisation was also performed for the converse situation; with length 

kept constant {L=0.b cm), while varying the width (H/=0.8 cm to 4.5 cm). As shown 

in Figure 5.10A and B, the resulting behaviour is completely different. Although the 

measured areal capacitance falls with scan rate in line with E(iuation 5.5. it is invariant 

with sample width, W, at all rates. This is as expected l)ecause the sample width does 

not ap[)ear in Ecjuation 5.8. These observations are intuitive given that the capacitance of 

longer films must be charged through a growing resistance (/? =  R gL /W  ). This feature 

arises due to the absence of an underlying current collector, necessary for these films to be 

suitable for printed transparent/flexible electronics applications. This insight is important 

for the design of transparent energy’ storage devices.
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Figure 5.10: (A) Equivalent CV data to  Figure 5.9 where W  has been varied between 1.4 
and 3.7 cm while keeping length constant (L=0.5 cm), i)lotted as a function scan rate, 
and (B) W  and different scan rates.

5 .3 .3 .2  E lectrochem ica l Im pedance Spectroscop y

Using the CV analysis, it wai> clearly shown that the finite resistance of the active material 

results in geometric effects which limit the available C /A  for longer films and higher 

discharge and recharge rates. Here this behaviour is explored in more detail.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy w'as also used to  examine L dependence of charge 

storage properties of the PED O T transparent films. Here a sinusoidal excitation potential 

of 10 mV (rms) was applied with a DC bias of 0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl a t frequencies spanning 

from 0.1 Hz to  100 kHz. Figure 5.11 A presents a series of complex ])lane plots obtained 

for (Uff’erent electrode lengths (with W=0.5  cm^ and T=70%). Figures 5.11B and C 

j)resent the real {Z ’) and imaginary {-Z”) components of the impedance plotted as a 

function of excitation frequency, w, focusing on the range of interest (co<100 Hz, w'here 

spectra differ as a function of sample length). CJualitatively, the spectra in Figure 5.1 lA
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consist of a region with phase angle close to t i / 2  at low fre(}uencies w'hich transitions 

to a region with phase angle of n/A section at high frecjuencies. We denote the critical 

fre(}uency separating these two distinct regimes as cOc- These characteristics resemble the 

EIS si)ectra obtained for a variety of electrode systems which {)ossess spatially distributed 

capacitance and resistance, such as porous network electrodes and brush electrodes. A 

variety of transmission line equivalent circuits have l)een developed to account for this 

behaviour.^®

0 250 500 1 0 ' 10° 10' 10'

Z'(ohm) 0)(Hz)

Figure 5.11: (A) Com{)lex plane plot obtained for a T=70% hlms with various lengths 
from 1.2 cm to 3.6 cm with constant width ( W —O.b cm). Si)ectra were obtained using an 
excitation potential of 10 mV (rms) at a DC bias of 0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl a t freciuencies, w, 
ranging from 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz. The real (Z ‘) and imaginary {-Z”) components of these 
data are plotted as a function of fre(}uency in (B) and (C) respectively. All spectra have 
marked the characteristic frecjuency (cj<.) for the longest and shortest samples shown.

We have taken a similar ai)i)roach in this work, modelling the AC behaviour of these 

transparent electrodes using a single-arm transmission line model. A diagram indicating 

the features of this model is ])rovided in Figure 5.12. Transmission line models are em

ployed where the electrode {)roperties are spatially distributed along the some dimension. 

Although this is the thickness dimension for porous electrodes (between the current col-
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lector and the  porous film surface), in th is c:ase the  capacitance is d istribu ted  laterally  

along the  length of the  film due to  the  absence of an underlying current collector. Thus, 

an  aj)propriate  model consists of a  resistance running along the  length of the  film (L), 

to  represent the  flux of electrons to  and  from the  electrochem ical interface via the  ex ter

nal circuit. This resistive arm  branches continuously to  an interfacial elem ent which we 

have trea ted  as an ideal capacitor. T his is the  sim plest possible transm ission line model 

which we m ay provide a m ore realistic- represen tation  of the  behaviour of these films as 

a  function of sam ple length th an  the  series resistor-capacitor m odel used in the  previous 

section.

E le c tro ly te  °esr E le c tro ly te

-f  ^1  TT c l  c 1 '  c 1  71_
T /wv-Ĵ -AÂ  J  V\aJ

R s / W  R s / W  R J W  R s / W

Figure 5.12: Single-arm  transm ission line circuit used to  model the  im pedance behaviour 
of these P E D O T  films as a  function of sam{)le length.

Using the  analy tical solution to  a  m odel of th is form^^ and  su b stitu tin g  in the  term s rele

vant to  th is system  yields an expression for th e  AC im pedance as a function of excitation 

frecjuency, shown in Ecjuation 5.9:

^  =  ■ ^ ( - ^ ) '/ " c o th [ L ( i t^ C , /? , , ) '/2 ]  (5.9)
14

T he details of how this exj)ression was obtained  from th e  general form of th is model 

api)ears in the  Appendix. All the  sam e elec’trode  {)roperties are present as for the  CV 

analysis described in the  previous section. Ecjuation 5.9 can be simplified under conditions 

where {lo <  Uc) to  yield an expression for the  im pedance in term s of real and im aginary 

com ponents, appearing  in Ecjuation 5.10.
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This expression indicates th a t the low-fre(}uency portion of Z'  should be frequency inde

pendent. Figure 5.1 IB shows tha t tliis is approxim ately the case over a certain range. The 

th inner samples in particular show an additional unexplained increase in Z ’ a t very low 

frecjuencies (e.g. a t o j< l Hz for the L=1.2 cm sample) which weren’t  considered in this 

analysis. Therefore, the frequency independent i)ortions of the spectra were extrapolated 

to the real axis intercept and jjlotted as a function of electrode aspect ratio [ L / W )  for 

various transm ittance samples (T=70 to 99%) in Figure 5.13A. As expec:ted from Equa

tion 5.10, the data  varies linearly with L /W,  and the slopes were determined to calculate 

values for the sheet resistance of each film. These data  are plotted as a func;tion of the elec

trode transm ittance in Figure 5.13B. Also presented is data  measured directly by the four 

point probe method from Figure 5.3. These da ta  sets overlay extremely well, i)roviding 

evidence for the validity of this transmission line model for this electrode system.
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Figure 5.13; Derived EIS data. (A) Z ’ intercei)ts obtained by extrapolating the linear 
portion of spectra when uj < plotted as a func^tion of film as{)ect ratio { L / W  ). These 
data  enabled extraction of the sample sheet resistance using Z'  — B g L / Z W . (B) The 
obtained sheet resistance data  plotted as a function of films transm ittance. Also shown 
are the sheet resistance values obtained from four point jnobe measurements.
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As described above, a t any instant, the current flowing in the electrode decays as the 

distan(-e from the current collector is increased. We note tha t the api)roximation in 

Ecjuation 5.10 can be w ritten as Z ' =  R gL /'iW  for ui < . This indicates th a t in this

fre(}uency region the electrode behaves like a normal resistor with length one third of its 

normal length. This is an advantage of this imi)edance model as this information cannot 

be extracted from the model describing the CV data. As the sample length is increased, 

additional contributions are made to the 7?.esri arising from need to charge and discharge 

the films capacitance through the plane of the film.

We now turn  to the imaginary part of the imj)edance spectrum. Ecjuation 5.10 shows tha t 

when oj < lOc these electrode should behave as ordinary capacitors, i.e. Z  — i/iijC  . This 

behaviour can be seen in Figure 5.11C, where the low-frecjuency data  scales inversely with 

frecjuency. To analyse this portion of the spectra we extract the relevant low-frecjuency 

regime and have plotted -Z ” vs. 1/w, presented in Figure 5.14A for a T=70% electrode 

a t a range of lengths (L=1.5 cm to 3.7 cm). The capacitance, C, was determined from the 

slope of these da ta  and plotted vs. electrode area ( A=LW)  in Figure 5.14B along with the 

capacitance data  for a number of other films obtained similarly (T —70% to 99%). The 

intrinsic areal capacitance, Ca, of each film was determined from the slopes of these graphs 

and were plotted as a function of electrode transm ittance in Figure 5.14C. Alongside 

these results are the intrinsic areal capacitance values obtained using CV analysis (Figure 

5.5B). These datasets obtained using different experimental techniciues overlap very well, 

providing further evidence for the validity of this impedance model.
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Figure 5.14: (A) —Z"  data  obtained a t a variety of sample lengths i)lotted vs. inverse 
frequency. These data  were obtained for a range of films and used to  determine capacitance 
using Z" ~  i/(joC, plotted in (B). (C) The film transm ittance plotted as a function of these 
Ca values, showing the comparison to values obtained from the CV analysis ];)resented in 
Figure 5.5B.

5.3.4 L im itations of Length and Scan R ate (or Frequency)

As indicated by Figure 5.9A and B, the available areal capacitance begins to fall once 

either the sample length or the scan rate increases above a certain value. The design of 

real large-area EC electrodes would be facilitated l)y an understanding of the relationship 

between sample length and scan rate  when the effective capacitance begins to  deviate 

from the intrinsic value. We can obtain such a relationshij) using either of the models 

described above.

Using the impedance model, it is possible to  obtain such a relationship using the concept 

of penetration depth. The characteristic’ frecjuency marks the transition from capacitive 

behaviour to  a Warburg-like response when either the electrode is too long (at a given 

excitation frecjuency) or the excitation frecjuency is too fast (for a given length). For this 

single-arm transmission line mocleF®, the characteristic frecjuency is given by Eciuation 

5.11, which we can exj)ress in term s of the intrinsic- areal capacitance and sheet resistance
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of the electrode, or more generally, the volumetric capacitance and DC conductivity:

1  r  - 2  ^ D C  r  - 2  / ' r  1 1 ^

This relation is plotted in Figure 5.15 using the param eters relevant for this system 

(a/7c;=y36 S/cm , C\/=41 F/cm ^). Here the frequency has been expressed in hertz, =  

2nfc.. For example, when L—1.0 cm these electrodes will oj)erate as an ideal capacitor for 

/< 3 .7  Hz, however when L=5.0 cm, ideal behaviour occurs when /< 0 .1 4  Hz.

100 -

X

0.1

0.01
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10

Film Length, L (cm)

Figure 5.15: Characteristic: frequency plotted as a function of sample length for PE- 
D()T:PSS films.

Similar information can be olitained using the CV model. The areal capacitanc:e as 

ol)tained from Ecjuation 5.5 is essentially constant for a low values of V t / A V  . It can 

be shown very simply th a t the areal capacitance begins to fall off a{)proximately when 

V t / A V  =  0.5. Using Equation 5.6 we can dem onstrate th a t for a given sample length, 

the maximum scan rate  before the experimental capacitance begins to  fall off is given by 

Equation 5.12.
V- (5 12)

(C,R,L^ + C^/aj,)  '  ' ’
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Alternatively, if the capacitor must be operated a t a given rate  the maximum sample 

length before the experimental capacitance begins to  fall off is given by Equation 5.13.

 ̂ _  , 1 .A 1//2 a.4-

Both of these expressions contain param eters {i.e. Rg and Ca ) which depend on electrode 

thickness (and hence transm ittance). Using Rg =  (apct)^^  and C a =  C\ t, we can find 

the thickness dependence of these tw’o expressions, shown in Ecjuations 5.14 and 5.15.

r _  C y t ^  ( r  ^r, \
L,na. V  G J

We note tha t these expressions can alternatively be expressed as a function of transm it- 

tanc:e rather than thickness using Ecjuation 5.1. However, for the sake of simplicity they 

have been left in the current form. We can i^lot grai)hs showing the relationship between 

maximum rate and samj)le length and maximum sample length and rate (Figure5.16), us

ing tlie param eters established a\)Ove for PED O T com\)ined with the electrolyte used here 

{af)c=936 S/cm , Cv=4l  F/cm ^, AV^O.G V, (7/1 =  19 S/m^). These gra{)hs clearly show 

the limitations of large area transparent supercapacitors. For example, if the electrode 

transparency is set at 90% and a maximum scan rate of 1 V /s is recjuired, the sample 

length can be no more than 1 cm l)efore the effective areal capacitance s ta rt falling off 

from its intrinsic value.
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Figure 5.16: (A) Maximum scan rate at which transparent EC electrodes remain api)rox- 
imately capacitive for a given length and (B) the same information i)lotted to provide the 
maximum lengtli for a given scan rate.

It is w'orth highlighting tha t desi)ite tlie differences in the origin of CV and impedance 

models, Equation 5.11 and 5.14 can be considered e(|uivalent, as they both indicate tha t 

the maximum rate of discharge or recharge (by either a linear {)otential sweep or AC 

potential perturbation) depends on the ratio a o c f C y  and varies as The additional 

term  in the demominator of E(juation 5.14 is due to inclusion of the effect of the electrolyte. 

Although this is not taken into account by the impedance model, it more accurately 

describes the processes occurring within the film during charge and discharge, th a t is, 

the distributed nature of ca])acitance along the length of the film. Desj)ite the simplified 

treatm ent of the jjhysical processes taking place, the CV model is of more practical as it 

I)rovides the available capacitance for a given sample length and scan rate (up to  around 

V  =1000 mV/s). Clearly this understanding will be im portant for EC design.
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5.3.5 Large Area D evice M easurem ents

Presently, the  largest tran sp aren t EC  device in lite ra tu re  is only 4.5 cm^. Given th a t 

applications will no doubt re(}uire larger area  devices capable of g reater absolute charge 

storage, it is necessary to  dem onstra te  w hat kind of perform ance is possible. T he spray 

system  used in th is w'ork is capable of producing films w ith dim ensions of 18 cm by 18 cm, 

po ten tia lly  giving a devi(-e area of 324 cm^. However, given the  geom etric effects described 

above, the  absolute capacitance of devices w ith an L dim ension greater th an  ~5 cm are 

not able to  store significantly m ore charge a t th e  charge/d ischarge rates of in terest for 

EC  applications (~100s of m V /s). Accordingly, here we present m easurem ents for devices 

w ith dim ensions of H^=18 cm and  L < 6  cm ), giving a m axim um  electrode footprin t of 108 

cm^. A photograph  of these films are presented in Figure 5.17A. We em phasise th a t  this 

is substan tia lly  larger th an  any tran sp aren t EC  device published ]>reviously.

W=18 cm, L=6 cm T=95%

0.6

0.4

§ 0.2

0.0

^  -0.2
cr

X3
-0.4

- 0.6

A=18cm  A=54cm
 A=36cm^ --------A=108 cm^

—I-------1------- 1-------1------- r
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.^

AV (volts)

F igure 5.17; (A) Large area sprayed P E D O T  films ( M^=18 cm, L —G cm, T —95%) used to  
form a  two electrode cell. (B) CVs were obtained  of th is large area device configuration 
and  the  film length was sequentially reduced, to  decrease the  film area.
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Using a two eleftrode configuration, these electrodes were tested in a large beaker by 

cyclic voltam m etry a t a variety of scan rates (50 to  1500 mV/s). Figure 5.17B shows CVs 

obtained a t 50 mV/s for different sample lengths, and hence electrode areas varying from 

A=18 cm^ to 108 cm^. These were expressed as differential capacitance {{dq/dV)/A).  

Areal capacitanc'es were found by integrating the current passed over the potential win

dow, and are these data  plotted vs. device length for a range of scan rates (Figure 5.ISA). 

In all cases, C /A  falls with sample length, although this phenomenon is less severe for a 

low scan rates. Presented in Figure 5.18B is the absolute capacitance plotted vs. electrode 

length. For the largest area device we measured 12.5 niF at 50 mV/s.

In comparison, Jung et al. reported a transparent EC device using electrodes with T=71% 

and A —4.0 cm^, whic;h gave a ca])acitance of 2.1 mF by constant current charge discharge 

measurements (j= 5  [jF/cm^). Although this value is 5x less than  rei)orted here, it is dif

ficult to make a fair comparison. This is because the two devices possess different asj)ect 

ratio, different transm ittance and were characterised by different electrochemical tech- 

niciues. To facilitate comparison between different transparent EC devices in the future it 

is suggested th a t either some standards be agreetl uj)on in term s of device geometry, film 

transm ittance and test conditions used by researchers. However, it is i)robably easier if 

the intrinsic material properties of relevance for transparent ECs be rej)orted, as has been 

done in this work (i.e. ap(;, aop, and Cy). Onc'e known, these can be used to  indicate the 

performance th a t would be obtained for any device geometry and test conditions using 

the theory developed here.
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Figure 5.18: (A) Areal capacitance as a function of device length and area found by 
integration of CVs at various scan rates (50 to 1500 mV/s). (B) Al)solute capacitance as 
a function of device length at area at various scan rates, showing a maximum capacitance 
of 12.5 mF for the largest area device a t 50 mV/s.

5.4 C onclusions

In this work, we have examined the cai)acitive C'harge storage {)roj)erties of transparent 

PED ()T:PSS films. Films were prepared on flexible PE T  substrates using a robot con

trolled airbrush s])raying method. This enabled the production of high (juality samples 

with lateral dimensions to 18 by 18 cm with a range of transm ittance values (70% to  99% 

at 550 nm).

The optical and electrical properties were studietl to evaluate their use as transparent 

current collectors. Through the use of a sim})le formic acid post-treatm ent, these films 

were shown to possess a DC conductivity of 936 S/cm  and low optical conductivity of 

24 S/cm  (at 550 nm). In combination these provide an impressive electrical figure of
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merit, (roc/cfop =  39. Im})ortantly, percolation effects were not observed even for the 

most transparent films we prepared (T=99%).

The capacitive charge storage j>roperties of small area (1 cm by 1 cm) films were examined 

by cyclic voltammetry, demonstrating ideal capacitive behaviour up to high scan rates of 

1000 mV/s, providing intrinsic volumetric capacitance of 41 F/cm^. This provides an 

areal cai)acitance 0.18 niF/cm^ for a T=99% film. To characterise their performance as 

transparent electrochemical capacitors we found a capacitive figure of merit of Cy jaoy =  

1.7 F/S.cm^. Repeated CV cycling found a 99% capacitance retention after 3500 cycles.

As transparent electronic devic^es are likely to recjuire energy storage electrodes with areas 

larger than 1 cm^, the effect of film lateral dimensions on charge storage properties w'ere 

also examined. It was found that absolute capacitance does not scale linearly with sami)le 

area when it is increased via the length dimension {i.e. greater distance from the electrical 

contact). This results in loŵ er areal capacitance than expected. To our knowledge this 

effect has not been studied i)reviously. Some simple models were proposed to account 

for this length-dei)endent behaviour on the CV as well as the electrochemical imi)edance 

response of these films, using a single-arm transmission line model. On the other hand, 

absolute capacitance scaled linearly with the w'idth dimension (i)arallel to the electrical 

contact). Device measurements were obtained for large area films (footprint area 108 cm^, 

T—95%), for which we measured a capacitance of 12.5 mF at 50 mV/s. To our knowledge 

this is the highest value recorded for a transparent ECs using electrodes with T>90%.
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6.1 Introduction

A growing number of redox active materials have been identified tha t display imj)ressive 

I)seudocapacitive behaviour. These have the potential to greatly enhance the energy 

storage capabilities of EC electrodes beyond those which solely emjjloy the electrochemical 

double layer.

However, many of the most promising candidates also possess poor electrical conduc

tivity. This was observed in the previous chapter for electrodes without an underling 

current collector, How'ever, even with a current collector electrodes can l)e limited by 

current flow' in the perpendicular direction {i.e. parallel the the film thickness). As a 

result, exi)erimentally determined specific pseudocapacitance seldom approach theoreti

cal values, with the exception of ultra-thin film electrodes when they are charged and 

discharged s l o w l y . T h i s  means th a t the available cai)acitance falls dram atically at 

high charge/discharge rates required for many EC applications.

A common solution to this problem is to combine the pseudocapacitive m aterial with a 

nanoconductor such as carbon-black, acetylene black, carbon nanotubes or grai)hene to 

form a comi)osite e l e c t r o d e . N u m e r o u s  researc:hers have show'n tha t this strategy can 

result in increased the utilization of pseudocai)acitive materials by facilitating transj)ort 

of charge from redox sites to  the external circuit, 5®-60-309;357;358 However, as was indicated 

in Chapter 3, the nanoconductor content is often j)oorly justified and therefore likely sub- 

oj)timal. Presently, there is a paucity of detailed studies exploring the effect of carbon filler 

content on the resulting electrical and electrochemical properties of composite faradaic EC 

electrodes. This situation has likely arisen due to  the extensive characterisation required 

for a large number electrode compositions. Therefore, the challenge remains to  build a 

genuine understanding of factors th a t influence transport of charge from the redox site to 

the external circuit via the nanoconduc:tor material.

The aim of this work is to  address this problem by combining M n()2-nanoplatelets with 

single-walled carbon nanotubes using solution processing technicjues. This approach af

fords fine control over electrode composition, enabling a detailed study into the effect
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of nanotube content on composite properties by forming a spatially extended current 

collector, potentially enabling maximal use of the pseudocapacitive comi)onent.

6.2 Experim ental M ethods  

6.2.1 M n02 D ispersion Preparation

A dispersion of M n()2-nanoi)latelets in isopropanol was i)repared in Prof. Valeria Ni- 

colosi’s lab for collal)orative pur[)oses. This involved taking 1.7 g of M n(N()3 ) 2  and 0.5 

g of poly (ethylene glycol)poly (propylene glycol) poly (ethylene glycol) triblock copolymer 

(P123) and dissolving them  together in 100 mL of distilled water. The solution was heated 

to 45“C and 100 niL of 0.1 M KM n()4 (a(i) was added drop-wise under vigorous stirring. 

The obtained jn'ecipitate was filtered under pressure, washed with distilled w ater and al

lowed to dry for 24 hours. All chemicals involved in the synthesis of Mn ( > 2  m aterial were 

supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (90.99% purity).

The resulting i\In ( ) 2  powder was then exfoliated by bath  sonication to form a stable 

dispersion in isopropanol (starting concentration, 10 m g/niL). Sonication was c:arried out 

for 3 hours using a Fisher Brand 11207 sonic bath (37 kHz, 200 W). The dispersion was 

then centrifuged for 30 min a t 1500 ri)m using a Heraeus Multifuge XI Centrifuge to 

remove any unstable material.

A stock solution of ethyl cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) was i)repared by dissolving this i)olymer 

in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) while heating a t 75‘̂ C (concentration, 5 m g/m L). This solution 

was then added to the stock Mn ( > 2  solution, such th a t the binder;M n ( ) 2  mass ratio  was 

1:10. Although ethyl cellulose was recjuired as a binder for neat Mn ( ) 2  films, it wasn’t 

required for composite films formed with SWNTs.
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6.2.2 SW N T  D ispersion Preparation

A stock solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS (Sigma-Aldrich), was prepared by adding 

the surfactant to Millipore deionised water to a concentration of 5 m g/m L. This solu

tion was then added to arc-discharge produced single-walled carbon nanotube powder 

(SWNTs, Iljin Nanotech Co.) in 20 mL batches such tha t the surfactant/SW N T mass ra

tio in the resultant dispersions was 5:1 (SWNT concentration, 1 m g/niL). Each dispersion 

received 5 min of high power tip sonication (VibraCell CVX; 750W, 20% 60 kHz), before 

being placed in a sonic bath  (Branson 1510-MT sonic bath, 20 kHz) for 1 h, follow'ed 

by another 5 min of tip  sonication. The dispersions were then centrifuged a t 5500 rpm 

for 90 min. The supernatant of each disi^ersion was carefully decanted and c;ombined. 

The concentration of the resulting stock dis])ersion was then determined by al)Sorbance 

spectroscopy (Varian Cary 6000i spectrophotom eter), using Equation 2.1 (Beer-Lambert 

relation) with the known extinction coefhcient of the SWNT (3389 mLmg"^m'^ a t 660 

nm^^®).

6.2.3 Film  Preparation

All films wwe prepared by vacuum filtration of select volumes of the stock dispersions 

using ])orous mixed cellulose ester filter membranes (MF-Millipore membrane, hydroi)hilic, 

0.025 (jm pore size, 47 mm diameter). In this work, we i)repared M n()2-only and SWNT- 

only films, as well as composite films by combining the two stoc:k dispersions j)rior to 

filtration. The resulting films (diameter, 36 mm) were cut to the desired dimensions and 

transferred to either polyethylene terephthalate (PET) for electrical testing, indium tin 

oxide (ITO) coated glass for elec:trochemic;al testing, or Au-sputtered silicon substrates 

for SEM imaging. Here the cellulose filter membrane was removed by treatm ent with 

acetone vapor and subsecjuent acetone licjuid baths.
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6.2.4 Film  C haracterisation

Film thickness was measured by profilometry using a Dektak 6M, Veeco Instrum ents. Step 

profiles were obtained a t three locations on the film and the average calculated. Electrical 

conductivity values were calculated from current-voltage measurements made using the 

four-point prol)e technique using a Keithley 2400 source meter (Keithley Instrum ents, 

Inc.) and LabView interface (National Instrum ents, Inc.). Silver elec:trodes were painted 

onto the surface of the films using Agar Scientific supplied silver paint. The electrode 

width (~0.5 cm) and separation (~1 cm) were recorded.

SEM was i)erformed using a ZEISS U ltra Plus (Carl Zeiss Group). Imaging was per

formed using an accelerating voltage of 5 kV, a 30 [im aperture and a working distance of 

aj)proximately 5 mm.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscoi)y w'as performed under ultra-high vacuum conditions 

(<5.10-10 mbar) using monochromated A1 Kq X-rays (1486.6 eV) from an Omicron 

XMIOOO M kll X-ray source and an Omicron EA125 energy analyser. An Omicron CNIO 

electron flood gun ŵ as used for charge compensation and the binding energy scale was 

referenced to the C Is core-level of the adventitious carbon at 285 eV. The O Is and Mn 

2p core-levels were recorded at an analyzer pass energy of 20 eV and with slit widths of 

6 mm (entry) and 3 mm x 10 mm (exit). After subtraction of a Shirley background, the 

spec'tra were fitted with Gaussian Lorentzian line shapes. XPS testing and analysis was 

performed by Dr. Nina Berner.

Ram an analysis was performed using a W itec Alj)ha 300 R using a 532 nm excitation 

wavelength and a 1800 lines/m m  grating. Average spectra were obtained for each sample 

from line scans consisting of 50 discrete si)ectra, each with an integration tim e of 5 min, 

taken over a line 200 (am in length. A laser power of 400 }iW, as measured using a 

LaserCheck power meter, was emj)Ioyed to minimise sample damage. Ram an testing and 

analysis was i)erformed by Dr. Niall McEvoy.

Electrochemical properties of the films were examined using cyclic voltam m etry in a 

three electrode electrochemical cell. The cell consisted of a Ag/AgCl reference electrode
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and an  am orphous carbon counter electrode w ith 0.5 M K 2 SO 4  electrolyte. Test elec

trodes were first cycled a t 100 m V /s for 50 cycles betw een 0.1 and 0.8 V to  ensure stable 

charge/discharge behavior, followed by 20 cycles each a t  various scan rates from 10 to  5000 

m V /s (corresponding to  charge/disc-harge tim es from 0.14 to  70 s). Film  caj>acitance was 

estim ated  from  the  cyclic voltam m ogram s by in tegrating  the  curren t {)assed during the  

])ositive and  negative po ten tia l sweeps, which were averaged. T he film geom etric area  was 

kept constan t a t  0.25 cm^.

6.3 R esu lts & Discussion

6.3.1 Single com ponent films o f M n02 or SW N T

Layered m anganese dioxide was prepared by a m odified version^™ of the  co-precipitation 

m ethod reported  by Jiang  et al.^^ T he m ateria l was received as a brown (lisi)ersion with 

concentration of ~ 0 .2  m g /m l in IPA (Figure 6.1A). T E M  analysis showed the  disi)ersed 

m aterial to  be in the  form of th in  nanosheets w ith m ean lateral size of ~200 nm  (Figure 

6 .IB  k. C). We note th a t  such sam ples always contain  a small population  of relatively 

large crum pled objects such as the  one a t the  bo ttom  of Figure 6 .1C.

Figure 6.1: (A) P ho tograph  of stock M n() 2 /IP A  dispersion. (B) and (C) TEM  images of 
I\ln () 2 -nanoplatelets.
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T hin  fihns of M n ( ) 2  nanosheets were i)ro(luced by vacuum  filtra tion  for R am an anfl XPS 

analysis. A typical R am an si)ectrum  is presented in F igure 6.2A and  displays a dom inant 

featu re  a t ~645 which we a ttr ib u te  to  the  sym m etric stre tch ing  vibration  V2(Mn-0) 

of M n()2 , as expected for layered M n()2 .̂ ^®” ®̂̂ T he shoulder observed on the  left hand  side 

of th is  prim ary  peak (-575  cm'^) can be a ttr ib u te d  to  the  V3 (M n O) stre tch ing  vil)ration 

associated  w ith MnOg octahedra.^®^

X PS m easurem ents of the  Mn 2p and () Is  core-levels (Figure 6.2B and  C, respectively) 

show' the expected M n ( ) 2  com i)onents in the  correct stoichiom etry, w ith a ra tio  of m an

ganese to  oxygen very close to  50 %. T he M n 2p 3 /2  peak lias been fitted  w ith  five m ulti- 

plet com ponents in acicordance w ith the  param eters established for M n ( ) 2  by Biesinger et 

T he add itional Mn^+ com ponent can be a ttr ib u te d  to  X-ray dam age a n d /o r  o ther 

oxide specdes like M n 2 () 3 , b u t th is constitu tes a  very m inor {)art of the  spectrum . A{)art 

from the  m ain M n ( ) 2  com ponent, th e  deconvoluted () Is  peak also show's contribu tions 

from the  Si( ) 2  substra te , n itra tes, which are m ost likely associated w ith  the  M n(N ()3 ) 2  

s ta r tin g  m aterial, as well as m inor con tribu tion  from adventitious carbonates. T his anal

ysis indicates th a t the  synthesised m ateria l to  be predom inately  layered M n()2 .

S h irley  B ack grou n d  
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MnO-5 a
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Figure 6.2: C haracterisation  of M n ( > 2  -nanoplate lets m easured on vacuum  filtered th in  
films of M n()2 . X PS spectra  showing (A) Mn 2p peaks and (B) () Is  {)eaks. (C) R am an 
si)ectrum
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Subsequently we used vacuum filtration to j)repare a range of Mn ( ) 2  ftiin films with varying 

mass per unit area (M /A ). This (juantity was controlled via the volume of dispersion 

filtered. A small (juantity (10 wt%) of ethyl cellulose (EC) was added as a l)inder. The 

film M /A  varied from 2 to 160 ]ig/cm^, a relatively broad range as compared to previous 

w'ork [i.e. Pang et 1-14 jig/cm^, Hu et 130-150 jig/cm^). After filtration,

pieces of the films (A~0.25 cm^) were transferred from the nitrocellulose filter membranes 

onto ITO-coated glass current collectors using acetone to dissolve the membrane.

Film thicknesses were determined using prohlometry, revealing th a t the M /A  loading 

range corresponds to thicknesses varying from 40 nm to 1.7 jmi (Figure 6.3). Despite the 

inclusion of the ethyl cellulose, we found it impossible to prepare electrodes of the M n ( ) 2  

thicker than  1.7 jmi, due to poor mechanical properties leading to difhculties in transfer. 

We measured the film density as 0.95 g/cm^ suggesting a high film porosity of ~80  % 

(using pMno-i — 5 g/cn'i^). This morj)hology is attractive for electrochemical capacitor 

ai){)lications due to the combination of high surface to bulk atomic ratio and porosity, 

which allows for ready access of electrolyte counter ions to  the internal surface area of the 

electrode.
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Figure 6.3: Thickness of Mn ( > 2  thin films plotted as a function of sample loading (M /A ). 
Calculated film density was 0.95 mg/cm^.

pMno.=0-95 g /cm
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Electrochemical experiments were performed on prepared electrodes to  investigate the 

charge storage properties of the Mn ( > 2  films. Cyc-lic voltam m etry (CV) was carried out 

using 0.5 M K 2 SO 4  electrolyte in a three electrode configuration. Before measurement, 

each film was conditioned by applying 50 CV cycles between 0.1 and 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl 

{dV/dt=100  mV/s) to ensure a stable electrochemical response. Following the electrode 

conditioning, CVs were recorded a t a variety of scan rates from 10 to 5000 mV/s. The 

slowest and fastest scan rates correspond to charging/disc:harging times of 70 sec and 0.14 

sec respectively. These charging/discharging times are suitable for many sujjercapacitor 

applications.^®^

The typical CV response of an ultra-thin Mn ( ) 2  electrode (t=40 nm) at two scan rates (50 

and 5000 mV/s) is presented in Figure 6.4A. To facilitate comparison, we normalised the 

current resjjonse to both scan rate and the mass of active material, yielding a differential 

gravimetric" capacitance. The shape of the CV curv^es are broad and near-rectangular, 

typical of the i)seuclocapacitive response of this material.®^ At the lower rate of 50 mV/s, 

faradaic features can be discerned centered a t 0.5 V on the oxidation sweep and 0.4 

V on the reductive sweej). These features dissai)ear a t higher rates and the current is 

slow indicates resistive character even for this th in  film electrode. The capacitance was 

calculated by integrating the current passed within the potential window'. We calculated 

a relatively high specific capacitance (C/M ) for this material (~200 F /g  a t 50 mV/s), 

typical for a thin film of ]\In( ) 2  charged relatively slowly. This value decreases at

higher rates, to~90 F /g  at 5000 mV/s.
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Figure 6.4: Cyclic voltam m ogram s of M n()2 -only films w ith m easured thickness of (A) 40 
nm  and 1700 nm  (B) a t 50 and  5000 m V /s. M easured curren t density  is norm alised to  
scan ra te  to  yield a differential capacitance. E lectro lyte was 0.5 M K 2 SO 4 .

C haracterisation  of films w ith  thickness in the  nanom eter range is useful to  evaluate the  

(}uality of the  m aterial. However, for m any api)lications w’here greater absolute capaci

tance is required, the  electrode thickness needs to  be scaled uj). Therefore it is im j)ortant 

to  evaluate how' capac'itanc’e varies w ith electrode thickness. To investigate th is we have 

prepared thicker electrodes and  evaluated their charge storage behaviour in a  sim ilar m an

ner. Figure 6.4B shows CVs for a  1.7 jim thick M n ( > 2  film. We observe th a t  C / M  has 

decreased by a  factor of ~ 1 0  a t 50 m V /s and a factor of ~100 a t 5000 m V /s, com pared 

w ith the 40 nm  thick film. T he CV shape exhibits a  more resistor-like behaviour for 

thicker films, and  the  faradaic features observed for th e  th in  films are no longer perceiv

able. We em phasise th a t  these thicker M n ( ) 2  films are still relatively th in; comm ercial 

su{)ercapacitor electrodes based on porous carbon typically have thicknesses of 1 0 - 1 0 0 's 

of microns.

To dem onstra te  th is behaviour m ore clearly we have p lo tted  C / M  as a  function of scan 

ra te  for th ree  different electrode thicknesses (Figure 6.5A) and  as a function of thickness
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for three different scan rates (Figure 6.5B). In both  cases we observe impaired specific ca- 

pac'itance for thicker film s and faster charge/discharge rates, ind icating  tha t a dim in ish ing 

proportion  of active redox sites are being utilised. Such results are consistent w ith  elec

trodes which are lim ited  by poor electrical i)erformance. io-58;309:3i8;334;3S7 particu la r, the 

sym m etry between these tem poral and spatial dependencies suggests they are determined 

by the same underlying electrode properties, namely those determ ining the transport of 

charge between active sites and the external circaiit. Using the four-probe technique, we 

measured the electrical conductiv ity  of the th in  films of M n ( ) 2  nanosheets used here to  be 

~ 1 .7 x l0 "^  S /m . Th is low' conductiv ity  is sim ilar to  values reported by others^^^’̂ ^  ̂ and 

would be expected to  lim it supercapacitor performance. Understanding how tliese effects 

can l)e overcome is crucdal for the design of supercapacitor electrodes tha t overcome the 

I)roblem of underwhelm ing absolute cai)acitance, j)a rticu la rly  at high j)ower.

QO
u_

u
•  dV/dt=50 mV/s
•  dV/dt=500 mV/s
•  dV/dt=5000 mV/s

•  t=40 nm
•  t=310 nm
•  t=1700 nm

lO'̂ 10' ^ 10°

Scan rate, dV/dt (mV/s) Thickness, t ( | im )

Figure 6.5: Si^ecific capacitance o f M n ()2 -only film s (A ) as a function of scan rate for 
three film  thic‘knesses and (B) thickness for three scan rates.

In  contrast to  the observed [)oor electrical properties o f these lMn( ) 2  films, the high elec

trica l conductiv ity  o f many carbon-based materials makes them excellent candidates as
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high perform ance siiperc:ai)acitor electrodes. To comi)are w ith the  M n ( > 2  d a ta  described 

above, we j)repared disordered netw ork films of single-w'alled carbon nanotubes (SW NTs) 

of various thicknesses. We m easured th e  film conductiv ity  to  be ~ 2 x l0 ^  S /m , which is 

in agreem ent w ith previous rej)orts.^®^ Cyclic vo ltam m etry  carried out under the sam e 

conditions as for M n ( ) 2  showed highly rectangu lar behaviour (Figure 6.6A), indicating a 

close to  ideal capacitive resi)onse w ith a small tim e constant. T he gravim etric capaci

tance determ ined  by in tegration  of the  CVs was v irtually  invariant w ith bo th  thickness 

and scan ra te  a t « 1 0  F /g  (Figure 6.CB and C) as has been reported  by o t h e r s . T h e  

slightly raised apj^arent capacitance for the  th innest film is due to  the  contribu tion  of the  

underlying ITO  curren t collector, which becomes significant for very th in  films.
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Figure 6.6: Cyclic voltam m ogram s of (A) SW N T-only film w ith t= 6 7 0  nm  a t  two scan 
rates. Specific capacitance of SW N T-only films (B) as a  function of scan ra te  a t  three 
film thicknesses and (C) thickness a t th ree  scan rates.

It is clear from th is work th a t  th in  films of M n ( ) 2  have great jio ten tial as supercapaci

to r electrodes, b u t they  are lim ited by poor conductiv ity  resulting  in disapi)ointing per

form ance a t  high scan ra tes  and  for thicker electrodes. Indeed, overcoming electronic 

transi)o rt lim itations of pseudoc:apacitive m aterials in general is key to  achieving high 

j)erform ance electrodes. As discussed by a num ber of a u t h o r s , a  simple solution is 

to  add  carbon nano tubes to  th e  M n ( ) 2  electrode, form ing a conducting netw ork to  facili

ta te  charge tra n sp o rt from redox sites to  th e  ex ternal circuit. Furtherm ore, th is  stra tegy
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is known to improve mechanical properties of films containing layered materials and assist 

with electrolyte accessibility by preventing restac:king of adjacent sheets.

6.3.2 C om posite Film s o f M n02 and SW NTs

In order to test the effect of adding carbon nanotubes to films of \ ln O 2 nanosheets, we 

jjrepared composite films with a range of SW NT:M n ( ) 2  mass ratios. This was achieved 

by sim{)le mixing of approi>riate volumes of the two comjoonent dispersions followed by 

vacuum filtration and film transfer (see Methods). In this study, we (diose a fixed M n ( ) 2  

mass loading of 160 ng/cm^. We then added increasing (juantities of SWNTs to this fixed 

quantity of Mn ( ) 2  forming composites with nanotube mass fractions of uj) to 40 wt%. 

As indicated in Figure 3.10, this maximum carbon loading is likely to be well above the 

optimum c'onducting filler content for com])osite electrochemical capacitor electrodes. The 

chosen method of composition study differs somewhat from others^^^’̂ ®̂ where the total 

film mass is kept constant and the masses of both components are altered simultaneously. 

Keeping the MnC) 2  mass constant for all films, our approach greatly simplifies analysis of 

the way Mn ( > 2  pseudocaj)acitance varies with film composition. While the film thickness 

is relatively constant a t -1 .5  jmi U]) to  Mf=20 wt%, the addition of SWNTs beyond this 

loading caused the film thickness to increase. At the maximum mass fraction (~40 wt%) 

tested the film thickness was ~  3//r?7. (Figure 6.7A). The fixed Mn ( ) 2  M /A  of 160 jig/cm^ 

was chosen because it corresponds to the greatest thickness at which we could j)roduce 

mechanically robust M n()2 -only films for comparison. Considering Figure 6.5A & B, it 

is clearly a thickness where the capacitance of Mn ( > 2  is transport limited. Additionally, 

while remaining relatively thin we minimised the influence of ionic trans{)ort which cannot 

be ignored for thick electrodes.
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Figure 6.7: SW N T :M n()2 Comi)osite film thiclcness (A) and calculated porosity (B) p lo tted  
as a function of SW N T m ass fraction.

SEM images of an  M n()2 -only film and two com posite films (M f= l and 25 wt% ) are 

])resented in Figure 6.8. Even a t 1 wt%  loading, the  presence of the  nano tuhes is apparen t. 

T he images a t higher loadings suggest effective mixing of the two com ponents, w ith the 

M n ( ) 2  in tim ately  incorporated  w ith in  th e  nano tube netw ork. Im portan tly , we found th a t 

the  add ition  of any am ount of SW NTs greatly  improved the  film ’s m echanical integrity, 

m aking th e  inclusion of ethyl cellulose b inder unnecessary. This is not unexpected as we 

have previously observed films of exfoliated nanosheets to  l)e very b rittle  but becom e much 

m ore robust on addition  of n a n o t u b e s . T h e  oppo rtun ity  to  discard the  polym eric 

b inder is of significant benefit as the  10 w t%  ethyl cellulose is an  otherw ise poor use of m ass 

(and volume) w ithin an electrode m aterial, im parting  no intrinsic capacitanc:e or electrical 

tran sp o rt pathw ays. This con trasts w ith previously reported  com{)osite electrodes where 

the conductive additive has not also acted  as a binder. In addition , the  com posite 

films are extrem ely porous contain ing free volumes of >75 % for all m ass fractions (Figure 

6.7B). T his is advantageous as it should allow free access of the  electrolyte to  th e  internal 

surfat:e of the  electrode. Conversely, very high j)orosity will u ltim ately  reduce the  scope 

for high volum etric capacitance.



Figure 6.8: SEM images of M n() 2 -only (A) and  SW N T :M n ( ) 2  nano tubes films at 1 wt%  
SW NTs (B) and 25 wt%  nanotubes (C). All films had thickness of ~100  nm

Using th e  four-probe technicjue we m easured the  in-plane electrical conductiv ity  for SW N T :M n ( ) 2  

com posites w ith a range of nano tube  contents. T he conductiv ity  d a ta  is p lo tted  in Fig

ure 6.9, where the  nano tube content is re{>resented as a  volume fraction, ( p .  We found 

th a t the  DC conductiv ity  increases ra{)idly w ith the  add ition  of small am ounts of nan 

otubes, reaching -1 0 0  S /m  for ^ = 1  vol% and api)roaching 10^ S /m  for ( f > = 2 ' o  vol%. This 

behaviour is (jualitatively sim ilar to  th a t  observed previously for com posites of M 0 S2  

nanosheets m ixed w ith carbon n a n o t u b e s . T h e  electrical i)ro{)erties of such insula

to r/n an o co n d u c to r com posites is described by j)erc'olation t h e o r y . I n  th is  fram ework 

the film conductiv ity  is expected to  be very low until a  critical volume fraction of nanocon

ductors is reached, called the electrical percolation threshold , ( ) ) c , e .  Above th e  percolation 

threshold , the  electrical conductiv ity  is described by:^*®

CT =  CTo((/> -  ( 6 . 1 )

where oq is related  to  the  conductiv ity  of the nanoconductor and  n is the  percolation 

exponent. F ittin g  our d a ta  to  ec^uation 6.1 (Figure 6.9) gives a  very low' electrical 

percolation threshold  of </)c,e=0.16 vol%, (To= 1 .4 x 10® S /m  and a percolation exponent of 

1.82. We note th a t the  {)ercolation threshold  for com posites w ith ID  fillers is thought
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to  scale w ith the  d iam eter to  length  ra tio  of the filler particles. Accordingly, very low 

percolation thresholds such as th a t found here are often observed for com posites based on 

carbon nanotubes. This is a  significant advantage for our {)urpose as a  sm all j)ercolation 

threshold  m eans significant conductiv ities can be achieved at relatively low (f>, m eaning 

very little  capacitive m ateria l has to  be sacrificed to  in troduce th e  conductive paths.
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Figure 6.9: In-plane electrical conductiv ity  of SVVNT:Mn( )2  com posite th in  films jjlotted 
as a function of nano tube  volume fraction. The do tted  line is a  fit using Ecjuation 6.1 
w ith fit C'onstants given in th e  graph. In all cases the  films were 1.5 to  3 pm  thick.
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6.3.3 C om posite E lectrochem ical Capacitor E lectrodes

If relatively thick M n()2 -only electrodes display capacitances which are limited by electri

cal conductivity, the da ta  in Figure 6.9 would lead us to  expect the addition of nanotubes 

to result in significant capacitance enhancements. To test this, we measured CVs for a 

range of composites and compared their response to the M n()2 -only film. Shown in Fig

ure 6.10A are the current responses of three composite films to linear potential swee{)s 

with dV /dt=1000 mV/s. The first thing to  note is a considerable increase in current 

density as nanotube content is increased. This strongly supports the idea th a t the in

troduction of conductive i)aths facilitates the acc;essibility of redox sites. However, the 

shape of the CV curves is also of interest. Considering the current resi)onse of a simi)le 

series resistor-cai)acitor model (Equation 5.2), it is clear th a t increasing the SW NT con

tent results in reduced r ,  suggesting a substantial reduction of R ush presence

of the nanotubes. Similar ol)servations regarding CV shape were made by Lee et al.^^ 

and Kim at on adding carbon black to M nOj. This effect is also evident, though

less pronounced, a t slow scan rates (Figure 6.10B). Subtle faradaic features of the Mn ( > 2  

can still be discerned even with 33 wt% nanotubes. This observation is im portant; if 

the ca])acitance increase were im parted by the added nanotubes themselves, these j\In ( ) 2  

redox features would likely be obscured, especially at higher nanotube loadings. This sug

gests tha t the capacitance increase of the composites is predominately due to  the action 

of the nanotubes j)roviding electrical access to the M n()2 , rather than via their intrinsic 

capacitance.
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Figure 6.10: Cyclic voltam m ogram s of M n() 2 -only and SW N T :M n ( ) 2  com posite films a t 
50 m V /s (A) and 1000 m V /s (B) w ith various nano tube loadings.

We can c^uantify th is capacitance increase l)y p lo tting  the  m easured capacitance of the  

com posite film norm alised to  to ta l film mass, [ C r / M r )  as a function of nano tuhe  mass 

fraction. These d a ta  are showm in Figure 6.11 for th ree scan rates. (N.B. M r  =  M m „ o -2 +  

M n t  and assum ing b o th  M n ( ) 2  and  SW NTs con tribu te  to  the  cai)acitan(-e, C t  =  C m ^  02 +  

It is clear th a t  for all scan ra tes  the  c'apacitance increases dram atically  uj)on 

addition  of even a  few' percent of nanotubes before falling off a t higher m ass fraction. The 

SW N T loading providing m axim um  capacitance falls in the  range of 5-15 w t% , shifting 

slightly to  higher loadings w ith  increasing scan ra te . In some cases, the  im provem ents 

are large: for the  500 m V /s d a ta  a x l5  increase in C t / M j  waa observed a t  M f= l l  

w t%  com pared to  th e  M n() 2 -only electrode. Beyond the  optim ised values, th e  specific 

ca{)acitance decreases as the  relative nano tube content in the  films inc:re8ises, j)resum ably 

approaching the  nanotube-only  value of ~10 F /g . T his behaviour would not be expected 

if the  M n ( ) 2  and SW NTs were bo th  con tribu ting  to  the  capacitance only as per their 

individual specific capacitances {i.e.  the  rule of m ixtures: C r / M r  — (C '/A /)a/„o 2 ( 1  — 

M f )  +  { C / M ) N T ) M f ) .  To con trast th is behaviour w ith our d a ta , RoM -type behaviour is 

also indicated  in Figure 6.11 as th e  dashed lines.
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Figure 6.11: Measureci to ta l capacitance { C t  =  C m „( ) . ^+C n t ) SW NT:]\In ( ) 2  com posite 
films as a  function of nano tube mass fraction a t CV three scan rates. T he do tted  lines 
indicate are the  expected to ta l capacitance for rule of m ixtures (RoM) behaviour.

A sim ilar j>eak to  th a t ol)served in Figure 6.11 has been rej)orted previously for su])er- 

capacitors formed from m ixtures of activated ca rbon /carbon  black^^** and carbon aero

gels filled w ith nanoconductors such as carbon l)lack, nanotubes and carbon fibres. In 

these publications it was suggested th a t the peak capacitance occurred a t the  jjercolation 

threshold. However, comi)aring the results in Figure 6.11 and F igure 6.9 indicates th a t 

the  peak capacitance occurs a t volume fractions substantia lly  above the  electrical perco

lation threshold. This optim um  loading of carbon nanotubes (5-15 wt% ) is relatively low 

comj)ared to  the  litera tu re  where (often unoj)tim ised and therefore {)oorly justified) con

ductor contents tend  to  fall in the  range i5-25%5*:62;309;3ii:358;367;376-378 Figure 3.10). 

Lower conductor contents are desirable from an economic standpoin t given the present 

relative cost of these two m aterials in addition to  the  fact th a t  the  nanotubes provide 

little  intrinsic capacitance.
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Figure 6.12: (A) Specific capacitance associated only w ith the  jMn()2 (i.e. w ith the  SW N T 
com ponent removed) m easured for various com posite electrode comi)ositions i)lotted vs. 
scan rate . (B) Increase in specific capacitance due to  the  presence of the  SW NTs relative 
to  M n()2 -only electrode p lo tted  vs. scan ra te , for various electrode com positions (see (A) 
for legend). In all cases films were 1.5 to  2 jmr thick.

T he fact th a t  the  capacitance d a ta  in Figure 6.11 does not follow the  rule of m ixtures 

also suggests the  increase in capacitance is due to  the  addition  of conducting p a th s  to  the  

M n ( > 2  electrode. T he presence of these p a th s  seemingly “ac tivates” th e  nearby M n ( ) 2  by 

enabling the  tra n sp o rt of stored  charge to  and  from the  curren t collector. To exam ine th is 

hypothesis, we should consitler th e  effect of nano tube content on the  si)ecific' capacitance 

due only to  the  Mn(>2 . To do th is, we sub trac t th e  capacitance contribu tion  due to  

the  nanotul)es [i.e. 10 F /g ) , and norm alise to  the  m ass of M n ( > 2  [i.e. we calculate 

[C'r — C N T) /^h ir i 0 2 )- These d a ta  are presented in Figure 6.12A, p lo tted  vs. scan ra te  

for a  num ber of com posite electrodes w ith  differing nano tube  contents. Included for 

comj)arison is the  eijuivalent d a ta  for a M n()2 -only film of w ith the  sam e M /A  (160 

pg/cm ^). These d a ta  indicate th a t  the  [presence of nano tubes considerably increases the 

capacitance associated w ith the  M n ( ) 2  a t  all scan rates. How'ever, the  effect is particu larly  

apparen t a t high scan ra tes  w ith  the  M n ( ) 2  capacitance a t 1000 m V /s increasing from ~2 

F /g  in the  M n()2 -onIy film to  ~42 F /g  for the  film w ith 33 w t%  SW NT.
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In practical term s, w hat is im portan t is the  increase in specific electrode capacitance 

which can be achieved by adding nanotubes. T his can be exam ined by p lo tting  the  ratio  

of th e  specific capacitance of a  comi)osite electrode to  th a t  for an M n() 2 -only electrode 

{i.e.. {C'r/ M r ) / {C/ M)MnO'i) scan ra te  (Figure 6.12B) for a  num ber of m ass fractions. 

W'hile a  two-fold increajse is found a t low scan rates, much larger increases are found a t 

higher scan rates; the  relative c‘ai)acitance increase peaks a t scan ra tes  in the  600-2000 

m V /s range, w ith a twenty-fold inci’ease observed a t 2000 m V /s for the  33 wt%  sam ple. 

Tlie decrease wliich occurs a t scan rates beyond th is m axim um  is likely due to  ionic: 

diffusion becom ing the  ra te  lim iting step  for electrode charge and  discharge.

6.3.4 Percolation of C apacitance in C om posite Film s

To allow fu tu re  optim isation of solution-processed nanostructu red  supercapacitor elec

trodes, it will be necessary to  understand  the  na tu re  of these cai)acitance increases. The 

increase in M n ( > 2  capacitance com pared to  an M n()2 -only electrode, norm alised i)y I\In ( ) 2  

m ass is given by ecjuation 6.2

(ACAW)„,,o, =  -  C n t  -  (g 2,

We note th a t calculation of th is param eter is facilitated  by the  fact th a t all films have 

identical M n ( ) 2  m ass as described above and in th e  E xperim ental M ethods. P resented  in 

F igure 6.13A is {A C /M )i \ i r ,0 2  I)lotted vs. nano tube volume fraction, for d a ta  collected 

a t  two rej)resentative scan rates. As illustrated  by these {)lots, d a ta  collected a t all scan 

ra tes  disj)lay the  sam e features: a t low (p, / M)f ,ui0 2  increases non-linearly w ith  0  up

to  4>=(l)sat, a fter which it reaches a constan t value which we denote {AC/M )sat -  We will 

first discuss the  behaviour a t low (j> before tu rn ing  to  th e  sa tu ra tion  regime.
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Figure 6.13: Percolation analysis of com posite th in  film electrochem ical capacitor
electrodes. (A) Increase in specific capacitance of M nOs due to  jjercolative effect 

=  {Ct  — C n t  — CMno-zoniy) (*■«• w ith cai)acitance contribu tion  of nan 
o tubes equivalent M n()2 -only film sub trac ted  off), p lo tted  vs. nano tube volume fraction 
for two scan rates. At all scan rates the  increase in th is <}uantity sa tu ra ted  at the  sam e 
volume fraction 4>sat- T he dashed lines are fits to  j)ercolation theory eciuation 6.3, while 
solid lines indicate capacitance in the sa tu ra tion  region. (B) Percolation scaling graphs 
for the  sj)ecific capacitance increaise. Only d a ta  w ith cj) < cj)gat, are  show'n. In all cases the  
percolation threshold  was (pc ~  0.3 vol%.

As disc'ussed previously, it is likely th a t  the  observed incTeases in capacitance are as

sociated w ith  th e  in troduction  of conducting i)aths to  the  electrode. The conductiv ity  

of the  overall netw ork is controlled by percolation theory  (Figure 6.9). However, it has 

previously been shown th a t, for suj)ercapacitor elec'trodes based on percolating nano tube  

netw orks, the  resulting  capacitanc^e is also described by percolation theory. T h is occurs 

because the  capacitance is directly  j)roportional to  the  num ber of nano tubes connected to  

the  network; a  param eter which is controlled by percolation theory. It is likely th a t  

sim ilar phenom ena are j)resent in the  SW N T :M n ( ) 2  comi)osites under s tudy  here. We 

propose th a t , as the  nano tube  volume fraction increases and the  netw ork becom es m ore 

extensive, the  volume of M n ( ) 2  w ith in  close i)roxim ity of the  netw ork increases. This
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proxim ate Mn()2 can easily transfer charge to  the current collector via the nanotiibe net

work, and as such it becomes “activated”. Thus, we expect the capacitance to  scale with 

network size and i)roi)ose th a t the cai)acitance increase can be described by a percolative 

scaling law of the form:

(AC/A/)MnO, =  {AC/M)o{(P -  cPccr (6.3)

where {AC/M )sat  is a constant, 0(.,c is the capacitive percolation threshold and is 

the capacitive percolation exponent. We note tha t, in general, the vs. ^

data  is ((uite scattered making it diftic:ult to accurately fit a three-unknown function suc:li 

as ecjuation 6.3 to the data. To address this, we fixed <pc.,c at a constant value for all 

scan rates. Initial trials found th a t setting (f)c.c — <t>c.p. =  0.0016 (the in-plane electrical 

percolation threshold) gave reasonable fits for all scan rates. However, it was found 

th a t using 0c,e =  0.003 gave clearly better fits, es])ecially a t low (p (15 out of 19 scan 

rates displayed > 0.9). This can be seen by plotting {AC/M),\ino.^ vs. 4> — (pc as 

shown in Figure 6.13B. This justifies our proposal to  use equation 6.3 and suggests the 

capacitance is indeed described by percolation theory. The fact th a t (t>c,c > is perhaps 

not unexpected. The electrical measurements were associated with current flowing in 

the plane of the composite. However, in the capacitance measurements the composite 

electrode sits on top of an ITO current collector, with the electrolyte in contact with the 

top composite surface. In this case, current flow from ITO to  redox sites is, on average, 

out of plane. In thin film com{)osites, we ex})ect the nanotubes to be randomly arranged in 

the plane of the film but partially aligned with the film surface making in plane and out- 

of-plane charge transport non-e(iuivalent. In fact, it has been shown th a t the percolation 

threshold for aligned rods is higher than th a t for randomly arranged rods^^® making the 

difference between <pc„c and 0c,c perhaps unsurprising.

F itting  gave Uc and (AC/A/o) with reasonably low' uncertainties for a range of scan rates 

between 10 and 5000 mV/s. These data  are presented in Figure 6.14A and B. The ca.- 

I)acitive j^ercolation exponent increases monotonically with scan rate  from nc~0.2 for 

dV/dt= lO  m V/s to  n^-S for dV/dt=5000  mV/s. This is somewhat unexpected; for elec

trical percolation the [jercolation exponent tends to be a property of the network, scaling
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w ith param eters such as netw ork uniform ity or w idth  of the  junction  resistance d istri

bu tion . Such netw ork p roperties w'oukl not be expected to  vary w'ith scan ra te . T he 

scan ra te  dependence of (A C /il/)o  is also poorly understood. It follows a  sim ilar form as 

th e  Uc vs. scan ra te  d a ta , increasing continuously w ith rate . By analogy w ith electrical 

I)ercolation^^^ we woukl expect th is  param eter to  reflect the  m ateria l j)roperties of the  

system . We suggest th a t  to  some ex ten t these variations in the  fit jjaram eters w ith  sc:an 

ra te  refiec't an influenc:e of ionic: diffusion constra in ts whic:h becomes im portan t a t  higher 

rates (see Figure 6.12; in particu lar, where capacitance decreases beyond ~1000 m V /s). 

Thorough exam ination of these effects will recjuire fu tu re  characterisation  of how ionic 

diffusion w ithin th e  electrode vary w ith  nano tube loading in these com posites. However, 

it is clear th a t  th e  relative cai)acdtance increase assoc:iated w ith M n()2 is consistent w ith 

I)ercolation theory.
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T he sa tu ra ted  regim e indicated in F igure 6.13A is perhaps m ore intuitive. As (p is in

creased th e  network t)ecomes more extensive, bringing inc-reasingly m ore M n ( ) 2  w ithin 

proxim ity of nanotubes. However, a t some critical volume fraction, all M n ( ) 2  in 

the  electrode will be close enough to  a  nano tube  to  effeclively exchange charge w ith  the  

network. A fter this, the  capacitanc:e cannot be increased by increasing the  volume frac‘- 

tion  and  it sa tu ra tes  a t a value of {AC/M)sat -  T he  sa tu ra te d  volum e fraction, (psat  ̂

p lo tted  vs. scan ra te  in Figure 6.14C, rem aining constan t a t  ~6 vol%. This invariance 

imi)lies th a t the  m axim um  distance (i?) over which M n ( ) 2  can exchange charge w ith  the 

netw'ork is scan ra te  independent. This m axim um  range defines a  shell, of thickness R,
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which surrounds the nanotuhe netw'ork and defines the vohime of activated M n ( ) 2  i -c.  

the Mn ( ) 2  w'hich can effectively transfer charge to  the nanotube netw'ork. The saturation 

volume fraction is then the lowest volume fraction where the shell encloses all the M n ( > 2  

in the electrode. Considering a local section of shell associated with a straight section of 

nanotube (radius r), both of which we model as cylinders, the saturation volume frac

tion is ai)proximately the nanotube volume divided by the volume enclosed by the shell: 

0sa< =  r^ / ( r  +  B Y -  Taking 4>fiai= 6 vol% gives R  ~  3r. Assuming tha t the nanotubes are 

in the form of bundles of diam eter ~20 nm (as observed previously with r~10 nm, it 

follows th a t /?~30 nm.

The dependence of {AC/ M)sat  on scan rate is presented in Figure 6.14D. Interestingly, 

{AC/M)gat  increases a t low scan rate before reaching a maximum at -200  mV/s. We note 

th a t the position of this maximum is controlled by tlie details of the rate  dependence of 

both ric and { A C / M ) q. However, it is the presence of this maximum th a t results in the 

shape of the curves given in Figure 6.12B.

This work dem onstrates the im portance of percolation in composite su})ercapacitors. 

While a number of papers have suggested percolation plays a role in the operation of 

composite s u p e r c a p a c i t o r s , e v e n  indicating tlie onset of capacitance a t the elec

trical {)ercolation threshold,^® j)ercolation scaling of ca{)acitance has not been observed. 

When studying a nanotube/activated carbon comj)osite, Pico e t  al. ol)served a rule of 

mixtures rather than percolative Ijehaviour.^**^ However, it is likely th a t this was due to 

the relatively high conductivity of the capacitive phase and the m oderate difference in 

conductivities between the comj)onents of the composite (xlOOO comj)ared with > xlO* 

here). We believe the current study is the first dem onstration of percolation of capaci

tance in composite supercapacitor electrodes (although percolation scaling of capacitance 

has been observed in single-c:omponent nanotube networks Understanding the nature 

of such {)ercolation effects will be critical for the oi)timisation of capacitive composites.
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6.3.5 Thick C om posite Film s

Elec'troc'hemical capacitors must display large areal ca])acitances, C /A , to maximise their 

energy storage (•ai)acity. Because C / A  = ptC-r/Mr , where p and t are elec:trode density 

and thickness respectively, maximisation of areal capacitance requires Cj / M t  to  remain 

high even as the film thickness is increased. However, as discussed, electrodes of M n ( ) 2  

nanosheets display two significant problems. Firstly, the specific capacitance C r / M r  

tends to  fall w ith increasing thickness for resisitive electrode materials. The second issue 

is the problem of poor mechanical integrity of Mn ( . ) 2  electrodes. As described previously, 

we found it impossil)le to prepare M n()2 -only electrodes with t>1.7 jmi due to their severe 

brittleness. We expect both of these problems to  be addressed by the j)roduction of M n()2 - 

nanotulje composites. To test this, we {produced a set of composite electrodes (0=15 vol%, 

well in the sa tu ra ted  regime) with thicknesses between 1.6 and 17 //m. In all cases the 

electrodes were mechanically robust with no problems associated with brittleness.

We performed CV measurements to determine the capacitance of these electrodes for 

a number of scan rates. Shown in Figure 6.15A is the sj)ecific capacitance, C 7  /A / 7  , 

measured at two scan rates and j)lotted as a function of thickness (filled symbols). For 

comparison, the ecjuivalent da ta  is also shown for M n()2 -only electrodes (imfilled symbols). 

While the I\ln()2 -only capacitance tends to fall off w'ith increasing thickness, it is clear 

that the comj)osites have higher capacitance for a given thickness. In addition, for the 

100 m V/s data, the measured values of C'l / M r  remain roughly constant as thickness 

is increased. For the 1000 m V /s data, C y / M r  falls with increasing thickness, probably 

because a t this high rate  the capacitance l)ecomes diffusion limited. However, even a t 1000 

mV/s the capacitance is much higher in the composite than would be likely l)e achieved 

for thicker M n()2 -only films, if such films could be made.
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A more intuitive representation of the data  is found by plotting C r / A  as we have done 

in Figure 6.15B. Here, the Mn(>2 -only data  increaaes sub-linearly (linearity indicated by 

dashed line) with t. However, for the composite, the 100 m V/s data  increases linearly, 

reaching 52 m F/cm ^ at i=10.3 iim. In acklition, even though the 1000 m V/s composite 

data  increases sub-linearly, the best composite still (lisj)lays 11.4 m F/cm ^, considerably 

larger than  the best Mn ( ) 2  film. Similar values were obtained by Okamura et who 

prepared M n/M o mixed oxide composite elec:trodes with carbon nanotubes, measuring 

20.4 m F/cm^ for a 4.1 jim film (100 mV/s in 0.5 M Na2 S( ) 4  electrolyte) and Wen et 

who prepared Mn ( > 2  composites with carbon black, measuring 20 niF/cm^ for a 20 pm 

film (10 mV/s, 0.1 M KCl).

In Figure 6.16A, we compare the areal capacitance for the thickest M n()2 -only film {t=l.7  

J im ) with tha t of the best performing composite film (^=10.3 pm). The data  indicates 

th a t the composite substantially outperforms the M n()2 -only film a t all scan rates. We
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can {}uantify the improvement shown in Figure 6.16B by plotting the ratio of composite 

to  M n()2 -only ca{)acitances vs. scan rate. This graph shows a lietter than  tenfold im

provement in areal capacitance a t all scan rates below -3000 mV/s. Indeed, at scan rates 

close to 500 m V/s enhancements of x40 are achieved. We note th a t these imi)rovements 

are due to  the combination of enhanced Mn ( ) 2  capacitance resulting from better electri

cal transport and the ability to prepare thicker electrodes due improved the mechanical 

properties also afforded by the presence of the tubes.
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Figure 6.16: (A) Comparison between the maximum M n()2 -only film able to be j)roduced 
(using 10 et% ethyl cellulose) compared with a thick SW NT:M n ( ) 2  comj)osite film (t=10.3 
imi, 15 wt% SWNT) j)lotted as a function of sc-an rate.
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6.4 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that sui)ercapacitor electrodes can be easily fabricated by solution 

processing methods from Mn()2 nanosheets and SWNT:Mn()2 com{)osites. The Mn(>2- 

only electrodes displayed specdhc capacitance whicli decreased rapidly witli increasing 

charge/discharge rate and electrode thickness. This is consistent with observations by 

other authors and is due to the poor electrical conductivity of the Mn()2. However, 

on addition of nanotubes we found the electrode conductivity increased by eight orders 

of magnitude in a manner described by percolation theory. Because of tlie increased 

conductivity, we observed large increases in capacitance especially at high scan rates where 

a > 10-fold increase in si)ecilic capacitance was observed. This cai)acitance increase is due 

to the nanotube network facilitating charge transport from redox sites to tlie external 

circuit. We found that the increase in specific capacitance associated with Mn(>2 alone 

increased with nanotube volume fraction as described l)y i)ercolation theory. How^ever, 

the percolation fit parameters varied with scan rate in a manner that is currently not 

understood. At higli nanotube content, the si)ecific capacitance associated with Mn()2 

alone saturated. The saturation volume fraction was ~6 vol%, a value we associate with 

the nanotube netw'ork activating the entire j\In()2 volume. We tested the applicability 

of these results by prej)aring thick, binder-free SW'NT:Mn()2 composites. W'e found the 

areal capacitance to be up to 40 times higher than the best Mn()2-only electrode we could 

prepare.

To translate the exc'ellent charge storage {)roperties of i)seudoca])acitive material into real 

api)lications recjuires they be processed into macroscopic’ structures. However, for these 

to be useful the problem of poor electrical conductivity must be addressed. Here we show 

that when a nanoc’onductor is added to form composites, percolation theory ai)plies not 

only to the way electrical j)roperties vary with composition, but also the extent to whic:h 

interfacdal processes can occur due to the creation new' elec:trical pathways. These insights 

pertain not only to the design of nanostructured EC electrodes, but any electrochemical 

application recjuiring charge transport l)etween interfacial sites and the external circuit 

through a nanostructured network current collector.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Work
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This thesis has presented steps towards the creation of electrochemical energy' storage sys

tems for use within i)rinted electronic devices tha t are flexible and transparent. Three elec

trode systems have been explored; single-w^alled carbon nanotube networks, conducting 

polymer networks produced using PED ()T:PSS and composite networks of single-walled 

carbon nanotubes combined with manganese dioxide nanoi)latelets.

The electrochemical charge storage properties of ultra-thin carl)on nanotube networks 

were investigated first as these have been the sul)ject of many studies for use as trans

parent conductors, and they are known to ])ossess excellent properties for electrochemical 

c:apacitors generally.

This study focused on the electrical and electrochemical properties of carbon nanotube 

netw'orks as a function of the electrode thickness and hence the transm ittance. It was 

found tha t when the thickness of single-walled carbon nanotube networks are reduced to 

jjrovide greater oj^tical transm ittance, the electrical transport i)roi)erties are simultane

ously impaired. This is due to a reduction in the number of current pathways spanning 

from one part of the network to the other. Initially, this behaviour scales with thickness 

in accordance with the bulk-like DC conductivity of the netw'ork {i.e. Rg ~

However, as film thickness is further reduced, at some critical value called tm in ,  d o  <̂ l̂ hs 

transitions to a pow'er-law l)ehaviour th a t can be understood using percolation theory {i.c 

O'D C  { t  — In percolative regime the electrical ]:)roperties of the network

diminish with reduced thickness much faster than for the bulk-like.

This phenomenon is crucial to the performance of transparent elec'trochemical caj)a(itors 

as through-i)lane electrical transport determines the ability of these nanotube networks 

to  act as a  current c-ollector within electrochemical capacitors, th a t is, deliver cdiarge 

to and from the electrochemical interface via the external circuit. This was confirmed 

using electrochemical imj)edance measurements which showed th a t the ecjuivalent series 

resistance of these networks, Resr, scales in the same manner as the sheet resistance, 

Rg, and therefore is also controlled by percolation effects. This has ramifications for the 

pow'er capabilities of transparent nanom aterial networks (because P  oc R]psr)-
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For any electrochemical capacitor electrode, the measured capacitance scales with the 

spatial extent of interfac-e that is available to the electrolyte. Since tliis property is 

sensitive to the connectivity of disordered nanomaterial networks, it is likely that the 

capacitance of these networks will also vary non-linearly as the electrode thickness is 

reduced. Accordingly, the capacitive pro{)erties of transi:»arent carbon nanotube networks 

were also investigated.

Cy('lic voltammetry was used to measure the capacitance per unit area, C/A,  of these 

networks at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. These measurements found that for thicker films, C/A  

also varied linearly with tliickness in accordance with the bulk-like volumetric: capacitance 

of the networks {i.e. C /A  = {ClV)t).  However, as for the electrical properties, below a 

certain thickness, tmin, c-, l)ehaviour also transitions to a i)ower-law type behaviour. 

This is not unexpected as percolation theory also suggests that the spatial extent of 

disordered networks (as measured by the capacitance) should scale as a power law such 

as Cv oc {t — ic)"'’"’- This has ramification for the energy cai)abilities of transparent 

nanomaterial networks (because E  oc C). In spite of these effects, to our knowledge, the 

capacitance of these hlms w'ere superior to all other reports from the literature in the 

technologically relevant transmittance range (T’>90%). Further improvements could be 

obtained by the dei>osition of a thin layer of pseudocapacitive oxides on the surface of the 

nanotubes to jjroduce a comj)osite materials with enhanced intrinsic' c-apacitance. This 

deposition j)rocess would have to be carried out judiciously to preserve the conductivity 

through the nanotubes themselves, as well as at the junctions between nanotubes.

Identical percolation thresholds were found for both the sheet resistance and the capaci- 

tanc^e (î . =  4.3nm), which is to be expected as both these properties recjuire current flow 

through the network. Interestingly, the transition thickness from bulk-like to percolative 

behaviour for these two properties differed; t „ i i n . D C  ~  100 nm w'hile t m i n X '  ~  20 nm. This 

has been rationalised cjualitatively using simple geometric; arguments.

It was found that these trans])arent networks occupy similar j)ositions on a plot of energy 

vs. j)ower in the bulk-like regime. However, for thicknesses necessary for high trans

mittance electrodes (T>90%), jjercolation effects cause greatly reduced performance, ob-
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served as a  tail tow ards low energy and j^ower. Therefore, th is work has im portan t im pli

cations for the  design of electrochem ical capacitors using u ltra -th in  netw orks of nanom a

terials sucli as carbon nano tubes, nanowires or graphene, th a t  re<}uire high transparency  

and do not make use of an underlying curren t collector.

Having identified the  detrim enta l effects of these percolation-based i)lienom ena on tra n s 

paren t elec'trochemical capacitors, the  next p a rt of th is thesis aim ed tow ard m inim ising or 

avoiding these, if possible. Recent studies on nanom aterial networks found th a t  tm in . ix :  

scales w ith  the  d iam eter of the  nano tube bundles th a t  constitu te  the  netw ork. Tlierefore, 

one s tra tegy  to  improve these networks («u ld  involve optim ising the  n ano tube  exfohation 

process to  achieve sm aller bundles. This could then  shift the  tran sition  from bulk-like 

to  percolative behaviour to  lower thicknesses (and higher tran sm ittance). Tliis being the  

case, instead  of using discrete nanoobjects to  form nanom aterial netw orks, in the  work 

following, a  m olecular conductor has been employed. A single chain of conducting poly

m er has the  lowest jiossible d iam eter of any conducting elem ent, therefore i)resents an 

oppo rtun ity  to  avoid percolation effects.

Like single-walled carbon nanotubes, the  chosen conducting polym er, PE D ()T :P S S , has 

also shown excellent perform ance as a trans{)arent conductor, as well a« w ith in  emerging 

electrochem ical capacitor electrodes. Due to  its solubility in w ater, th is  copolym er can 

be readily converted into m echanically flexible films by liquid i)hase j)rocessing. As the  

thickness is reduced, greater transparency  is achieved and therefore th is  m ateria l is also 

an a ttrac tiv e  cand idate  for use as a  transparen t energy storage electrode.

By using a  robot-controlled a irbrush  spraying system , highly uniform  films were j)ro- 

duced w ith controllable transparency. As for th e  nano tube  networks, th e  electrical and 

electrochem ical properties of these films were m easured as a  function of thickness in the  

technologically relevant range for tran sp aren t devices ( T =70%  to  99% a t  550 nm ). Formic 

acid w'as emjjloyed as a  secondary dopan t, im proving the  electrical p roperties of these films 

by 2-3 orders of m agnitude. M ost im portan tly , th rough  the  use of the  spraying film pro

duction  technique and the  formic acid trea tm en t, j)ercolation effec:ts were not observed, 

dem onstra ting  a  significant advantage of th is approach.
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Other than their ease of processing, and lack of percolation effects, an important factor 

for the superiority of these PED()T:PSS networks was their very low o{)tical conductiv

ity (o'op =24 S/cm  at 550 nm). This value is much lower than other candidate trans

parent/flexible (inductor components such as carbon nanotubes, graphene and metallic 

nanowires, presenting an important advantage for this application.

The ability to produce large area films by this approach presented an opportunity to 

study the charge storage properties of films much larger than has been done previously 

in the literature. For a given material (with some Cy),  if the film thickness is fixed to 

provide some necessary transmittance, the only remaining way to increase the absolute 

energy storage is by extending the lateral dimensions of the electrode. Therefore it will 

be necessary to know the dependence of the charge storage i)roperties on the lateral 

dimensions of the film. With this in mind, the fact that the film itself is acting as the 

sole current collector for the electrode means that capacitive elements more distant from 

the external contacts can only be accessed through an increased resistance.

These geometric dependencies were examined using cyclic voltammetry and electrochemi

cal impedance spectroscopy. Indeed, it was found that while capacitance increases linearly 

with the electrode width (dimension parallel to the device contact) it increases sub lin

early for elec'trode length (dimension per[>endicular to the device contact). A simple RC 

circuit model was proj)osed to account for this behaviour for the CV measurements and a 

single-arm transmission line model for the imj)edance measurements. This work highlights 

that the properties of small area electrodes cannot be simply scaled linearly to project the 

capabilities of larger area electrodes. Significantly reduced jjerformance was observed due 

to increasing the electrofle length by only a few centimeters, particularly at fast discharge 

and recharge times. This understanding is crucial for the design of larger area transi>arent 

electrochemical cai)acitors. Large area two-electrode measurements were performed for 

electrodes with T=95%, j)roviding a device capacitance of 12.5 mF for a geometric area of 

108 cm^ when charged at 50 mV/s. To our knowledge this is the largest capacitance mea

sured for any transparent electroc'hemical cai)acitor device with technologically relevant 

transmittance (T>90%).
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Future studies are necessary to try  and improve the volumetric capacitance of the electrode 

through the use of Faradaic redox processes available to  the PED OT electrochemically 

reduced. Alternatively, high j)seudocapacitance materials such as ruthenium  dioxide or 

manganese dioxide could be added, forming composite transparent electrodes. In addi

tion, its likely th a t transparent electrochemical cai)acitor devices will recjuire gel or solid 

sta te  electrolyte materials separating the two electrodes. Therefore, subsefjuent studies 

are necessary to determine the performance tha t can be obtained using more realistic 

electrolyte systems. PED O T has shown some susceptibility to environmental factors such 

as temi)erature, UV-light and oxygen. Further studies are necessary to assess the extent 

of these effects on the performanc'e of transparent devices.

Increasing the spec'ific' or volumetric: capacitance of a electrochemical c'apacitor electrodes 

is probably the most frecjuently pursued strategies for imj)roved j>erformance. This may l)e 

achieved by employing m aterials th a t are capable of Faradaic reactions of a capacitive-like 

nature, as opj)osed to  solely using the electrochemical double layer.

However, a downside of many otherwise promising candidate materials is limited electrical 

conductivity. To overcome this problem, much research is being carried out exj)loring the 

properties of composite electrodes by combining a high capacitive m aterial w ith a smaller 

(|uantity of a conducting additive. In many cases this approach is providing encouraging 

results. However, often the ratio  of these two components is poorly justified and therefore 

unlikely to provide the best {)ossible performance. In addition, the princi{)les which dictate 

the improvement th a t may be obtained by composite formation is not well understood at 

present.

Therefore, in the final j)art of this thesis, composite nanom aterial networks have been 

created by mixing different (juantities of single-walled carbon nanotubes with high capac

itance manganese dioxide nanoplatelets. Here thicker electrodes have been i)rei)ared and 

licjuid phase processing has also been employed for their production, again, by vac:uum 

filtration of nanom aterial dispersions. This a])proach provides a compelling route to  com- 

I)osite formation as the comi)onent dispersions can be combined in any ratio, enabling fine 

control over the electrode com{)osition. The c*omposites were {H’epared with a maximum
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single-walled nanotubes to a maximum loading of 40 wt %.

U])on measuring the electrical properties of the composites, it was found th a t the increase 

in electrical conductivity spanned eight orders of magnitude over the composition range, 

following a percolation scaling law. A very low percolation threshold was obtained, (<  1 

wt %) enabled by the high aspect ratio of the tubes. This is one of the most im portant 

advantages of using nanotubes compared with traditional conductive additives such as 

carbon black.

Electrochemical measurements dem onstrated tlia t the to tal caj)acitance of the compos

ites was also enhanced by the addition of the nanotubes, though in a manner differing 

considerably from rule-of-mixtures type Ijehaviour. Subse(|uent analysis found th a t the 

increased capacitance of the manganese dioxide material associated with the i)resence 

of the nanotubes also followed a percolation-like scaling law. Starting at a percolation 

threshold, dramatically improved capacitance occurred, rec^uiring only small loadings of 

nanotubes. This behaviour was found to saturate  at a nanotube loading of 6 vol%, in

dicating tha t the addition of nanotubes beyond this loading cannot further improve the 

utilisation of the Mn(>2 These insights were able to be elucidated due to the specific de

sign of the experiment, whereby the manganese dioxide mass loading was kept constant 

for all comi)osites, varying only the (juantity of nanotubes added.

The fitting param eters for the increase in cajmcitance were found to vary with scan rate 

in a manner tha t is presently not understood. However, it is suspected tha t this is due 

to  the influence of ionic diffusion limitations within the film, becoming dominant at high 

scan rates (above 1000 mV/s). Future experiments will benefit from taking into account 

these effects through characterisation of the electrode properties using electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy.

In was also found tha t the j)resenc'e of an interj)enetrating nanotube network throughout 

the electrode substantially imj)roved the mechanical j)roperties of the films, to the point 

where a f)olymeric binder was not required. This highlights a considerable advantage of 

composite formation using nanotubes, as many binder materials provide no other func

tional benefits to  the composite while occupying volume within the electrode structure.
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As a result, thicker composites were able to be prepared (~10 (im) with far greater ca

pacitance compared with the thickest possible M n()2-only films, even with the assistance 

of a binder (1.7 microns).

These studies providetl valuable insights into the properties of electrochemical capacitor 

electrodes produced by liquid phase {)rocessing of nanomaterials, for use within emerging 

printed electronics applications.
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